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Summary
Rearrangement variational principles are used to prove the existence of weak so­
lutions of partial differential equations in connection with steady vortices of finite 
extent in an ideal fluid. The variational principles are based on that proposed 
by Benjamin [6] in which a functional related to the kinetic energy is maximised 
over the set of rearrangements of a fixed function.
The first two variational problems considered are examples in which a loss of 
compactness occurs. We first prove the existence of planar flows past an obstacle 
containing symmetric vortex pairs and approaching a uniform flow at infinity. The 
vorticity in one of the regions bounded by the line of symmetry is the maximiser 
of a functional relative to the set of rearrangements of a prescribed function 
that have bounded support. The functional is shown to attain a maximum for 
sufficiently small values of a positive parameter which corresponds to the speed 
of the flow at infinity.
The second problem we study concerns steady vortex rings in flows occupying 
the whole of R3. For all positive values of a parameter a functional is shown 
to attain a maximum relative to functions in the weak closure of the set of rear­
rangements of a prescribed function that have bounded support. The maximisers 
are rearrangements of curtailments of the prescribed function. In the special case 
when the prescribed function is constant the maximisers are rearrangements if 
the parameter is lower than a critical value and zero is the unique maximiser for 
values of the parameter greater than the critical value.
The final problem concerns periodic flows in a strip. We prove the existence 
of flows containing (disjoint) patches of vorticity with the vorticity in each patch 
being a rearrangement of a prescribed function.
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The theory of rearrangements and maximisation of functionals relative to sets 
of rearrangements has recently been developed by Burton. He has shown the 
existence of steady vortices in flows on both bounded and unbounded domains 
(planar and 3-dimensional) using a variational principle based on that proposed 
by Benjamin [6] in which a functional is maximised relative to the set of rear­
rangements of a prescribed function. In the case of unbounded domains, if the 
speed at infinity is prescribed to be sufficiently large then there is no maximiser of 
the functional relative to the set of rearrangements. However, there may exist a 
maximiser relative to the weak closure of the set of rearrangements. Douglas [15] 
has studied this problem in connection with vortex rings in an infinite pipe and 
showed that the maximiser is a rearrangement of a curtailment of the prescribed 
function.
Both Burton and Douglas used the technique of Steiner-symmetrisation to 
overcome the loss of compactness when working on unbounded domains. In the 
first problem we consider, that of planar flows past an obstacle, their methods 
are unavailable due to the lack of Steiner-symmetry of the domain. Symmetry 
techniques are used in the second problem we study, that of steady vortex rings in 
flows occupying the whole of R3. The final problem considered concerns periodic 
flows in a strip.
Before outlining the main results we give a brief summary of background 




Let (E, M ,f i )  and (E 'jA T ,//) be positive measure spaces. Non-negative mea­
surable functions /  : E —> R  and g : E' —»• R are rearrangements if
f t { /_1[a, oo)} =  / / { $ - 1[a, oo)}
for all a  >  0. If 1 <  p  < oo and /  G Z^(E) then # 6  L^E') and | | / | |p =  ||p||P.
The set of rearrangements of a non-negative function / 0 will be denoted by 
R(fo).  For /o defined on the half-line Eydeland, Spruck and Turkington [19] 
characterised R(fo) as
R (fo) =  { / I /  ^ 0 » /  measurable, / 0°°(/ -  a ) + =  / 0° ° ( / o  -  a )+ for all a  >  0}
where u+ denotes the positive part of u. In general R(fo)  is not a convex set.
Ryff [34] showed that for non-negative /o G L1(7), where I  is the unit interval, 
the weak closure of the set of rearrangements is convex and therefore equal to the 
closed convex hull of the set of rearrangements. Brown [8] proved that the result 
was true for any non-negative Li9 function (1 <  p <  oo). Ryff also characterised 
the weak closure of the set of rearrangements of non-negative / 0 G L 1 (I) as
{ /  6 L \ I ) \  f V  <  / V  for 0 <  8 <  1, /  >  0 and M/IK =  ||/„ ||i}
Jo Jo
where / A denotes the decreasing function that is a rearrangement of /o- The 
result for / 0 G Li9 [I) (1 <  p  <  oo) is easily deduced from the case p =  1.
For finite separable nonatomic measure spaces Burton [9] gave a direct proof 
of the convexity and weak sequential compactness of the weak closure of the set of 
rearrangements. Burton and Ryan [13] showed that the intersection of the weak 
closure of the set of rearrangements with a set of finitely many linear constraints 
is equal to the closed convex hull of the set of rearrangements intersected with 
the constraint set. They gave a characterisation of this set which coincides with 
that given by Ryff if there are no linear constraints.
For functions defined on unbounded domains two characterisations of the 
weak closure of the set of rearrangements were obtained by Douglas [16], one of 
these characterisations generalising that given by Ryff. We give some definitions
6
before stating his results.
D E F IN IT IO N  1 .1.1  Let f , g  be non-negative functions defined on the half-line 
and let f A,g A denote the respective decreasing rearrangements on (0 ,oo). Then 
g is a curtailment of f  at I E R if
g = l(o, o /A
and g is a rearrangement of a curtailment of f  if gA is a curtailment of f  at 
some I E R.
Let 1 <  p  <  oo. Suppose E C Rn is open, unbounded and of infinite measure 
and p, is a non-zero, cr-finite, positive measure, absolutely continuous with respect 
to n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Let S  : (0, oo) E be a measure preserving 
transformation. The map B  : Lp(E) —* Lp(0, oo) defined by
B ( f )  =  f o S
is an isometry and for non-negative f , g  €  Lp ( E) we have
g E R ( f )  if and only if B(g)  E R (B (f ) ) .
D E F IN IT IO N  1.1.2 Let f  E Lp(E), 1 <  p  <  oo, be non-negative. A non­
negative function g E Lp(E) is a rearrangement of a curtailment of f  if and only 
if B(g) is a rearrangement of a curtailment of B ( f ) .  The set of rearrangements 
of curtailments of f  will be denoted by R C ( f ) .
Let / 0 E LPiY) be non-negative. The closure of R ( f 0) in the weak topology on 
Lp will be denoted by R(fo)w.
Douglas [16] showed that
R ( f o ) W =  { /  >  0|/ measurable on E, / s ( /  -  a ) +dfi <  / E( /0 -  a ) +dfi Va >  0}.
Furthermore, R(fo)W =  conv R ( f 0), the set of extreme points of R{fo)W is R C ( f 0) 
and R(fo)w is weakly sequentially compact.
7
1.1.1 Sym m etrisation and rearrangement inequalities
D E F IN IT IO N  1.1.3 Let f  G Z^R”) be non-negative. The spherically decreas­
ing rearrangement, } ,  of f  is defined as
/ ( x )  =  sup{t|/zn{ y |/ (y )  >  t }  >  a;(n)|x |"}
where u(n) denotes the volume of the unit ball in Rn.
For non-negative measurable functions / ,  g and h defined on R, the inequality
/oo roo roo roo ^/  f (x)g(x  -  y)h{y)dxdy <  /  /  f ( x ) g ( x - y ) h ( y ) d x d y-oo J  —oo J —oo J —oo
was proved by Riesz [33]. The analogous inequality for non-negative / ,  h defined
on Rn and g a non-negative symmetrically strictly decreasing function on R is
[  [  / ( x )<7(|x  — y\)h(y)dxdy  <  [  j  / ( x ) p ( |x  -  y\)h(y)dxdy.
J R n J R n J R n J R n
When the right-hand side is finite there is strict inequality unless /  and h are 
translates of /  and h respectively (see Lieb [28]).
Polya and Szego [32] showed that for f  e  VF1,p(Rn), 1 <  p <  oo, the inequality
[  \V f \Pdpn <  f  \V f \Pdpn (1.1.1)
J R n J R n
holds. Brothers and Ziemer [7] considered the case when /  has compact support 
and showed that if the distribution function u(t) =  pn{ f  >  t }  is absolutely 
continuous and equality holds in (1.1.1), then /  is almost everywhere equal to a 
translate of / .
1.1.2 M axim isation of linear and convex functionals
Burton [9] considers functions defined on finite positive measure spaces. Let 
fo G 1/(12) and g0 G Lq(E) be non-negative where 1 <  p <  oo and q denotes the 
conjugate exponent of p. Then for all rearrangements /  of fo and g of <70 on E 
we have
f  fgdu  <  jT  / 0A9oA (1-1.2)
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where u =  //(E). If there exists a rearrangement /  of / 0 with /  =  (p o g0 almost 
everywhere for some increasing function (p, then equality holds in (1.1.2) on taking 
/  =  /  and g =  gQ.
Henceforth in this section 1 <  p  < oo and as before / 0 G ! / ( £ )  , go G L9(E) 
are non-negative. For w G ! / ( £ )  define
T(w) =  /  wg0.
JY
Then if there exists a rearrangement /  of fo such that /  =  <pogQ almost everywhere 
for some increasing function (p, /  is the unique maximiser of T  relative to R ( f 0)W. 
If the measure space under consideration is also nonatomic and separable, then 
there exists a rearrangement /  of / 0 with / E f g 0 =  Jjf f Ag£.  Furthermore, if /  is 
the unique maximiser of T  relative to i?(/o), then f  =  <po gQ almost everywhere 
for some increasing function 0.
These results are applied in [9, Theorem 7] to show that, in the case of finite 
separable nonatomic measure spaces, if ^  : LPiY) —» R is a weakly sequentially 
continuous convex functional then attains a maximum relative to R(fo ). Fur­
thermore, if is strictly convex, /  is a maximiser and u G ( c  L9(£ )),
then /  =  <f) o u almost everywhere in E for some increasing function (j).
An immediate corollary is obtained by considering the functional
4>(f ) =  \ f  f K f d n  -  f  f v d n
for /  G I^(E) where K  : ^ ( E )  —>■ T9(£) is a compact strictly positive symmetric 
linear operator and v G T9(£). [9, Corollary 2] shows that ip attains its supre- 
mum relative to R(fo) and if /  is any maximiser then /  =  <p o ( K f  — v) almost 
everywhere for some increasing function (p.
1.2 Existence theorem s for steady vortices
Let (r ,0 ,z )  denote cylindrical coordinates in R3. Let ip(r,z) denote the stream 
function for the flow of an ideal fluid. The velocity is given by
v  =  { - - i p zt 0, -ipr) 
r r
9
where the subscripts denote partial derivatives, and the vorticity u  is given by
curl v  =  (0, l j , 0).
Defining
Cip =  ~ ~  (~1pr) ~
r \ r  )  r vz
we obtain u  =  r Cip. The region where u ^  0 is called the vortex core.
The approach of Benjamin [6] was to seek a steady flow for which u / r  is a 
rearrangement of a prescribed function, and for which a value is prescribed for 
either the speed at infinity, or the impulse which is given for a fluid of unit density
by
P(u>) =  [  ru.
Jr  3
Both P  and the measures of the sets { u / r  >  a }  are preserved in all axisymmetric 
motions of an ideal fluid in R3 . If Cip =  <fi o ip for some function <p then ip is the 
stream function for a steady flow.
Burton showed the existence of steady vortex rings in a bounded axisymmetric 
domain with C 2 boundary [9, Section 4]. For any real A there exists a function 
ip satisfying
Cip =  (p o (ip — Ar2/2) (1.2.3)
almost everywhere for some increasing function (p unknown a priori with Cip a 
rearrangement of a given function. The existence of flows with prescribed impulse 
is also considered and if the impulse is prescribed to be positive and satisfy a 
certain feasibility condition, then there exists a function satisfying (1.2.3) for 
some real A and some increasing function (p. In each case the function ip — Ar2/2  
is the Stokes stream function for the flow.
Flows in an infinite pipe of circular cross section have been considered by 
Burton [10] and Douglas [16]. The cylindrical symmetry allowed them to reduce 
the problem to one for functions defined on a strip endowed with an appropriate 
measure.
Let fo G IP (p >  5) be a non-zero non-negative function vanishing outside a 
set of finite measure. Burton considered the maximisation of a functional relative 
to the set of rearrangements of fo that have bounded support. The functional 
takes the form E —XI where E  and I  are related to the kinetic energy and impulse
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of the flow respectively and A is a positive parameter. If A is sufficiently small 
then the supremum of the functional is attained and there exists a function ip 
satisfying (1.2.3) almost everywhere for some increasing function (p with Cip a 
rearrangement of / 0.
Douglas proved that for any positive A the functional attains a maximum rel­
ative to the weak closure of the set of rearrangements of a non-zero non-negative 
function /o G L 1 n  I ?  (5/2 < p <  oo). The maximisers are rearrangements of 
curtailments of /o and give rise to weak solutions of (1.2.3).
The first general existence theorem for vortex rings was established by Fraenkel 
and Berger [21]. They showed that given the stream velocity A >  0 , the flux con­
stant 7  >  0, the kinetic energy of the vortex motion and a non-decreasing Holder 
continuous vorticity function <j> : R —>■ [0 , oo), there exists a function u that 
satisfies
Cu =  —k<f)(u — Ar2/2  — 7 ) pointwise in n , (1.2.4)
u{0,z)  =  0 (1.2.5)
u —>• 0 and | Vw| -7  0 as r2 +  z 2 —> 00 (1.2.6)
where k is the vortex strength parameter which is unknown a priori. If the 
vorticity function is allowed to have a simple discontinuity at 0 then there is 
a function u that satisfies (1.2.4) almost everywhere. The variational principle 
involves maximisation of a functional relative to those functions having prescribed 
kinetic energy.
The only known explicit solution of (1.2.4), together with the boundary con­
ditions (1.2.5) and (1.2.6), was discovered by Hill [25] and corresponds to the case 
7  =  0 and <t> =  <t>h where (ph is the Heaviside function given by
m - l 1 V > 0 ’|  0 if t  <  0 .
Amick and Fraenkel [3] proved that the weak solutions obtained in [21] (with
7  =  0 and <p =  (ph) are Hill’s solution, modulo translation in the ^ -direction.
Indeed, any weak solution of Hill’s problem (defined in 3.5.1) is Hill’s solution 
modulo translation in the z-direction.
Norbury [30] used a contraction principle to show that given A;, A and suffi­
11
ciently small 7  > 0, there are solutions that are close to Hill’s vortex. Amick and 
Fraenkel [4] established that any solution in a sufficiently small neighbourhood 
of Hill’s vortex (for prescribed k and A) coincides with Norbury’s solution. The 
local branch is actually a subset of the global branch emanating from Hill’s vortex 
found by Amick and Turner [5].
Friedman and Turkington [22] considered a variational problem in which the 
impulse is prescribed. They proved the existence of vortex rings in which cu/r is 
equal to a constant, k. Estimates for the diameter of the vortex core are used 
to show that, as k -*  00 , the vortex core (in the (r, z)-plane) is asymptotically a 
disc centred at a point on the r-axis.
In two dimensional ideal fluid flows the stream function ip(x i , x 2) gives rise to 
a velocity
v =
and the vorticity u  is given by
— Aip =  u .
Norbury [31] proved the existence of vortex pairs in R2 using a method anal­
ogous to that used by Fraenkel and Berger [21] for vortex rings, the vorticity 
function being prescribed.
Burton [11] used a rearrangement variational principle in which the rear­
rangement class of the vorticity field and the speed at infinity are prescribed. Let 
n  =  { ( x \ , x 2) G R2|x2 > 0}- Let fo G 1/(11) (p >  2) have bounded support. For 
v G 1/(11) having bounded support and A >  0 the functional
1 f  vT0v -  A [  x2v,
2 J n Jn
where T0 is an inverse operator to —A, is shown to attain a maximum relative to 
the set of rearrangements of fo supported in a fixed rectangle. For A sufficiently 
small the maximisers for sufficiently large rectangles are supported in a fixed 
rectangle and as a consequence can be shown to give a solution valid in n .
Turkington [36, 37] proved the existence of vortex pairs in flows occupying 
the whole of R2 and also flows in Q,* =  R2\D  where D  is a bounded simply 
connected domain, symmetric in the rzq-axis and having smooth boundary. Let
12
ft =  {x G  0?\x2 >  0}. For b =  (61, 62) let
=  {x  € filial I < 61,0 <  X2 <  62}.
For A >  0, Turkington considered maximisation of the functional
-  [  wTw  — A [  riw.2 Jet Jet
where T  is an inverse operator to —A and rj is the stream function for an irro- 
tational flow with the same boundary conditions but approaching X2 at infinity, 
relative to those non-negative functions w G L°°(f2b) satisfying the constraints 
||w ||i =  1 and H U  <  9. He showed that if 61,62 >  M ( \ , D )  and 9 >  6 ( b , \ , D )  
then the support of any maximiser, w \ e, of the functional relative to functions 
vanishing outside f2b is bounded away from X\ =  ±61 and X2 =  62 and w \ e is 
equal to a constant, 9, on a set of measure 1/9 . Also u \ e provides the vorticity 
of a solution of the Euler equations on but, because of the dependence of 9 
on b, it does not immediately follow that v% 0 maximises the functional relative 
to functions supported in Asymptotic properties of the maximisers are estab­
lished, in particular v% e —> 5x in the sense of distributions as 9 —> 00 where X  
is the minimiser of the Routh function (which is /i(x, x ) /2  +  \rj(x) where /i(x , y ) 
is the harmonic part of the Green’s function) corresponding to the region.
For A >  0 let c =  1/A. Let Uo G Lp(Cl*) (2 <  p  <  00) and define C c ( x )  =  
c2o;o(cx).
Elcrat and Miller [18] have shown that if c >  c(lj0,D )  is sufficiently large 
there exists a steady flow with prescribed circulation around the obstacle, stream 
function X2 at infinity and vorticity a rearrangement of f c. They consider max­
imisation of a functional (which is independent of A) relative to rearrangements 
of Cc supported on a compact subdomain of Q* which contains a minimiser of the 
Routh function as an interior point. The dependence of estimates for the diam­
eter of the support of the maximisers on the size of the domain is not examined 
and the existence of flows with vorticity a rearrangement of ujq follows only if the 
obstacle is sufficiently large depending on lj0.
Ready [27] has studied periodic flows defined in a strip. The problem is 
reduced to one on a rectangle with mixed boundary conditions. He considers 
maximisation of a functional relative to a class of sets that have fixed centroid
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and fixed area. It is conjectured that a maximising set whose closure is bounded 
away from the edges of the rectangle corresponds to the vortex core of a flow. 
However, the existence of flows with vortex core bounded away from the edges 
of the rectangle is not established. Under the assumption that such flows ex­
ist, asymptotic results concerning the diameter, capacity and centroid (which is 
prescribed) of the vortex core are obtained.
1.3 Summary of main results
In Chapter 2 we combine the methods of Burton [11] and Turkington [36, 37] 
to prove an existence theorem for a steady planar flow of an ideal fluid past an 
obstacle, containing symmetric vortex pairs and approaching a uniform flow at 
infinity. The vorticity in one of the regions bounded by the line of symmetry is 
a rearrangement of a prescribed function and the vortex core is bounded.
The method used is based on the observation that by scaling the functional 
and the prescribed function appropriately we can equivalently consider the max­
imisation of a functional relative to the set of rearrangements of a function which 
vanishes outside a set whose measure tends to 0 as A —» 0 .
We first consider the case when there is no obstacle. An alternative proof 
of [11, Theorem 16(i)] is given which uses local estimates of the diameter of the 
support of the maximisers that are similar to those derived by Turkington.
In the case of no obstacle the estimates only use Steiner-symmetry of the 
maximisers to ensure the maximisers are centred appropriately. When there is an 
obstacle we are still able to estimate the diameter of the support of the maximisers 
and the asymptotic results for flows without an obstacle are used to show that the 
maximisers actually have bounded support. We determine asymptotic properties 
of the maximisers analogous to those in [36, Section 4].
In Chapter 3 we prove the existence of steady vortex rings in flows occupying 
the whole of M3. For all A >  0 (which corresponds to the speed that the flow 
approaches at infinity), a functional of the form E  — XI, where E  and I  are 
related to the kinetic energy and impulse of the flow respectively, is shown to 
attain a maximum relative to functions that are in the weak closure of the set of 
rearrangements of a prescribed function and that also have bounded support.
The maximisers give rise to weak solutions of the partial differential equation
14
corresponding to an axisymmetric steady flow. Letting u  and r denote the vor­
ticity and the distance from the axis of symmetry respectively, the maximisers 
represent the quantity u / r , and each maximiser is a rearrangement of a curtail­
ment of the prescribed function. The vortex core is a bounded set.
The method used is to show that there exist maximising sequences for the 
functional supported on a strip (because of the cylindrical symmetry we work on 
a half-plane) whose width depends on the prescribed function and the parameter. 
We then apply a result of Lions [29] regarding compact embeddings of function 
spaces with Steiner-symmetric elements to show that this maximum is attained.
In the special case where the prescribed function is constant in its support we 
use the uniqueness results of Amick and Fraenkel [3] to prove that for all values of 
A below a critical value the maximisers are rearrangements whereas for all values 
of A greater than the critical value the unique maximiser is zero. When A is equal 
to the critical value a maximiser may be either a rearrangement or zero.
In Chapter 4 we prove the existence of periodic flows in a strip. The vorticity 
in each rectangle is a rearrangement of a prescribed function and the vortex core 
avoids the boundary of the rectangle. The method used is similar to that for 
the existence of vortex pairs in the plane. For all values of a positive parameter 
which represents the average velocity, a functional is shown to attain a maximum 
relative to the set of rearrangements of a prescribed non-negative function. If the 
parameter is sufficiently small and the dimensions of the rectangle are sufficiently 
large depending on the parameter, then the vortex core is bounded away from 
the edges of the rectangle.
15
Chapter 2 
Vortex pairs on a planar domain 
with an obstacle
2.1 Introduction
In [11] Burton proves the existence of steady planar flows containing steady sym­
metric vortex pairs, the vorticity in one of the half-planes bounded by the line of 
symmetry being a rearrangement of a prescribed function. Turkington [36, 37] 
has shown the existence of steady flows past an obstacle in which the vorticity is 
constant and inversely proportional to the area of the vortex core in the domains 
into which the line of symmetry divides the flow.
We combine the methods of these papers to prove an existence theorem for a 
steady planar flow of an ideal fluid past an obstacle, containing symmetric vortex 
pairs and approaching a uniform flow at infinity. The vorticity in one of the 
regions bounded by the line of symmetry is a rearrangement of a prescribed func­
tion. The variational principle used is the same as in [11] which is an adaptation 
of a theory proposed by Benjamin [6] for vortex rings in three dimensions.
Specifically, let D  denote the closure of a bounded simply-connected domain, 
symmetric in the aq-axis with boundary of class C 2. Let £7* =  R2\ D  and Cl — 
{ (x u x2) G Cl*\x2 > 0}. The stream function ip : O —► R for the required flow is 
such that ip(xi ,x2) is odd in x 2 and ip ~  —Xx2 at infinity. The vorticity is given 
by —Aip and is zero outside a pair of bounded regions symmetric about the x\  
axis and avoiding the axis. The vorticity in the region x2 > 0 is positive and is
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a rearrangement of a prescribed function uj0 having bounded support. In each of 
the regions dt:r2 >  0 the equation
— Aip =
is satisfied where </>± are increasing functions, but —A'ljj is not a function of rfr 
throughout fI*.
2.2 Description of the m ethod
D E FIN IT IO N  2.2.1 We shall say a non-negative measurable function f  : R2 —> 
R is Steiner-symmetric if
0 < x i < x [ = >  f { - x i , x 2) =  f { x u x2) >  f ( x 11x2) >  0
for almost every x2• The Steiner-symmetrisation, f l ,  of f  is the essentially 
unique rearrangement of f  that is Steiner-symmetric with
l i i { t \ f ( t , x 2) >  a ]  =  i n { t \ f ( t , x 2) >  a }
for almost every x2 and every a  >  0 .
Let 2 < p <  00 . Let u>o € I? (Cl) be non-negative and vanish outside a set of 
finite measure. Let T  be the set of rearrangements of uq on Q having bounded 
support.
For A > 0 and v G IP {Cl) having bounded support define
^a(w) =  \  f  vTv  — A [  r]v2 i/n
where the operator T  is inverse to —A with homogenous Dirichlet boundary 
conditions on Cl and approaching zero at infinity, and 77 is the stream function for 
an irrotational flow with the same boundary conditions as T  but approaching x2 
at infinity.
Let c — 1/A. Define
=  {x  G II|cx G f}}.
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Let C c ( x )  =  c2o;0(cx) and let T c denote the set of rearrangements of £c on 
having bounded support. For v G having bounded support define
where the operator Tc is inverse to —A with homogenous Dirichlet boundary 
conditions on Qc and approaching zero at infinity, and tjc is the stream function 
for an irrotational flow with the same boundary conditions as Tc but approaching 
x2 at infinity.
For v G having bounded support and x  G Q,c define vc(x) =  c2v(cx).
Then 
'Fa(u) =  'Fa (vc)-
For f  >  0 let fic(f) =  fl B^(0) and let T c denote the set of functions in T c 
that vanish outside fic(0 - Then if c£ is sufficiently large, 'Fa attains a maximum 
relative to T c{£) and, letting be a maximiser, we have
Cc — 4* ° {TCU  ~  tfc)
almost everywhere in f2c(f) for some increasing function 4>.
Let AC£ =  {Cc,e >  0}. We use local estimates for the diameter of A c^  to show 
that for c and £ sufficiently large A c^  is contained in a ball of fixed radius centred 
on the iri-axis. We then use results from the case when there is no obstacle to 
prove the existence of f 0> Co such that Ac  ^ C ^ c(fo) except for a set of measure 
zero for all £ >  fo? c >  Co. Hence ( C£0 maximises 'Fa relative to T c and it follows 
that 'Fa attains a maximum relative to T.  If w\£0/ \  maximises 'Fa relative to T  
then it is shown that =  </>o (Tcja^0/a — A77) almost everywhere in Q, for
some increasing function </>.
As mentioned above, in order to show that 'Fa attains a maximum relative 
to T  we require results from the case when there is no obstacle. In this case the 
explicit formula for the Green’s function and the existence of Steiner-symmetric 
maximisers enables us to obtain more precise asymptotic results. The results for 
flows with no obstacle are given in 2.4 and those for flows past an obstacle in 2.5.
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2.3 Preliminaries
In this section we define, for v G 2/(17) with bounded support, an operator, 
T, which is inverse to —A with homogenous Dirichlet boundary conditions and 
approaching zero at infinity. We show that for a bounded open subset U of 
17, T  : 1/(11) —> W 2,P(U) is bounded for 2 <  p  < oo. The operator T  is 
an integral operator with kernel the Green’s function for —A with the same 
boundary conditions.
Burton [11] shows that an operator, To, with analogous properties may be 
defined for functions in 1/(11) with bounded support. The explicit formula for 
the Green’s function for II enables the calculation of asymptotic estimates for 
T0v and VTqV. For non-negative v the maximum principle yields 0 <  Tv  <  T0v 
from which we obtain asymptotic estimates for Tv  and VTv.
2.3.1 N otation and definitions
Let
II =  {x  =  (xu x2) 6  R 2 \x 2 >  0}
and
0  =  {x  G II||x| >  1}.
Let D  C {x  G R2 ||x| <  1} be the closure of a bounded, simply-connected 
domain, symmetric in the x\  axis, such that dD  is of class C 2 and define 17* =  
R2\T>. Let 17 =  n\T>. For f  >  0 define 11(f) =  II n (0) and define 17(f), 17*(f) 
and © (f) similarly.
Let #o(x,y), ^ (x ,y ) and # i(x ,y ) be the Green’s functions for —A with ho­
mogenous Dirichlet boundary conditions on II, 17 and 0  respectively and zero 
at infinity (for existence of the Green’s functions see [14, Chapter 2, Section 4, 
Proposition 12]). We follow Turkington [36, 37] in defining the harmonic function
y)  =  /  los  1 1 -  s (x > y)2ir |x — y|
and similarly let
/ii(x ,y ) =  log f - 0i(x ,y ) , i =  0,1  
27r |x — y|
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denote the corresponding harmonic functions for II and © respectively. Then
*(*,y) = i l o g ( ^ H l o 6 (l + ^ ) , V x , y e n
y) =  5o(x, y ) -  i  log ( l  +  j y p l ^ y j - a y p )  ’ Vx’ y  €  e
where “ denotes reflection in the x\  axis.
For a measurable function v on II and x G l 2 define
T0v(x) =  /  gQ(x ,y )v (y )d y  
J n
and similarly, for a measurable function v on Q, and x e Q ,  define
Tv(x) =  /  g (x ,y ) v (y )d y
whenever these integrals exist.
Throughout this chapter we shall use M to denote a constant depend­
ing on the quantities in parentheses. For an open subset U of R2 we shall denote 
by | • |k,u-,u, I • II • Ikp\u and || • \\p;U the norms on C fc>l/(C7), C k(U), W k'p(U) 
and 1/(11) respectively.
2.3.2 Properties of Tq and T
We state some results from [11].
L E M M A  2.3 .1  (i) Let 0 <  a <  oo and 1 <  p <  oo. Then there are positive 
constants A , B >  0 such that if v G 1/(11) and v vanishes outside a set of area 
ira2, then for  x  € R2 with l^ l >  a we have
|7ov(x)| <  (A +  B \o g \x 2\)\\v\\p.
(ii) Let 1 < p <  oo and let v € IZ(TV) have bounded support. Then T0v € 
Wfff (R2) and — AT0v =  Vo almost everywhere in R2, where vo is the extension of 
v that is odd in x2-
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(iii) Let 2 <  p <  oo and 0 < a <  oo. Then for any v G 1^(11) vanishing
outside a set of area na2, we have T0u G C^R2) and
|Z o t / ( x ) |  <  N \ x 2 \ \ \v \\p
for all x g R 2 , where N  is a constant depending only on a and p.
(iv) Let 2 <  p <  oo, let 1 <  q <  oo and let U be a bounded open subset of
II. Then To : IZ(U) —> Lq(U) is compact, in the sense that if vn is a sequence of 
functions, bounded in 1/(11) and vanishing outside U, then the sequence T0vn\u 
has a subsequence converging in the q-norm.
(v) Let v G L l (II) be non-negative and have bounded support. Then
f  v T qV < f  V ^ T qV^,
J n J n
and if v is Steiner-symmetric then T0v is Steiner-symmetric.
(vi) Let 2 <  p <  oo and let v G 1^(11) have bounded support. Then VT0v(x)  =
0 ( |x |-2), Tou(x) =  0 (|x |-1 ) as |x| —>■ oo, and
f  |VT0U|2 =  f  v T qV <  oo.
We prove some analogous results for
L E M M A  2 .3 .2  Let 2 <  p <  oo and 1 <  q <  oo. Let v G I / (U )  where U is a 
bounded subset ofQ.. Then T  : 1/(11) —>• Lq(U) is compact,
Tv  G W 2’P(U),
—A Tv =  v almost everywhere in Q, 
and Tv  =  0 on dQ. in the weak sense.
If v is non-negative then
0 <  Tv <  Tqv almost everywhere in Q,.
(Note that T  is compact in the sense that if vn is a sequence of functions, bounded 
in I / (Q )  and vanishing outside U, then the sequence Tvn\u has a subsequence
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converging in the q-norm)
P r o o f  Let n\ G N be such that U C f2(ni). For n >  ni define Tnv as the unique 
minimiser over Hq(Q(n)) of the functional
*»(«) =  \  t  |V « |2 -  [2, J{l(n) J£l
ILV.
Then
—A Tnv =  v on f2(n)
Tnv =  0 on dQ,(n) in the weak sense. (2.3.1)
and, in particular,
Tnv(x) =  I  gn( x ,y ) v (y )d y
almost everywhere in fl(n) where ^n(x, y) denotes the Green’s function for —A  
with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on Q(n) (see for example [14, Chapter 
2 , Section 7, Corollary 3]).
Note that if v is non-negative then by the generalised weak maximum principle 
[23, Theorem 8 .1]
0 < Tmv(x) <  Tnv(x) < T0v(x)
for almost every x  G fi(ra) and every n  > m >  n \ .
Let Tnv G Hq(Q*(u)) be the extension of Tnv as an odd function of x 2. Fix
no >  n \  +  1. Then Tnv G W 1,2(fi*(no)) for all n  >  n 0 and —A Tnv =  v in the
weak sense where v is the extension of v as an odd function of x2.
Let 4> G C°°(ft*(no)) be such that <^ >(x) =  1 for all x  G ft*(ni) and </>(x) =  0 
for all x  G £1*( n 0 ) \ Q * ( n i  +  1). Then <j)Tnv G Wo’2(fi*(no)) for all n > n 0 .
By Lemma 2.3.1 (iii) we have
1 f  |VTnu |2 < \ f  |Vr„j;|2 <  /  vTnv
2 jQ(no )  2 Jfl(n) JQ(n)
<  N WV \\p f ,
<  M (jio). (2.3.2)
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Also
-A((f>fnv) =  ( - A <f>)Tnv -  2(V 0).(V Tnv) +  #
in the weak sense and by (2.3.2) || — A((/)Tnv)\\2;n*(no) ^  M(no). Applying [23, 
Theorem 8.12] yields <f)Tnv G W 2'2(Cl*(n0)) for all n >  no and
\\(pfnv\\2,2 -,n*(no) <  M ( d D ) (11(t>Tnv | | 2 ;n * ( n 0) +  | |  -  A(</>7>)||2;n*(„0)) <  M (n 0,dD).
Hence (j)Tnv is a bounded sequence in W 2,2(Cl*(no)) and there exists a subse­
quence, <t>Tnkv , such that <t)Tnkv ^  u in W 2,2(Cl*(no)) for some u G W 2,2(Cl*(n0)). 
But W 2,2(Cl*(no)) is compactly embedded in C(fi*(no)) thus <j)Tnkv —> u in 
C(Cl*(no)) and, in particular Tnkv —¥ u pointwise in f3*(ni).
By a diagonalisation process, for x  G Cl define Tu(x) =  u(x). Applying the 
dominated convergence theorem
Tnv ( x ) =  [  fl„ (x ,y )v (y )d y->  f  g(x, y ) v ( y ) d y  =  Tv(x)
Jil(no) JQ(no)
for almost all x G f i .  We conclude that
Tv(x) =  I g(x,y)v(y)dy
JQ.
for almost all x G f i .
Let Tv  denote the extension of Tv,  as an odd function of x2, to a function on 
Cl*. Since Tv =  0 on dD  and dD  is of class C 2 we can apply [23, Theorem 9.13
and Lemma 9.16] to obtain Tv  G W 2,p(Cl*(ni)) and for n >  n\
\\fv\\2:P;n*(ni) < M(p,dD,Q*(n1),n*(n))(\\Tv\\p.)n^ n) +  ||u||p;n*(„))
< M(p,dD,Cl*(ni),Cl*(n),n)\\v\\p. (2.3.3)
It follows that T  : Lp(U) —>■ W 2’P(U) is bounded and the compactness of the 
embedding W 2,P(U) —> Lq(U) gives the required result. □
We state some inequalities which shall be used frequently. By an application 
of the maximum principle
tf(x ,y )  <  0o(x,y) Vx, y  € Cl, (2.3.4)
<7i (x ,y )  <  g (x ,y ) <  go(x,y)  V x ,y G © . (2.3.5)
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Vx, y  6  0 .  (2.3.6)
V x ,y € f t ,  (2.3.7)
V x j  € 0 . (2.3.8)
We note
A1(x ,y ) =  ^ l o g ( l + |y |2 |x 4^ |_2y|2)  (2.3.9)
and clearly
0 <  ft(x ,y) <  fti(x ,y ) <  - ^ -p j —rro V x ,y € 0 .  (2.3.10)
^ (W |y | -  l )2
Also, h(x, y) and hi(x,  y) are zero when x<i =  0 and can therefore be extended 
as odd functions of X2 to harmonic functions h*(x, y) and hj(x, y) defined on $7* 
and 0 * respectively, where 0 * =  {x  € R2 ||x| >  1}.
L E M M A  2.3 .3  There exists a unique harmonic function rj continuous on 17 
with rj =  0 on dQ and
(2.3.11)
as |x| —► oo. (2.3.12)
Vx G 0 .
»/(x) =  z 2 +  0 (|x| *), 
V jj( x ) =  ( 0 , 1 )  +  0 ( |x |-2)
Also,
X<1 — T~T2 — ^(X) ^ ^2,X\z
fio(x,y) < fi(x ,y ) <  hi(x,  y) 
Again, we follow Turkington [36, 37] in defining
h (x ,y ) =  h(x, y) — h0(x, y) 
M x ,y )  =  fii(x ,y ) -  fi0(x ,y )
P r o o f Let rjn be the unique harmonic function satisfying rjn =  0 on d D  and 
T)n — X2 on d£l(ri)\dD.  By the maximum principle, for n >  m
X2 ~  S  “  ^ ( x ) ^ ^n(x) <  x2 , Vx e  0(m ). (2.3.13)
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Extend rjn, as an odd function of x2 to a harmonic function rj* defined on £l*(n). 
For x  £ f2* define
Then A rf  =  0 in £1*, rf is continuous onto the boundary of and rf =  0 on 
dfl*.
For x  £ fi* define u(x) =  x2 — rf.  By (2.3.13) \u(x)\ <  |x |-1 if |x| >  1. Let 
x  £ Q with |x| >  2 and B =  {z £ f2*||x — z| <  |x | /2}. Then
|VM(X)| <  7~T SUP |W(Z)| <  T^ TT.
|x| z€dB |x|
Hence Vu(x) =  0 ( |x | -2) as |x| —> oo. Obviously the restriction of rj* to Q has 
the required properties. □
L E M M A  2 .3 .4  Let 2 <  p <  oo. For v £ I / ^ l )  with bounded support T v  =  
0 ( |x | -1 ) and V T v  =  0 ( |x |-2) as |x| -> oo.
P r o o f  Let U be the support of v and let V  consist of all points of Q with distance 
at most 1 from U. Then g{x.,y) =  g0(x ,y )  — h(x, y ) where 0 <  h(x, y ) <  
g0(x ,y )  =  0 ( |x |-1) as |x| —>• oo uniformly over y  £ U. Hence Tv(x)  =  0 ( |x | -1) 
as |x| —y oo.
Let Tv  denote the extension of Tv,  as an odd function of x2, to a function on 
f2*. Let M i, M2 > 1 be such that |T?;(x)| <  M2/\x\  for all |x| >  Mi and T v  is 
harmonic outside B Mi(0). Then for x  £ Q, with |x| >  2Mi we have
4 ~ 8 Mo
|V T«(x)| <  7-7 sup \Tv(z)\ <  -r-jjp 
|X| zedB |xp
where B  =  B\x\/2(x). □
From Lemmas 2.3.2 and 2.3.4 we obtain the following result which is analogous 
to Lemma 2.3.1(vi) and proved using the same method.
L E M M A  2.3 .5  Let 2 < p <  00 and let v £ 1^(0) have bounded support. Then
[  |V T v |2 =  f  vTv  <  00 
Jn Jsi
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2.4 Vortex pairs when there is no obstacle
In this section we prove the existence of planar flows in which there is no obstacle 
and give an alternative proof of [11, Theorem 16(i)]. We use estimates for the 
diameter of the support of the maximisers to determine asymptotic properties of 
the maximisers. The asymptotic properties are required in Section 2.5 in proving 
the existence of flows past an obstacle.
2.4.1 Reformulation of the variational problem
Let 2 <  p  <  oo and let q denote the conjugate exponent of p. Let uq G 1^(11) be 
a non-zero non-negative function having bounded support with ||o;o||i =  1 and 
let Q be the set of rearrangements of Uo on II having bounded support. Let a >  0 
be such that p 2{tJo > 0} =  7ra2.
Let A > 0. For v G 1/(11) having bounded support, define
Ex(v) =  i  f  vT0v -  A [  x2v 
2* */n Jn
where T0v is as defined in 2.3.1. By Lemma 2.3.1(iv) and Lemma 2.3.1(vi), 
T0 : L P(n(0) —► L9(n (f)) is a compact, symmetric strictly positive operator and 
therefore E \  is a weakly sequentially continuous strictly convex functional on
v m ) ) .
For f  >  0, let £(£) be the set of functions in Q that vanish outside II (£) and 
let £**(?) denote the set of funcions in £/(£) that are Steiner-symmetric.
For A > 0 let c =  1/A. Then, if c£ > 2a, it follows from [9, Theorem 7] that 
E \  attains a maximum relative to Q(c£) and, in particular, by Lemma 2.3.l(v) 
there is a maximiser, that is also a member of ^ (c f ) .  By [9, Theorem 7]
Wle/A =  0A,e/A ° (Tou \,z/\ ~  ^ 2) (2 .4 .1)
almost everywhere in II(cf) for some increasing function 4>\£/\.
For v G IS(U(ct))  let vc(x) =  c2v(cx). Then vc G Z/>(II(^)), ||vc||i =  ||v ||i 
and c2/i2 {vc >  0} =  p 2{v  >  0}.
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For v G 1/(11) having bounded support define
E(V) =  \  f  v T 0V ~  [  X2V2 Ju Ju
=  —  I g0{x ,y )v {x )v (y )d x d y  -  f  x2v(y )dy .
47r J u  J u
For x  € II, let C c(x ) =  c2a;o(cx). Let Gc(€) denote the set of functions that 
are rearrangements of ( c vanishing outside II(£) and let G\{C) denote the set of 
functions in Gc(€) that are Steiner-symmetric.
Then E(vc) =  E \(v)  for all v G Lp{n(c£)) and if cf >  2a, E  attains a 
maximum relative to £7C(0 - particular, there is a maximiser, that is also 
a member of £]!(£)•
Note that maximises E  relative to Gc(£) if and only if there is a maximiser, 
°f E* relative to G(c£) with
“W * )  =  ^ ( * ) -  (2-4 2 )
2.4.2 Existence of maximisers of Ex relative to  Q
In this section we give an alternative proof of [11, Theorem 16(i)]. We show 
that for A sufficiently small E  attains a maximum relative to Gc and therefore E \  
attains a maximum relative to G•
We obtain an estimate for the diameter of the support of and from this 
deduce the existence of £o,Co such that for all c >  C o,f >  £o? C^ 0 maximises 
E  relative to Gc(€)- The method used to obtain an estimate for the diameter 
of the support of does not use the Steiner-symmetry of and will be used 
in Section 2.5 where the techniques of Steiner-symmetry are unavailable. It is 
similar to the method used by Turkington [36, 37].
For x  G II define
H0(x) =  i / i 0(x ,x ) +  x2 =  log - i -  +  x2. (2.4.3)
2 47r 2x 2
Let X  =  (0 ,1/ 47r) =  (0 ,X 2). Note that H0 is minimised on II when x2 =  l/Ait.
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L E M M A  2.4 .1  Let £ > 1, c > Ana. Then
^  log Ya -  +  0«  05 c 00
and the rate of convergence is independent of £.
P r o o f  For c >  Ana let £c be the circular symmetric decreasing rearrangement of 
Cc relative to X . Then
£ ( C ‘ ,{ )  >  E (C)
=  J -  [  f  log I 1 .CcWCc(y) -  /  /  J -  log 1— rrCc(x)Cc(y) 47r./n./n | x - y |  ./n./n47r |x -  y|
-  /  rr2C c ( x ) d x  
«/ n
-  h 105 (£ ) ll4ll? - J n L i l0g
-  [  x2(c(x)dx (2.4.4) 
Ju
since supp £c =  Ba/c(X.). Also, since | |C c | | i  =  1
/  /  7 “ log i 1 - i Cc(x)Cc(y)<My -  f ~log 7 7Ju Ju An x  — y  An 2Ji2 X 2
1 log ■ 1 _ -  log - L A  Cc ( x ) C c ( y ) d x d y
u J u \A n  |x — y| An 2X 2
< sup . T
x ,ye B a/c(X)  47r
log
2X,
|x — y| IICcll?
Finally
—► 0 as c —> 00
/* A A I C A A
/ x2Cc(x)dx - X 2 =  /  (x2 -  X 2)(c(x)dx
Ju Un
< sup \ x 2 - X 2 \ \ \ Q \ i
x e B a/c(x)
-»  0 as c —> 00 .
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Letting c —> oo in (2.4.4) gives the required result. We note that the rate of 
convergence is independent of f . □
For 5 c l 2
diam(B) =  sup{|x — y ||x ,y  G B }.
D E F IN IT IO N  2.4.2 The ’’essential diameter” of a bounded, measurable set 
[ / C l 2 is
ess diam(U) =  min{d|?7 =  U' U N  for some U \ N  C n (f)  with diam(U') =  d
and //2(A) =  0}
Let Sc,t =  {x  € n(f)|C*,f(x) > 0}.
L E M M A  2.4 .3  There exist fo>Co such that
ess diam(Sc^ ) <  Vf >  f 0, c >  Cq
where cr >  0 is a constant.
P r o o f By [9, Theorem 7],
&  =  4>cjs o (ToC‘,{ -  x2) (2.4.5)
almost everywhere in 11(f) for some increasing function (j>C£ . Hence
Sc,( =  {x  € n(f)|ToC#,e(x) -  x2 >  7c,f}- (2.4.6)
except for a set of zero measure. To see this let L =  (x C  n(f)|ToC^(x ) — x 2 =
7c,f}. Then by [23, Lemma 7.7], Cc,e(x ) =  —^ T o f^ x )  =  0 f°r almost all x  €  L. 
If 7ctf <  0 then
0 <  x 2 <  |7< d  =>• 7o C c ,f(x )  - x 2 >  T o C ^ ( x )  -  l7c.fl >  7c , f
By considering the area of 5 C>$ it follows that 3 C i,f i such that >  —1/2 for 
all c > < ? ! ,£ > & .
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Now consider
* < & >  •= - • > - ■ * * ) &  
s  (2-4-7>
Let u =  TqCc^  ~ x 2 ~  7c,e — 1- By Lemma 2.3.1(vi) ToC^x) ~> 0 as |x| —> oo 
hence u+ =  max{w, 0} G #q (n(Af)) for some M  =  MC)^  G R
From [23, Lemma 7.6] and the Divergence Theorem [24, Theorem 1.5.1] we 
obtain
f  |V u+ |2 <  f  IV 
J n ( 0  V n ( M )
w+ |2 = f  V u + .Vtt
JU(M)
=  [  U+ Cc £ 
in(M) *
-  4 , “7i  
5 "*'•(/»" + |2
1/2
1/2
enroll, f y  m+ |2 (2.4.8)
By [1, Lemma 5.14] TF1,:l(n (f)) —>■ L2(II(£)) and the embedding constant 
depends only on the cone determining the cone property for II (£). Hence
1/2
'n(0
\u+ |2 < k ( f
\ M o
|w+ | + u + u (2.4.9)
for some embedding constant k independent of f . 
An application of Holder’s inequality yields
If c >  2kay/ir then 
(/.'n(0
\  1/2
u+ |2j <  2k
<  4 k
( in(0
2\ i /2
u t  +  \utX\ ' X2
ita (I \u + u
1/2
(2.4.10)
since {x  G II(f)||V?/+(x)| >  0} C Sc^  except for a set of zero measure. 
Combining (2.4.8) and (2.4.10)
f  |Vu+ |2 <  4kay/ir\\uo\\2 (  [  |Vu+ |2>)
J n(0 \Ju (0  J
1/2
and therefore
[  \Vu+ \2 <  (3
J n(0
where (3 =  16A:27ra2||a;o||2 is a constant independent of c and f . In particular,
/  \  1/2
/n (f) “+C‘< -  4W ? F |h . |b  (Jm) lV “+!2)  ^  P
for all c >  C 2 =  max{Ci, 2kay/n},£ >  f i . From (2.4.7) we have
n c y  <  5  w + i ) - (2.4.11)
We observe that
7c.{ =  2 £ ( & ) - 2 F ( & ) +  (2.4.12)
>  2 E (& ) -  2F(C“c).
By Lemma 2.4.1 and (2.4.11) there exists C3 >  m a x j^ , 47ra} such that
^ - h l0g T a ~ P  {2A 13)
for all c >  C3, f  >  f i  where f3 >  0 is a constant independent of c and f .




ToC*,e( x ) - ^ l o g  ^ > * 2 - / 3
for almost all x  G 5 c,f- Hence
i H t ^ )  ^ +L .  *  [ % $ )  2 2'<» - «'
(2.4.14)
for almost all x  G SC)£.
It is shown in Appendix A that there exist positive constants Mi, M2, M3 >  0 
independent of c and f  such that
f  , „ _ ( ' 2o lx - y l ' )  A  f  ( ^ i  +  M2 | l o g x 2|)||Co||p if x 2 >  a ,
I s  e  (" c jx ^ y T  J ^ y ld y  ~  (  M, | K, | | ,
(2.4.15)
Note that for y  € n(£)\B we have |x  — y | >  R a/c  and |x  — y | <  2f hence
U \ b log ( l ir ^ r )  ^ { y ) d y  -  log(f } L \ b  c l* ( y ) d y -
Then rearranging (2.4.14) and applying the estimate (2.4.15)
loef—1 f  C* (v)dv < I  M^l +  lo® ^ aDIICollp + 2tt(/? -  x2) if x2 > a, 
Jn(( ) \ b  c,f “ \  M3||Coi|P + 27r(/3-x2) if 0 < x2 < a
(2.4.16)
hence
l0g(| } /n (()\B Cl'( iy )d y  < K  (2-4'17)
where A" is a constant independent of c and £.
Let R(£) =  4£e2K and suppose to seek a contradiction that ess diam(5c>$) >  
2R{£)a/c. By (2.4.17)
L )\ B ^ { y ) d y < l  {2A18)
for almost all x  G Sc Hence SC£ =  S'c^  U N  where diam(5'^) >  2A (f)a /c,
V2 (N) =  0 and (2.4.18) holds for all x  G S'^. Choose x',x" G S'c^ such that
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B R(t)a/c(x!) n  BR(t)a/c(x”) =  0. Then
1 <  [  ( te (y )d y  +  /  Ccf(y)dy <  ^ \  =  i
. /n (c ) \n * (0a/c(x') ’e 7 n (0 \B f l(e)a/c(x") 2  2
which is a contradiction. □
T H E O R E M  2.4 .4  There exist f 0, Co such that for all f  >  ?o, c >  Co
S c ,I c  n(&)
except for a set of measure zero.
P r o o f Let cr, £0, Co be as in Lemma 2.4.3. Fix c >  C\ — max{Co, 8tta, 4cra}. Let
d,£ =  m m {f : Sc^  C 11(f) except for a set of measure zero}
and suppose there exists a sequence £n -»  oo such that d^ n —> oo. Choose no 
such that > £o, Vn >  no. Then maximises E  relative to T c{d^n) and 
by the choice of C\ we have ess diam(SCtfn) <  d^ n/4 . Hence Sc^n =  5 '^  U N  
where diam(S''^n) < d^ n/4 , =  0 and is a symmetric decreasing
function for all x  € ^c^n- If there exists x  G S '^  with x 2 <  d n^/2  then this 
contradicts the minimality of d^ n. It follows that for all n >  no
S c , ( n C {x  6  n(d£n)|x2 >  d ( J 2)} (2.4.19)
except for a set of measure zero.
By (2.4.19) we have for almost all x ,y  G S c^ n ,
+  -£ l (2.4.20)
—> oo as n —> oo.
Also, c >  87ra ensures that supp (c C where ( c is as in Lemma 2.4.1.
Therefore
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for all x, y  € supp f c. But
£ ( 6 ) - £ ( & „ )
>  0
if d n^ is sufficiently large independently of c by (2.4.20) and (2.4.21) which is a 
contradiction. □
We immediately obtain [11, Theorem 16(i)] from Theorem 2.4.4.
T H E O R E M  2.4 .5  There exists Ao >  0 such that if  0 <  A < Ao then E \ attains 
a maximum relative to T . If is a maximiser and ipx =  Tqlj\ ,  then
-Aipx  =  (j>o (ipx -  Xx2)
almost everywhere in II for some increasing function (p.
P r o o f The proof is exactly as in [11] but is included here for completeness. Recall
wWx)= ( ! )
and maximises Ex relative to £/(£/A). By Theorem 2.4.4, for
0 < A < A 0 =  l/C o the support of c ^ /a  is contained in n(f0/A) except for a set 
of measure zero, hence Q^^x maximises Ex relative to Q.
Write ipx =  T ujX£q/X. Then = f c °  (^a — Az2) almost everywhere in
n ( f 0/A) for some increasing function cpx for which we can assume that (j>x(s) >  0 
for all s E dom <j>x. Since an increasing function of (ipx — Xx2) almost
everywhere in II(f/A) for all £ >  £0, there exists 7 a  such that ipx — A:r2 >  7 a  
almost everywhere on {^a£/a > 0} anc  ^ V>a — Ax2 <  7a almost everywhere in
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n\n (fo /A ). Define
I / \ _  I M s) if s €  dom 0A, s >  7a
[ 0 if s < 7a
Then (j) is increasing and ^fo/A  =  0 ° (V’a — Aa )^ almost everywhere in II. □
We show that if A is sufficiently large then E\ does not attain a maximum
relative to Q.
L E M M A  2.4 .6  There exists Ai such that for A >  Ai we have supvGg E\(v) =  0 
and this supremum is not attained.
P r o o f  By Lemma 2.3.1(iii) there exists a constant N  depending only on a and p 
such that for all v € Q
E\(v) =  \  (  vT0v -  A f  x2v 2* Jti Jti
<  f  (N\ \lj0\\p/ 2  -  X)x2v
•/II
< o
if A >  N\\u0\\p/2.
Let A >  iV||u;o||p/2. Let vn denote a rearrangement of lj0 with bounded 
support in {x  £ Il|rc2 <  1/ri}. Then
\ _  1 f  . .  r r . .   ^ A l k l l l  _  A||a)0||lE\{vn) I vniQVn A I x2vn >2i Jti Jti n n
Hence supv€g E\(v) =  0 but this supremum is not attained. □
2.4.3 A sym ptotic properties of the maximisers
In this section will denote a maximiser fc,£0 of E  relative to Qc and cjJ the 
corresponding maximiser of E\ relative to Q as in Theorem 2.4.5. Let R  =  R(£o)
be as in Lemma 2.4.3 and let X c =  (0, X c2) denote the centre of vorticity where
X c2 =  Jn ^ C l­
in order to be able to work with ’’sequences” of maximisers we introduce some 
further terminology.
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Let Af be a strictly increasing sequence of real numbers tending to infinity. 
We shall refer to a sequence {uc} cetf  by ”a sequence wc” and we write uc —> u as 
c —> oo to mean uc —> u as c —» oo through Af.
We shall similarly abuse notation by referring to the convergence of ’’se­
quences” u\  as A —> 0 .
We prove some results which are analogous to those of Turkington [36, Section 
4] and the methods used here are very similar to those of Turkington.
L E M M A  2.4 .7  For any sequence X c,
cXc2 —► oo as c —► oo. (2.4.22)
P r o o f By Lemma (2.4.1)
sup{£(v)|?; 6  (7C(Co)} ->■ oo (2.4.23)
as c —> oo where the rate of convergence is independent of Co- Then for c >  Co
sup{.E(i;)|u € &(£o)} <  IICcIIiSUp{1 t 0Cc(x) -  Z2|x € n(?0)}
<  sup{2oC*(x) -  x2|x e  n f e ) } .  (2.4.24)
Let r(c, Co) =  (0? ^ (c , Co)) € II(Co) be such that T0C|— x2 attains its supremum
relative to II(Co) at r(c,Co)- By Lemma 2.3.1 (iii)
|ToC“(x)| =  |T0o;l(cx)| <  iVcrr21|o;o||P (2.4.25)
where N  >  0 depends on a and p  only. Combining (2.4.23), (2.4.24) and (2.4.25), 
for each M  >  0 there exists Cm such that
N cr2(c,€o)\\u0\\p > sup{T0Cc -  x2\x € II(Co)} >  M N \\u 0\\p
Since fjj is essentially an increasing function of (T0C*j — £2) we have Sc^0 =  
S '& U N  where diam(S' 0^) <  o ^ a /c ,  ^2(N) =  0 and r(c,?0) is in the closure of
S 'c,to * L e t  x o G  5 c ,e0 - T h e n
|x<> -  X c| =  | f  (xo -  x)CcH(x)dx| <  
./n
and the result follows. □
o-foa
L EM M A  2.4 .8  Choose a subsequence, £]!, such that there exists a limiting centre 
X  =  (0 ,X 2) as c —y 00 (i.e. |X2 — X c2| —>■ 0 /  Then X  =  X.
P ro o f
/  /  ^ o (x , y)d(x)C#(y)dxdy +  /  x2C|!(x)<fec (2.4.26)
./n ./n 2 Jn
-  /n /n i l0gR ^ 4(x)4(y)dxdy_£;(6)
=  / f  ^o(x,y)C cW C c(y)^xdy + f  x2Cc(x)dx (2.4.27)
•/n */n  ^ «/n
By Lemma 2.4.3 and the methods of Lemma 2.4.1
/n  In i l0g bT r^ C “(x)C“(y)dxdy -  £  log ^
^ l0S
2X ,
n i n  V ■47t |x  — y | d ( x )CKy)rfxrfy
1
< —  sup
4 7 r  X)y e B Ra/c( x c)
—¥■ 0 as c —^ 00 .
log
2Xo
lx — y| 1 id  11?
Also
I /  Z2Ci!(x)<Z|./n X - X o =  I f  { x i - X 2)CJj(x)<fc |./n
1^ 2 — AT2|<  sup 
xenfla/c(xc)
-> 0 as c —>• 00
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Letting c —> oo in (2.4.26) and (2.4.27) and using the asymptotic value of 
(2.4.27) calculated in Lemma 2.4.1 gives
-  i 106 m + x * s i db + * '  -  ""<*>■
But H0 is minimised on II (fo) when x2 =  1/ 47T. Therefore X  =  X . □
We state some further asymptotic results. The proofs are similar (but simpler) 
to those of the analogous results for flows past an obstacle which are included in 
Section 2.5.
T H E O R E M  2.4 .9  For any sequence £jj and x  G B Ra(0), define
Then —>■ u  in 7 / ( 5 ^  (0)) as X —> 0 where Qj is the circularly symmetric
decreasing rearrangement of u0 relative to the origin.
Define
v a ( x ) =  {Tou[ -  Xx2 -  7 a ) ( cX c +  x ) ,  if cX c +  x  e  II, 
and for x E l 2 let
T H E O R E M  2 .4 .10  Let b =  V ((0,a)). Then for R \ >  R
Vx- > V - b  in C ^ B ^ J f i ) )
as X 0 .
2.5 Vortex pairs in flows past an obstacle
2.5.1 Reformulation of the variational problem
Let 2 < p <  00 and let q denote the conjugate exponent of p. Let o;0 G I^(fi) be 
a non-zero non-negative function having bounded support with ||o>o||i =  1 and
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let T  be the set of rearrangements of loq on having bounded support. Let a >  0 
be such that /jL2{ cuo >  0} =  7ra2.
Let A >  0. For v G 1/(0.) having bounded support, define
^a(v) =  \  f  vTv — A f  rjv 
2 Jn </n
where 77 is the unique harmonic function with 77 =  0 on dfi and
n(x )  =  l 2 + 0 (|x | !),
V j?(x ) =  (0,1) +  0 ( |x | -2 ) as |x | ->  oo.
(2.5.28)
(2.5.29)
From Lemma 2.3.3 we recall
£2 -  <  ty(x) <  x2 Vx G 0 .x
(2.5.30)
By Lemmas 2.3.2 and 2.3.5 for a bounded subset U of ft, the operator T  : 
1/(11) —> Lg(U) is a compact, symmetric strictly positive operator and therefore 
is a weakly sequentially continuous strictly convex functional on 1/(11).
For £ >  0, let ^ (£) be the set of functions in T  that vanish outside f2(£). Let 
c =  1/A. Then, if c£ >  2(a +  1), there exists a maximiser &\£/\ of \  relative to 
T(c£). By [9, Theorem 7]
Define f2c =  {x  G II|cx G f2} and let Dc(£) =  {x  G Oc||x | <  £}. For 
v G LP(fi(cf)), define uc(x) =  c2v(cx). Then vc G L/(QC(£)), ||t7c||i =  ||?;||i and 
Ibdlp =  c2/<7|M |p. Also c2fi2{vc >  0} =  fi2{v  >  0}.
For v G L/(Q C) having bounded support and x G f i c let
k’A.f/A =  0A,f/A O (T C j \ £ / \  — A77)
almost everywhere in fi(c£) for some increasing function </>a,£/a-
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and define
Then for any bounded subset U of Qc, the operator Tc : 1/(11) —► Lq(U) is 
a compact, symmetric strictly positive operator and therefore ^  is a weakly 
sequentially continuous strictly convex functional on 1/(11).
Let Cc(x) =  c2u;o(cx). Let T c denote the set of rearrangements of £c on Qc 
having bounded support and let denote the set of rearrangements of £c
vanishing outside f2c(£). Then ^a(^c) =  ^a(v) for all v G I/(Q(c£))  and, if 
c£ >  2(a + 1), there exists a maximiser £c,£ of relative to .Fc(£). Note that Cc,f 
maximises relative to FJji) if and only if there is a maximiser, &a,£/a> of \I>a 
relative to F ^ /X )  with
w a ^/a (x ) =  (2.5.31)
2.5.2 Existence of maximisers of relative to T
We show that for A sufficiently small ^a attains a maximum relative to T c and 
therefore 4/a attains a maximum relative to T .  We obtain an estimate for the 
diameter of the support of maximisers of ^a relative to functions in T c supported 
on a suitable class of domains. We then deduce that for c and £ sufficiently large 
the support of £C)£ is contained in a ball of fixed radius centred on the aq-axis. 
The results from Section 2.4 are used to show that the support of £c>f is contained 
in a fixed ball centred at the origin for c and £ sufficiently large.
L E M M A  2.5.1 Let U C Vt be a domain with -Bi/47r((s, 1/ 47t)) C U for some 
s G R. Let c >  47r(a +  1) and let £C)t/ denote a maximiser of \  relative to 
functions in T c that vanish outside U. Then
~ ~ 1 c
^a(Cc,u) >  —  log  ------H0(X) +  o(l) as c y oo
47r 2a
where X  =  (0, l / 47r) and the rate of convergence is independent of s.
P r o o f Let Y s =  (s, l / 47r) =  (s ,X 2) and let £C)S denote the circularly symmetric 
decreasing rearrangement of £c relative to Y s. Then £C)S G T c vanishes outside U 
and
^ A  (Cc,u)  >  \ ( C c , s )
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= L  L  ( i log -  ¥ {cx’ <*)) k (* )k (y )  -  L  **£•
- i l0SYa~ la L  ^  - h log I) k(x)k(y)
-  f  r)c(c,s• (2.5.32)j  n
Since ||Cc,s||i =  1 we have
L  In & (CX’ ^  - h log \ )  i l0g
<  sup
x,yena/c(Ya)




i M cx, < * ) - . !  log * =  sup 
x,yeBa/c(Ya)
—^ 0  as c —)• oo
1 , 2X 2








( |y ||x |c 2 - l ) 2 
c2(X 2 +  f  )2
((X 2 -  f  )2c2 -  l )2 
—>■ 0 as c —>• oo.
From these estimates and (2.3.6), (2.3.8) we obtain
sup
x,ye£a/c(Ya)
I ft(cX)Cy)_ _ L log_L_ 0 as c —> oo.
Also, using (2.5.30)
77c(x )Cc,s(x)dx -  A 2* 2 < sup 7/c(x) -  X 2
x.6Ba/c( Ya)
a z 2
<  ~ +  SUP ~Wl2 c xena/c(Y.) C2|x |2
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—> 0 as c —> oo
Letting c -> oo in (2.5.32) gives the required inequality. Note that the rate of 
convergence is independent of s. □
L E M M A  2.5.2 For f  >  1 and c >  47r(a +  1) let U(£) — £/(£) fl Q,c where 
£/(£) C II is convex with
i  =  n  an) >  \diam{U(Z)) (2.5.33)
z
and
B i/4ir((s, 1/ 47r)) C £/(£) for some s G dU(£) fl dll. (2.5.34)
Let Cc,u{£) be a maximiser of relative to functions in T c that vanish outside
U(£) and let AC}u(t) =  {Cc,c/(e) > 0}- Then there exists fo such that
z . . R(k,£)a &(k)£a . A A _,/IN
ess diam(Acp({)) < -----------< ----------- whenever f  c >  G(A;),
where k is a constant depending on the cone which determines the cone property 
for  £/(£)•
P r o o f We omit the subscripts throughout this proof by writing f  =  ( c,u({) and 
A =  A c>u(£) but we emphasize the dependence on c and f .
By [9, Theorem 7]
C =  (f>o (TcC -  77c)
almost everywhere in U(£) for some increasing function 0 =  <f>C)u(o- Hence
A =  {x  G t/(f)|T cC(x) -  77c(x) >  7 } (2.5.35)
except for a set of zero measure, for some 7  =  To see this let
L =  {x € t7(f)|TcC(x) -  7?c(x) =  7}-
Then by [23, Lemma 7.7], £(x) =  -A T c((x ) =  0 for almost all x G i .
If 7  <  0 then




—  =  H2 { T £  -  Vc >  7 } >  e  U(£)\0 <  * 2  <  M }&
and it follows that there exist C i,£  1 such that 7  >  —1/2  for all c >  C i,£  >  £1. 
Now consider
s L { - (25-36)
Let u =  TcC -  77*. -  7  -  1. By (2.3.4)
TcC(x) =  f  g {cx ,c y ) ( (y )d y  <  !  g0(cx, c y ) ( (y )d y  =  T0C(x) (2.5.37)
Jnc J&c
hence, using the decay estimates from Lemma 2.3.1(vi), u+ =  max{u, 0} G 
Hq(Qc(M)) for some M  G R with t/(£) C QC(M). Then by [23, Lemma 7.6] 
and the Divergence Theorem [24, Theorem 1.5.1]




=  c W w o w J j ^ u + A  . (2.5.38)
By [1, Lemma 5.14] for an arbitrary domain G c R 2 having the cone prop­
erty, W l,l{G) —> L2(G) and the embedding constant depends only on the cone 
determining the cone property for G. If necessary we may extend u+ and £ to be 
zero on J7(£)\C/(£) and apply the embedding stated above on t7(£) to obtain the 
inequality
1/2
for some constant k (independent of c) depending on the cone which determines 
the cone property for U(f).
Since
{x  G C/(f)||Vu+ (x)| > 0} C {x  G E/(f)|u(x) >  0} C A
except for sets of zero measure, applying Holder’s inequality yields
Combining (2.5.38) and (2.5.39)
and therefore
f  |Vu+ |2 < p(k)
M o
where /3(k) =  16A:27t<z2| |c^ 011| 1S a constant independent of c. In particular,
[  u+C <  Akay/n\\uo\\2( [  |Vw+ |2)  <  (3{k)
Ju(o \Me)  J
for all f  >  f i , c >  C2(k) =  max{Ci, 2kay/ir}. From (2.5.36) we have
F (C) <  \ m )  +  1). (2.5.40)
We observe that
7  =  2«*(C) -  2F(C) +  /  7/cC (2-5.41)Jn
>  2®*(C) -  2F(C).
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By Lemma 2.5.1 and (2.5.40)
7 > ^ lo g ^ - ^ W  (2.5.42)
for all £ >  £ i,c  >  Ciik)  where $(k) is a constant independent of c.
By (2.5.35) and (2.5.42)
?iC(x) -  J?c(x) >  ^  log Ya ~  P(k) 
for almost all x  € A. But Tc£ <  o^C almost everywhere hence
L  h l0g (fed) C' ( y ) d y  "  % ( X )  = T^(x) -  %(X) - h ‘° g Ta -  ~m
for almost all x G  A
Let R  >  1. For x  € A  let B  =  {y  € U(£) : |y — x| <  R a/c}.  Then
J b  l0g ( f e f e  C'(y)dy + L o \ b  iog ( f e f e e ( y ) d y  - M i i c { x )  -  ~m )
(2.5.43)
for almost all x  e  A.
It is shown in Appendix A that there exist positive constants Mi, M2, M3 >  0 
independent of c and f  such that
[  lo f 2a lx - y | \  U < /  (M1 + M2llogI 2|)||wo||p if X2 > a,
Jb g \ c | x - y | y  y  y  ~  j  M 3 ||w 0||p if 0  <  x2 < a.
(2.5.44)
Note that for y  € U (£)\B  we have |x — y | >  R a/c  and |x — y | <  4£ hence
[ io g (^ p —y ) C(y)^y < log ( i f )  /  C(y)^y-Ju(t)\B \  c|x -  yI J \ R  J Ju(0\B
Then rearranging (2.5.43) and applying the estimate (2.5.44) we obtain




log ( I )  X(f, \ / (y)dy < M { k ) - (2-5-46)
Let R(k, £) =  8£e2MW and suppose ess diam(A) >  2R(k,£)a/c .  By (2.5.46)
L ^ ) d y < 1 2 ( 2 - 5 - 4 7 )
for almost all x G A. Then A =  A 'U N  where diam(A') >  2R (k,£)a/c , /^ (A ) =  0
and (2.5.47) holds for all x G A!. Choose x'jx" G A' such that B R ^ ) a/c(^)  fl
^fl(fc,Oa/c(x;/) =  0. Then
i < f ({y)dy + /  C(y)dy <  ^+ -  = iMt)\BR(k,t)a/cW Ju(0\BR( fcf0 ./e(x") 2 2
which is a contradiction. □
For t  G R and f , £' > 0 define
^ c(* ,0  =  {x  G fic| | x -  (t, 0)| <  £}.
and, if |£| <  £, define
Let be the set of functions in T c that vanish outside
Let Cc,t,f/,f denote a maximiser of relative to Fc(t,€',£) and let
Ac,t,?£ =  {x  G fic(£,£ j OlCc.t.f'.f (x ) >  0}.
From Lemma 2.5.2 we immediately obtain the following result.
L E M M A  2.5 .3  Let 0 <  f ' <  £ and |£| <  £ with either
{x  G n c{ t ,g ) \x i <  t }  C ftc(£) (2.5.48)
or {x  G fic(t, £')|:ri > t }  C 12c(f). (2.5.49)
T/ien i/iere e:ns£ £o, Co swc/i that
ess diam(ACtt£ig) <  V£ >  £' >  £0, c >  C,
c c
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where a  >  0 is a constant.
P r o o f We observe Qc{t, =  U(t,£',{;) fl where U(t,£',£) =  B ^ ((t,0 )) Pi 
Bg(0) is a convex subset of II and there exists f 0 such that for all f  >  f' >  fo and 
\t\ <  £ satisfying (2.5.48) or (2.5.49), a fixed cone may be used to determine the 
cone property for U(t,  Furthermore




for some s £ dU(t,£',£)  fl OT. The result now follows from Lemma 2.5.2. □
Let
A c, t =  {C* ^
L E M M A  2.5 .4  There exist £o> Co such that for all £ >  £o, c >  Co,
Ac£ C o)
except for a set of measure zero, for some tC£ € R.
P r o o f By Lemma 2.5.3 there exist £i, C\, a  such that
ess diam(Ac>ti^ )  <
for all £ >  £' >  £i, c >  C\ and |£| <  £ satisfying (2.5.48) or (2.5.49).
Fix c >  C2 =  max{Ci, 87ta, 47r(a +  4), 4aa} and let
d,% =  min-j^' : A c^  C ficfac.fjfO except for a set of measure zero, for some t c^ €  R}.
For £ >  £1 suppose >  £1. Then Ac  ^ C Q.c(tc^ ,d^) except for a set of
measure zero for some t c^  with \tc^ \ <  £ and
{x  £ £lc(tc,%i d^)\xi < C. f2c(£) 
or {x  £ Slc{tc,e,de)\x 1 > tC)J  c  ftc(£).
Also maximises relative to an<^  the conditions of Lemma
(2.5.3) are satisfied. By the choice of C2 we have ess diam(j4Cft Cid^) <  d$/4, 
hence ACftci,d^ =  A' U N  where diam(A') < d^/4 and n2(N)  =  0. If there exists 
x  € A' with x2 < d{ /2 then it follows that there exist t'c^ G R and d£ < d$ such 
that AC£ is contained in except for a set of measure zero which is a
contradiction. Therefore
AC£ C {x  g £2c(^ c,£) d j^ £ ) \x2 >  df/2} (2.5.50)
except for a set of measure zero.
Hence for almost all x, y  G Ac  ^ we have x2, y2 >  d^/2 and
lh (cx ,  cy) -  j -  log -  +  rjc(x) 
2 47r c
1 . 1  x2 by (2.3.6) and (2.5.30)
—¥ oo as d$ —>• oo.
Also, for all x, y  G supp £c C ^ /^ (O , 1/47t)
Therefore
* a (<c ) -  * a (<c,{)
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>" In I  l0g jd^f “ ^  " h  '°g \  + ^ (X)).
In In ( \ h{cK’ ^  ~ h  '°g \  + Vc(x))
" I  In Gft(cX> Cy) “ ^ l0g Z + %(X)) ^ c(x)^ (y)
C,{(x)C,{(y)
> o
if d{ is sufficiently large independently of c hence d$ is bounded. □  
T H E O R E M  2.5 .5  There exist fo, Cq such that for all £ >  fo, c >  Co,
except for a set of measure zero.
P r o o f We use the asymptotic expansion for rj
t7(x) =  x2 +  +  0 ( |x | -2 )




( I W V - X 2 W + \ » 2 ( D ) ) .
We observe that d2 <  0 if D  ^  0. Choose constants K i , K 2 >  0 with K 2 >  
m ax{2 , K i / \ d 2 \} such that
1 2d2x2
-77(CX) - X 2 ~  - j — rr
c cz\xr
K l -f I I ^ ^ 2
<?lxj2 |X| T ' (2.5.51)
By Theorem 2.5.4 there exist £1, C\ such that for all f  >  f i ,  c >  C\ we have
A c,£ c  f2c(tCjf ,£  1)
except for a set of measure zero for some tC£ € R. We show t c  ^ is bounded for 
sufficiently large c and f .
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We recall some results from Section 2.4. By Lemma 2.4.3, Theorem 2.4.4 and 
Lemma 2.4.8 there exist > C\ such that
Sc& =  >  0} C B 1/8,(X )  ve >  6 ,  c >  C2
where C .2 is a Steiner-symmetric maximiser of E  relative to T c.
Let s =  l^ l-1 2^ +  I / 87r and, for £ >  £3 =  max{2£2, 2s}, c >  C2, let
rc(0 = {x  e nc(£)|*2 > k 2/c}.
Define ^2 ) =  -  8, 3:2), and for x  e  fic( 0  define
<3(x) =  (^ cC ^ .sC x) -  »fc(x)) -  QboC‘,6 ,s(x) -  x2)
=  \  (Tc<cA,.(x ) -  T»Cc,fc,s(x )) -  (*fc(x) -  X2)
where we note that (TcCc^ 2jS(x) — To(l^2 S(x)) <  0 and (/7c(x) — £2) <  0 for almost 
all x  G ^ c(£)* Let Sc^ 2iS =  {Cc,£2,s > 0 } .  Then for x  G f2c we have
|h r c -T 0)c»{2,5(x)| = L  ( i lo g ^ F ^  -  5 * ( c w ) )  < U ,(y )< fr  
<  Jn l^ (c x ,c y ) ld ,{ 2,»(y)dy
< sup \]-hi(cx, cy)|
y£Sc,z2,8 z
^  SUP 9  1 2m m  iw  by (2.3.10). (2.5.52)yesC)f2)3 27r(c2| x | | y | - l ) 2
Let x  G d rc(f) with |x| =  £. If c >  C3 =  max{C2, l^ l 1^ 2} then for almost all
y  €  Sc,£2)S
| c 2|x ||y | -  1 >  | c 2|x| ( s -  A -)  -  1 >  0
hence
c2|x ||y | -  1 >  | c 2|x ||y |
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and by (2.5.52)
Ii (T _  Tn)l-t <  2 g 2(3 /87r) \<k\x2
2 -  xc2|x |2(s  _  ^8^)2 -  8c2|x |2
But by (2.5.51)
i„ ^  _  r j  >  2\d^  _  A l _  >  1^ 1^\VeW X2\ _  ^ ^ p  >  ^ ^ p
since
K x Kx cx2 , ,
—  <  — -7 7 - <  \ d 2 \ x 2c c K 2
by the definition of Tc(f) and the choice of K 2. Hence
Qi x ) >  Vx G d rc(£) with |x| =  £. (2.5.53)
Now consider x  =  (x \ , K 2/ c ) G d r c(£). For almost all y  G Sc^2jS
^ M l y l  - 1  >  \ c K 2\d2\ 1/2 - 1  >  0
and by (2.5.52)
I~(T -T«\C* M l <  2 j2(3/8tt) |d2| i 2l2 Uc _  ^ ^ p ^  _  -  8c2|x |2'
Also, since \d2\K2 >  K \  we have
l„ M  _  T I >  2\d*\x* _  J L L. >  1^1^
° 2 C2|x |2 C3^ !2 C l^xl2 '
Therefore
Q(x) >  ^  (2.5.54)
for all x  G d r c(£) with x2 — K 2/c. Combining (2.5.53) and (2.5.54) yields
U(x) := Q(x) -  > 0  Vx € are(0
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for all c >  C3, f  >  f 3. Also
—A U  =  0 almost everywhere in Tc(£)
since —A Q =  0 almost everywhere in f2c. By the maximum principle U >  0 
almost everywhere in r c(f) hence
5 T4 e 2,.(x ) -  ^ (x )  > i r 0c‘,a ,5(x) - x 2 +  
for almost all x  G Tc(£) and
Since #2 > 1 /3 tt and |x| < s +  3/8ir for almost all x  G 5 C|f2|g
^ + 16^(3 + 3/ 8ff)V
=  <2“ 5)
for all £ >  £3,c  >  C3.
Fix c >  C3 and let £ > 3£3. Suppose |£Cjf| >  2£3. Then by Lemma 2.5.4 we 
have for almost all x , y  G supp
^e2|x ||y | -  1 >  ^c2(|ic,{ | -  &)2 -  1 >  ^c2^  -  1 >  0
and therefore
c2|x ||y | -  1 > i c 2|x ||y | >  ^c2 • (2.5.56)
By (2.5.55)
16tt(s I  3 /8 tt) V  -  ^ a4 , { )  -  £(£*,&,.)
<  * * ( £ * ) - £ ( & * )
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and
I®a(C*) -  E(Cc,t)\
=  IL L  { \h°^ cx’cy'> + X2) ^ x^ (~y'>~ Ja Jn Q /l(cx.cy) +  %(x))Cc,f(x)Cc,f(y) 
1 -
<  sup |- /ii(c x ,c y ) | +  sup |77c(x) — ^2|
x,y6ACt^  * xGAC)^
C2XoVo Xo ,
*  ^ M * m - i r + J Z * w  b y (2 '3 1 0 )a n d (2 -530)




1*1 ^  3<
167r(s +  3/ 87r)2c2 c2|iC)f| 
and since s =  \d2\~1^ 2 +  I / 87r
487r(|d2|_1/2 +  l/27r)2
,<d   w  •
Thus tC£ is bounded if c >  C3 and f  >  3 f3. This completes the proof. □
With the notation introduced in 2.5.1 we have
T H E O R E M  2.5 .6  There exists Ao > 0 such that if 0 < A < Ao then t^x attains 
a maximum relative to T . If ljx is a maximiser and ipx =  T u x, then
-Aipx =  (f)o(ipx -  A77)
almost everywhere in f2 for some increasing function <j).
P r o o f Recall
1 r
< ^ / a(x ) =  ( * )
and maximises f^x relative to T ^ / X ) .  By Theorem 2.5.5, for £ >  £0,
0 < A < A o  =  l/C o the support of £>a,£/a is contained in Q(£0/A) except for a set 
of measure zero, hence wX£0/x maximises ^ x relative to T.
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Write rift\ =  Tux^0/ T h e n  t i \£0/ \  =  <f>x ° (ipx — A 77) almost everywhere in 
fi(fo/A) for some increasing function (f>x for which we can assume that (j>x{s) >  0 
for all s G dom (fix. Since tix,£0/x is an increasing function of (ipx ~  A 7 7 ) almost
everywhere in 0 ( f / A )  for all £ >  £0> there exists 7a such that ipx — ^ V >  7a almost
everywhere on {&a,£/a >  0} and 'ipx — A77 < 7a almost everywhere in Q\Q(fo/A). 
Define
A( ) -  I  if S E d0m ^A’ S -  A^
j o  i f  s  <  7 a
Then <j> is increasing and &\,£0/x =  (/>0 (V>a — A 77) almost everywhere in □
2.5.3 A sym ptotic properties of the maximisers
Henceforth ( c will denote a maximiser of 'La relative to T c and Q\ the correspond­
ing maximiser of \La relative to T .  Let R  =  i2(f0) be as in Lemma 2.5.3 (taking 
t  =  0 and £' =  £) and let X c =  (Xci , X c2) =  fQcx ( c(x)dx  denote the centre of 
vorticity.
We shall use the terminology introduced in 2.4.3 which enables us to work 
with ’’sequences” of maximisers.
We state a result which is analogous to Lemma 2.4.7 and immediate using 
the same methods.
LEM M A 2.5.7 For any sequence X c,
cXc2 —> 00 as c —> 00 (2.5.57)
and, in particular, there exists Co such that for c >  Co
supp Cc C {x  G Oc|x2 >  1/c}  
except for a set of measure zero.
L E M M A  2.5 .8  For any sequence X c;
P r o o f Let £c be the circular symmetric decreasing rearrangement of £c relative 
to the point X  =  (0, l/47r). Then
f  f  cy) -  J -  log -  +  -v (c x ))  Ce(x)C(y)dxdy (2.5.58)Jvtc JClc \Z  47T c c J
= L L 2 ~ log IY 1 ^ | C c(x)C (y)dxdy -  ^ A(Cc)•/qc «/nc 47T |x  y |
-  f  I  J -10?!— '— |Cc(x)Cc(y)rfxdy -  ^ A(Cc)Jnc Jnc 47T |x — y|
=  /  /  f ^ ( cx’ cy) -  J -  log i  +  -7?(cx)) Cc(x)Cc(y)^xdy (2.5.59)
•/nc Jnc V2 47r c c /
We determine the limiting values of (2.5.58) and (2.5.59) as c -*  oo.
I I L  i l h{cx’cy) “ i log 9  - 1 * * $ ,  x)





x ,y € £ a/c(X)
i/i(cx , cy) — y -  log -  — y -  log - i -  




+ 1 , 1 1 i 1—  log y  — -  —  lo g  —
47r c|x -  y | Air 2cX2
27t(c2|x| |y | -  l ) 2
+  sup 
x,y €Ba/c{X)
1 ,  2X2
—  lo g 1 T747r |x — y |
by (2.3.10)




-7?(cx) -  X 2 
c
a x2
< -  +  sup
xe£a/c(x) c2|x |2
a
<  -  +
C c ( £  -  a)
0 as c -> 00 . (2.5.61)
Note that
y/i(cx, cy)Cc(x)Cc(y)dxdy -  y /i(cX c, cX c) 
' etc J fic  ^ "
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< sup
x,y e B Ra/c( x c)
1 1
-h(cx,  cy) -  - h(cXc, cX c)
and
/i0(cx, cy) -  hi(cXc1 c X c) -  h0{cXc1 c X c) 
-  h0 (cx, cy) -  hi (cXc, cX c)
<  /i(cx, cy) -  h(cXc, c X c)
<  h \ (cx, cy) -  /i0(cXc, cX c)
=  /ii(cx, cy) +  /io(cx, cy) -  h0(cXc, c X c)
for all x, y  € 5 i?0/c(X c) for c sufficiently large. But
sup 
x,y e B Ra/c( x c)
1 -
- /ii(c x ,cy ) <  sup
x , y e B Ra/c( x c)
(?x2y2
<
27t(c2|x | |y | -  1)
(c|X c| +  Ra)2
2tt((c|Xc| -  R a f  -  l ) 2 




i / i 0(cx,cy) -  i / i 0(cXc,cX c) sup 
x,yes«0/c(Xc)
—>■0 as c -> oo
I 10*
since cXc2 —>• oo as c —> oo by Lemma 2.5.7. Hence
i i i  i/i(cx , cy) (c(x)(c(y)dxdy  -  ^h(cXc, cX c) 
Finally
1 /  - r j { cx )C c{x )dx -X t 
\Jnc c
0 as c —> oc

















—  ^ ; ~c c(c|X c| — Ra)
—y 0 as c —>• oo. (2.5.67)
Letting c -*  oo in (2.5.58) and (2.5.59) using the estimates (2.5.60), (2.5.61), 
(2.5.66) and (2.5.67)
1 l  l  l  .  .
- /i(c X c, cX c) -  —  log -  +  X c2 <  - h 0(X,  X) +  X 2 +  o (l) as c -> oo.
Z 47T C Z
Hence
1 ~ ~ ~ 1 . .
—/io(Xc,X c) +  X c2 <  —ho(X,X) +  X.2 +  o (l) as c —Y oo 
which we rewrite as
Ho(Xc) <  H0(X.) +  o(l) as c —> oo.
For 2: >  0 define Ho(z) =  H0((0,z)).  Then X c2 forms a minimising sequence 
for H0 and Ho(z) is minimised when z  =  1/47r. It follows that X c2 -*  1/47T as 
c —> 0 0 .  □
For a bounded domain U C l 2 define a functional X : 1/(17) —> R by
X(w) =  - — /  /  log -j— -— :w(x)w(y)dx.dy \/w G IZ(U)
47r 7c; Ju |x — y|
and let
Kw(-x ) = h l u ' ° * f r h \ w ( y ) d y '
L E M M A  2.5 .9  Let U C R2 be a bounded domain with the cone property. Then 
T  is weakly sequentially continuous a n d ,furthermore, T  is Gateaux differentiable 
with dT[w] =  K w .
P r o o f It is shown in Appendix B that JC : 1/(11) —>■ W 2,P(U) is bounded and,
since the embedding W 2,P(U) -»  Lq(U) is compact, it follows that K  : IZ(U) —>
Lq(U) is compact and therefore T  is weakly sequentially continuous.
For w ,u  G IZ(U) and a G l
T(w  +  au) — T(w) f  r
—   —  =  / uKw  +  a l ( u )  (2.5.68)
a Ju
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hence X  is Gateaux differentiable on 1/(11) with dX[w] =  JCw. □
Define
/ A(x) =  ^Cc ( x c +  X)  , x e B f t ,(0 ) .  (2.5.69)
Let u  be the circularly symmetric decreasing rearrangement of uq relative to 
the origin.
T H E O R E M  2.5 .10 Let £c be a sequence of maximisers of relative to T c. 
Then f \ - t u i n  1/(13Ra(0)) as A —> 0.
P r o o f Let S (u 0) denote the set of rearrangements of u 0 in IZ(BRa(0)). Let
A  =  { v e L * ( B Ra(0))| /  / v = l}.
J B Ra{ 0)
Note that A  is a convex subset of IZ(BRa(Q)). For v G A  define
v (x ) -  /  CM C(X ~  Xc)) x  e  B s » / t W
~  \  o X € n c(eo)\Ba./c(Xc)
Then
= /nX i losR ^ (xK(y)
-  L  L  d h{cK’ ^  ~ i log \ +^ (cx)) *'e(xK(y)
=  f  . [  . j - lo g ,— -— rC2f(c (x  -  X c))c2v(c(y -  Xc))
■/b«./.(x.) J B Ra/c{X c)  4tr |x  -  y |
- L  L  ( l h{cx’cy) -  i log J +^ (cx)) ^ (x)"c(y)
=  [  [  —— log -— -— :?;(x)?;(y)
JBnaQO) J B Ra(o) 47r |x  -  y |
- L  L  ( l h{cx’ cy)- i log\ + -cv{cx))  u‘(xK(y)
which we rewrite as
^ a ( 0  =  ^  logc +  X(u) ~  J Q J n  (^ M cx >cy) “  ^ : loS “  +  % (cx ) )  vc(x)vc(y).
(2.5.70)
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We determine the limiting value of (2.5.70) as c —> oo. Since fnc vc =  1
I In L  cy^ ” ~trl0 g  c )  ^ (x K (y )d x d y  -  i / i 0(X, X )
<  sup
x,y €BRa/c( Xc)
ifc(cx, c y )  -  ^  log -  -  ^/to(X, X)
2 Air c 2




<  sup 
x,y e B Ra/c( x c)
i / i i ( c x , c y )  -  J -  log -  -  i / i 0(X ,X )  
2 47T C 2
1 -- h i ( c x , c y ) +  sup 
x ,y e n fla/c( x c)
1 2X 2
log
Air |x  — y |
0 as c —v 00 by (2.3.10)
sup
X,y 6Bfla/c(Xc)
i / i 0(cx, c y )  -  J -  log -  -  i / i 0(X, X)
2 47T C 2
sup 
x,yenHa/c(Xc)
—>•0 as c —> 00
1 , 2X2
Air ° g |x  -  y |
hence by (2.3.6)
IL  L  ( ^ (cx’cy) _ i log 9  ^ xw y)dxdy -  \ h * & '
Also
—>■0 as c -> 00 . 
(2.5.71)




-T/(CX) -  X 2 
C
x2 R qi - ~ *
<  sup -t:—rr H--------\~ \Xc2 — X 2\* /)2 I v  I ^  /»xeBRa/c(xc) c lx l c
< 1 + — +  \ x c2 - x 2\
c(cXc2 — i? a ) c 
—y 0 as c —> 00 (2.5.72)
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Combining (2.5.70), (2.5.71) and (2.5.72)
^a(^c) =  T ~logc +  X(?;) — iJ0(X) +  o(l) as c —> oo. (2.5.73)
47T
In particular, since
c (X) =  /  -  ^ ) )  x  €
x 1 0 x e nc(6)\B a,/c(x c)
we have
^a(Cc) =  7 -  logc +  X(fx) -  H0(X)  +  o(l) as c -»  oo. (2.5.74)
47r
Let w E <S(o;o). Then ^a(Cc) >  ^a(^c) since wc is a rearrangement of f c, hence 
by (2.5.73) and (2.5.74)
X ( / a )  > X(iu) H- o(l) as c —► oo (2.5.75)
for all w E S(uo).
We now show that X is strictly convex over A.
Let 0 < a  <  1 and let v ,u  E A  with v ^  u. Then by (2.5.73) and strict
convexity of
1
X(av  +  (1 -  a)u) =  ^ \ ( a v c +  (1 -  a)uc) -  —  logc +  H0(X)  +  o (l)
47r
1
< atfa(vc) +  (1 -  a )^ A(wc) -  —  logc +  H0(X)  +  o(l)
47r
=  aX(v) +  (1 — a)X(u) +  o(l) as c —> oo.
Letting c —> oo shows that X is strictly convex on A.
Suppose, seeking a contradiction, that
h - f r w  m L?{BRa(0)) as A -► 0. (2.5.76)
Then there exists e > 0 and a subsequence f \  with
I|/a — lo\\p > £ (2.5.77)
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and by weak sequential compactness we have, extracting a further subsequence 
if necessary, f \  f  G S(ujq)w C A.  Then Z(f \ )  —> X(f)  as A —>■ 0 by weak 
sequential continuity of X  and by (2.5.75) Z( f )  >  X(w) for all w  G « S (o ;o ) .
We claim that /  € S(ljo). Suppose /  0  < S (u ;o ) .  Since X  is strictly convex over 
A  (which is convex) and Gateaux differentiable on L ^ H ^ O )), [17, Proposition 
5.4] yields
X(v) — X(w) >  (JCw, v — w) Vu, w G A  with v /  w. (2.5.78)
Let u G S ( uq) maximise JCf relative to (by [9, Theorems 1 and 4] any
bounded linear functional on 1 ^ (5 ^ (0 )) attains a maximum relative to S(uo) 
hence such a u may be chosen). Then since u /  /
which is a contradiction. Hence /  G S(uq).
By [12, Lemma 2.6] the relative weak and strong topologies on S ( uq) coincide, 
hence f \  —► /  strongly in L ^ B ^ O )). Therefore
for all w  G <S(a;o) where /  G S (u0). By [28, Lemma 3], / ( x )  =  £(x — z) for
L E M M A  2.5 .11 V  is circularly symmetric decreasing (strictly) relative to the 
origin.
P r o o f By rotational symmetry it is sufficient to show that
f  [  lo g 1— -— - f ( x ) f ( y ) d x d y >  [  f  lo g 1— -— -w(x)w(y)dxdy
J B Ra( 0 ) J B Ra(0) |x — y | J B Ra(o) J nfla(o) |x — y|
some z G B«a(0). Since JBRa^ x f \ ( x ) d x  =  0 for all A we conclude /  =  a>. This 
contradicts (2.5.77). □
For x G l 2 define
0 <  x\ < x[ =>• V((xu 0)) >  V({xXi 0)). (2.5.79)
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For X\ >  0 we define
W (X1) =  V ((*1>0)) =  i J Ba(0)^ l{xJ ) _ y f (y)dy.
Then
WXl(xi) =  [  -— Xl 2u(y)dy .
27r J B a(o) (z i -  y x)2 +
We show that WXl(xi) < 0 . If x\ >  a then obviously WXl(xi) < 0 . If 0 <  X\ <  a
then following the method of Turkington [36, Lemma 4.1] we define
A X1 =  {(t/i, y 2) 6 £ a(0)|yi > xi}
and
^  =  {(2/1,2/2) G R2 |(2 x i -  y u y2) G A X1} C 5 o(0).
For y  € we denote the reflected point as y' =  (y[,  y'2) =  (2xi — 2/i, 2/2)• Then 
for all y  G AXl we have a>(y') >  &(y) since u  is circularly symmetric decreasing, 
hence
(Xi - 2 /i)2 +  ?/2
= L  I t {2 !l "2 My) - ^ (y'))^  > °Jax1 ( x i  — y  1) +  y 2
and Wxi(xi) < 0 . This completes the proof. □
Define
ua(x) =  (Tu\ — Xy — 7a)(cXc +  x) for x  G R2 with cX c +  x  G ft. 
T H E O R E M  2.5 .12 Let Ri > R  and let b =  V((0,a)) . Then
Vx- > V - b  i n C l {B^Jfi) )
as A —^ 0 .
P r o o f Let B  =  B^lO(0). Define
VA(x) =  K f x(x) =  L [  log . 1 J x(y)dy27T 0) |x y|
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to be the Newtonian potential of f \  where f \  is as defined in (2.5.69). From 
the result in Appendix B and the embedding W 2,P(B)  —> C X(B) it follows that 
JC : 17(13) —y C l (B) is bounded and Theorem 2.5.10 yields
VX ^ V  in C \ B )  as A —> 0. (2.5.80)
Note that
vA(x) =  (Tu\ - X r j -  7a)(cX c +  x) =  (TcCc -  r)c -  7c)(Xc +  - )
and
Va(x) - v x (x )
I f  1 I f  1
=  —  /  lo g 1 fd;A(cXc +  y ) d y -  —  / . lo g —^-------------- t i \(y)dy
2irJBRa(o) |x  — y | 2n JBRa(cx c) |cXc +  x - y |
+  / . h(cXc +  x, y ) u \ ( y ) d y  +  rjc(X c +  - )  +  j c
JBRa(cXc) C
X,
=  /  . h(cXc -F x, y)uj\(y)dy  +  rjc( X c +  —) +  7C.
J e  ' "  ‘
Hence
|Va(x ) -  uA(x)| < sup |/i(cXc +  x , y ) + 7C +  |t7c(X c + - ) |
y EBRa(cXc) C
<  sup _ |fi(cXc +  x, y ) I +  h0(cXc +  x, y )  +  7c
y eBRa(cXc)
+\ric(Xc H— ] (2.5.81)
<  sup_ |/ii(cX c +  x ,y ) |  +  fi0(cXc +  x , y ) +  7c 
y e#Ra(cXc)
4-1t?c(X c +  —)|. (2.5.82)
Let
x
Gc =  { x e  R2|X c +  - € f i c(f0)}c
and choose c sufficiently large that




Then for all x  G dGc we have c / 8 tt < |x| <  2cf0 and |cXc -f- x  — y | <  2c£0 for all 
y  G -Bfl0(cXc). Therefore by (2.5.42)
A„(cXc+ x , y)+7c >  T  log log £ + 0 ( 1 )  =  T  log ^ - + 0 ( 1 )
(2.5.84)
Also
7 c <  2 ^ a (Cc) +  f  r]cCcJ Qc










<  M3 log(3c /87r)
if c is sufficiently large where Mi, M2 and M3 are positive constants independent 
of c.
If x  G dGc and y  G BRa(cXc) then |cXc -f x  — y | > c/8 n and
h0(cKc 4- x, y) +  7C < log —  +  M3 log ^  <  M3 logc (2.5.85)
Z7T C o7T
for c sufficiently large.
If x  G dGc with cX c +  x  G dfi then h(cKc +  x, y) =  0. On the other hand for 
x  G dGc with cX c +  x  0  d£l we have |cXc +  x| =  c£o and
\u ( v  1 \i ^  (cX c2 +  x2)y2 vnsup |/ii(cX c +  x, y ) | <  sup ——~------- — — —  -> 0 as c -> 00 .
ye B Ra(cXc) y e B Ra(cXc) H \c X c +  x ||y | -  1)
(2.5.86)
Finally
0 <  J?c(Xc +  - )  < X c2 +  ^  <  & (2.5.87)
c c
for all x  G dGc. Combining the estimates (2.5.84), (2.5.85), (2.5.86) and (2.5.87)
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with (2.5.81) and (2.5.82) we have
—A(Va — v\) =  0 almost everywhere in Gc
|Va — va| <  A ^ logcon ^ G c (2.5.88)
for c sufficiently large where M4 is a positive constant.
Applying an interior gradient estimate [23, Section 2.7]
*__Tr ✓ x / m const. .Tr . . . .. const.logc
sup |VVa(x ) -  V«a(x )| <  . sup |VA(x) -  t>A(x)| < ------- -------
x£B aistyB, uCjc) xggc c
(2.5.89)
for c sufficiently large.
We now show that V\ — vx —> b in C l (B) as A —¥ 0, where b =  V(0,a)  is a 
constant.
Suppose not. Then there exists e >  0 and a subsequence (Vx — v\)  such that
\{Vx - v x) - b \ l]B> e .  (2.5.90)
Since {ua > 0} =  { f \  > 0} C Bna(0) we deduce that for each A >  0 there exists 
yx € B  with v \(y \)  =  0. Then for x  6 B  by the Mean Value Theorem and 
(2.5.89)
\(VX -  ua)(x) -  Vx(yx)\ =  \{VX -  uA)(x) -  (Vx -  vx){yx)\ -> 0 as c ^  oo.
From (2.5.80) we deduce (Vx — vx) is bounded on B  for sufficiently large c.
Choose a subsequence (Vx — vx) such that for some z € B, (Vx — vx)(z) 
converges to 6, say. Then (Vx — vx) converges to b in C(B)  and by (2.5.89)
(Va — ^a) —>• b in C 1(B). From (2.5.80) we deduce vx —> V  — b in C l {B) as
c —y oo.
It remains to show b =  V(Q, a). Suppose b >  V (0, a) and let S =  b — V (0, a) >  
0. Then |ua — (V — b)\ <  8/2  for c sufficiently large. By Lemma 2.5.11, V  is 
strictly symmetric decreasing hence
{vx >  0} C {V  -  b > - 8 / 2 }  C Br{0)
for some r <  a which contradicts the fact that ^ {u a  > 0} =  ira2 for all A <  A0.
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If b <  Y(0, a) a similar argument yields a contradiction. Hence b =  F(0, a). 
This contradicts (2.5.90) and we conclude that the original sequence V\ — v \ —>b 
in C \ B ) .  □
C O R O LLA R Y  2 .5 .13  Let R \ >  R  and B  =  B r1cl(0). Let
Yx =  {x  € B\vx(x) >  0}
and
Z  =  {x  G B \Y(x) >  6} =  B^jS).
Then
d(Y\j Z ) —y 0 as X —y 0 
where d is the Hausdorff distance on the nonempty closed bounded subsets of B.
P r o o f The Hausdorff distance between Y\ and Z  is defined as
d(Y\, Z)  =  maxjsup dis t(y , Z) ,s \ ipd is t ( z ,Y \) } .  
yeVA z ez
Let S >  0. Then by Lemma 2.5.11 there exists eq > 0 such that
|x| >  a +  S => Y(x) — b < —e i
and by Theorem 2.5.12 there exists C\ such that for c > C\
|uA(x) -  (Y(x) -  6)| < e \ /2  Vx G B.
Hence Y\ C Ba+s(0) for c > C\.
Similarly there exists C2 such that B a-s (0) C Y\ for c >  C2. The result is 
now immediate. □
We conclude with some asymptotic estimates.
C O R O LLA R Y  2.5 .14  L e tu x be a sequence of maximisers o f^ x  relative to T .  
Then
^a(^a) =  T-  logc +  X(o>) — Ho(X) +  o(l) as c —y oo, (2.5.91)
47r
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* l 2n ^ )  ■■= l f B j v „2 JBRa{0)
=  Z(cj) —-^ (0 , a) +  o(l) as c —> 00 (2.5.92)
and
7a =  77- logc — 2H0(X.) +  F(0, a) +  y -  +  o(l) as c —>■ 00 . (2.5.93)27T 47T
P r o o f The estimate (2.5.91) follows immediately from (2.5.74) and Theorem 
2.5.10 on observing ^ a(^a) =  ^ a(Cc)-
For A sufficiently small 6  W01,p(B^a(0)) and
„  4. j V V\ almost everywhere on v\  >  0 ,
A =  1 0 almost everywhere on v \  <  0 .
Therefore by Theorem 2.5.12
L  J V ”A+|2 - | V ( F - f >)+ |2 =  f, n x lv  h |Vw*|a -  |V (V  -  6)|a
J  .B/?«(()} J [ v \ >0}n{V—6>0TrJO) ( i o) (v-b>o}
+  [  |VvA| 2 + f  | V ( K - 6 ) + ' 2
{^vA>o}n{v-6<o} ./{uA<o}n{v-fe>o}
—^ 0 as A —y 0.
Hence
F { -Q x )  =  \ i n  ,m |V(F “ 6)+|2 = \  L ' J VV|2 (2'5'94)2 JBjia{ 0) 2 J B fta(0) 2 J Ba( 0)
as A —> 0. 
Note that
F ( v \ )  =  1; f  ( T u \ -  X r j -  7a)o>a 2 Jn
hence
7a =  2^a(^a)-2F(o>a) +  A f  r]ux
Jn
=  2 -  log c +  2 I { C j )  — 2J?o(X) — f  \VV\2 +  J .  +  0(1) (2.5.95)
2tt JBa (0) 47T
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as c —> oo. Also, by the Divergence Theorem,
2X(w) -Ku>(0,a) =  f  u(KM>-ICui(0,a))= f  \ V K u \ 2 =  [  IW I2.
JBa(0) JBa{ 0 ) JBa{ 0 )
Combining this with (2.5.94) and (2.5.95) we obtain (2.5.92) and (2.5.93). □
2.5.4 Physical Interpretation
Let ip =  ip\ — \ t) where ip\ is as in Theorem 2.5.6. Since ip =  0 on dQ, we can 
extend ip as an odd function of x2 to a function ip* on Q*.
By Lemma 2.5.7 the support of u \  is bounded away from the aq-axis if A is 
sufficiently small hence ip* is harmonic in a neighbourhood of the x \ -axis. By 
Theorem 2.5.6 —A ip* is locally a function of ip* in x2 >  0 and by symmetry this 
is also true in x2 <  0. Hence — A ip* is locally a function of ip* in Q,* and therefore 
the stream function for a steady flow of an ideal fluid. The velocity is given by
/  dip* dip* \
\  dx  2 ’ dx 1J '
Since |VV>a(x)| -> 0 as |x| —>• 00 the flow tends to a uniform stream with velocity 
(—A, 0) at infinity.
We include a brief summary of the results in [11, Section 5]. The Euler 
equations for fluid flow are
(u .V )u =  - V P  (2.5.96)
V .u  =  0 (2.5.97)
where u is the velocity field and P  is the pressure.
The stream function ip € W ^(Q *)  satisfies
—A ip =  <p+ {ip) almost everywhere in x<i >  0,
—A ip =  <p~{ip) almost everywhere in x<l <  0
where (p+ is an increasing function and (p~(s) =  — (p+ (—s) for all — s G dom <p+.
Since the second order cross derivatives of ip are equal almost everywhere
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equation (2.5.97) holds almost everywhere. The pressure P  is defined by
- P U )  =  i  2Iv ^ l2 +  ®+w o for X2 - 0 
| |V ^ |2 +  for x2 <  0
where $ + and <3>-  are the respective indefinite integrals of <j>+ and (j>~ satisfying 





We prove the existence of steady vortex rings in an ideal fluid occupying the 
whole of R3. The variational principle used was proposed by Benjamin [6] and 
involves the maximisation of a functional relative to the weak closure of the set 
of rearrangements of a prescribed function.
The vortex core (the region where the vorticity, lj, is positive) is a cylindrically 
symmetric bounded set. The quantity uj/r is a rearrangement of a curtailment 
of a prescribed non-negative function fo £ 1/(11) (p >  5/2) having bounded 
support. The flow approaches a uniform stream at infinity.
In view of the cylindrical symmetry we work in a half-plane, n , defined by
n =  {(r, z) e  R2|r > 0}
and endow II with the measure v  having density 27rr with respect to plane 
Lebesgue measure. Define a differential operator C in II by
C*U — ( —U r \  cy UZz-
r \ r  J r t1
We prove the following
T H E O R E M  3.1.1 Let fo € 1/(11), 5 <  p <  oo, be non-zero, non-negative and
vanish outside a set of finite v-measure. Then for each A > 0, there is a function
u\ satisfying
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(i) u\  e  W?*{n ) and
CuA =  <f> O (ux -  b r 2)
almost everywhere in II for some increasing function (j),
(H) Ca =  £ u\  25 a rearrangement of a curtailment ofCo having bounded support 
and Ca is a maximiser of a variational functional that will be defined in (3.2.2), 
(Hi) u\ and Ca are symmetric decreasing in z,
(iv)
Ca1(0, oo) C ( u x -  ^Ar2)_1(0, oo) 
except for a set of measure zero and moreover if Ca 0  R(Co) then
Ca^OjOo) =  {ux -  ^Ar2)-1 (0, oo)
except for a set of measure zero.
The stream function for the flow is u\ — Xr2 /2  with corresponding velocity
v  =  (—r~luz, 0, r~lur — A)
in cylindrical coordinates r, 6, z. At infinity the flow approaches a uniform flow 
with velocity A in the negative 2 direction. Since
curl v  =  (0, u,  0)
where lj is the vorticity, we have lj  =  rCu\  and u / r  is a rearrangement of a 
curtailment of Co-
We believe that if A is sufficiently small Ca in the above theorem is actually 
a rearrangement of Co but we have been unable to prove this for arbitrary Co- 
However, in the special case where Co is constant in its support we use the results 
of Amick and Fraenkel [3] to prove the existence of Ao >  0 such that for 0 <  
A <  Ao, Ca is a rearrangement of Co and for A >  Ao, Ca is zero almost everywhere. 
When A =  Aq, Ca may be either a rearrangement of Co °r zero.
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3.2 Description of the M ethod
For £ >  0 let
n(fl = {(»■,*) e n | r < f } .
Let £o € 2/(11) (p >  5/2) be a non-negative, non-zero function vanishing outside 
a set of finite measure. A non-negative measurable function £ defined on n  is a 
rearrangement (with respect to ^-measure) of Co if
i/(C-1 [a,oo)) =  KCo_1[a ! oo))
for all a  G R  Let 22(£o) denote the set of rearrangements of Co and let R((o)W 
denote the closure of R (Co) in the 2 /- topology where q denotes the conjugate 
exponent of p. R(Co)b wiH denote those functions in R{Co)W that have bounded 
support.
A non-negative measurable function u defined on II will be called Steiner- 
symmetric if
0 < z  <  z' => u(r , —z) =  u(r, z) >  w(r, z 1) >  0.
There is an essentially unique rearrangement u* of u called the Steiner-symmetrisation 
of u such that u* is Steiner-symmetric and
fii{z\u(r, z) >  a }  =  pi{z\u*(r, z) >  a }
for almost every r and every a  >  0.
For v G 2/(11) define
T v ( r , z ) =  f  p(r, z, r1, z ')v (r \  z ’) 2'Kr'dr'dz'. (3.2.1)
2n
where g{r ,z ,r ' ,z ')  is the Green’s function (see 3.3.17) for the operator C on II 
(with v  measure).
For A > 0 we consider the variational functional
^a(v) — ~ f  vTv  dv — \A  [  r 2v dv. (3.2.2)
2 2n 2 in
We show that there exist £(A) >  0 and a maximising sequence for relative to 
R(Co)b such that each function is Steiner-symmetric and supported in II(£(A)).
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We then apply a result of Lions [29] regarding compact embeddings of function 
spaces with Steiner-symmetric elements to show that this maximum is attained. 
If Ca is a maximiser then u\ =  T^x satisfies the properties stated in Theorem 
3.1.1.
3.3 Preliminaries
3.3.1 Spaces appropriate to  the study of C  and T
In choosing a space appropriate to the study of the operator T  we follow Amick 
and Fraenkel [3, Section 2.2].
Define H  to be the completion of test functions on II with the scalar product
(u , v)h =  [  -^Vw.Vv dv.
Jn rz
We can regard II as being the intersection of R5 with a half-plane bounded 
by the z-axis and we shall use r to denote the distance from the z-axis. Then
functions defined almost everywhere on II can be identified with cylindrically
symmetric functions defined almost everywhere in R5. Formally we have
C(r2u) =  —A 5u
for functions on II where A 5 is the 5-dimensional Laplacian.
Define E  to be the completion of the test functions in R5 with the scalar 
product
(u , v)e =  [  Vw.Vv dji (3.3.3)
Jr5
where ji has density 1 / tt with respect to 5-dimensional Lebesgue measure. By [3, 
Lemma 2.1(a)] the space E  is embedded in L10/3(R5) and
IMIio/3 <  Au IMIe (3.3.4)
where ki — 1 ( f ) 1/2.
Let Ec denote the completion of the cylindrically symmetric test functions on 
R5 with the same scalar product as (3.3.3). Then by [3, Lemma 2.2] H  and Ec 
are isometrically isomorphic under the transformation </> =  r2u of any <j) 6 H  or
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u € Ec.
Let r  denote the measure on II with density 2nr3 with respect to Lebesgue 
measure.
For a measure a  on II and an open subset $7 of II we denote by l/( f7 , a)  the 
completion of in the norm
IMUni«r= Q j u \pd<j) ' .
When cr =  v  the label o  will be omitted and when also Q =  II the label Q will 
be omitted.
3.3.2 Inversion of £
We follow Burton [10, Section 3.1] in defining an inverse operator, K  : 1/(11, r) —> 
H  for £  and an inverse operator, K  : L10/7(R5) —> E,  for A 5.
Let v G 1/(11, r). Define K v  to be the unique minimiser over u G H  of the 
functional
$ h (« ) =  \ \ H \ 2h -  j n ^v dv.
For w € L10/7(R5) define Kw  as the unique minimiser over u G E  of the 
functional
* S («0 =  x l M I I -  L uw d2 Jr5
We shall prove that if w is cylindrically symmetric then JCw € Ec and, for 
suitable p, K v  =  r2Kw  where v is the function on II identified with w. Also, K  is 
an integral operator with Newtonian kernel from which we deduce the equivalence 
of K  and T  on JZ(II(£)) ( c  1/(11, r)) for each £ >  0.
L E M M A  3.3.1 For w € L10/7(R5) Kw is well-defined and K  : L10/7(R5) E  
is a bounded linear operator with
9 k,
m \  <  (3.3.5)
7r
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P roof Recalling (3.3.4) we have
$]!(“ ) =  ^IM
>  ^ I M I I - ^ I M I i o / 7 l M l i o / 3
>  5 M I I - 7 I M I 10/ 7I M U
—)• oo as \ \u \\e  —>■ oo.
Hence <$£ is a strictly convex, weakly lower semicontinuous, coercive functional 
on E  and there exists a unique minimiser ICw, say. The Frechet derivative of the 
functional at Kw  is identically zero. Thus
[  V K w .V h  d a =  [  hw da  V/i G E
J  R 5 J r  5
and, in particular,
f  JCw(—A(f)) dfjL= f  4>w d\i V</> € CJ°(M5).
J R 5 JR.5
Therefore —A Kw  =  w in the distributional sense.
Considering u =  0 we have
*1 1 7
d v  <  - I M I i o / 7 | | £ H I i o / 3 <  ( — ) \ \ w \ \w / 7 \\k :w \ \e
l  J R 5 7T 7T
hence K  is bounded. The linearity of K  is easily verified. □
In identifying functions on n  with functions on R5 we shall denote by x  =  
(xi, ...,x 4, z) e  R5 (where =  r2) the elements in R5 corresponding to
(r, z) e  n.
Let G  denote the subgroup of GL(R, 5) consisting of all orthogonal transfor­
mations which act as the identity on the z-axis. Then G  is a closed subspace of 
the orthogonal group hence G is a compact subgroup of GL(R, 5). Let d9 denote 
the element of Haar measure.
Let u € L10/3(R5) and x  G R5. Define
Au(x)  =  f  u(9x) dO. (3.3.6)
J G
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LEM M A 3.3.2 Let <j> 6  C ^ M 5). Then
I I - 4 0 | | e  <  ||<A||e -
P r o o f  Let 0  E C ” (R5). Then
V (A 0)(x) =  f  6TV<t>Wx) d9.
J G
We first prove by induction that A(j) G Co°(R5). Suppose
5n
a ° (A 0 )(x )=  [  de
J G  J  1
where a,  o ? i , a ^ n  are multi-indices of degree n and are continuous
functions. Then
da{A(f)){x +  h) — da (A(/))(x)
5n
=  f  E / i W [ a “‘</.(0x +  0 h ) - a ai0(0x)] de
J a  i = l
=  j  £ / i (*) [v (a “<0)(ex).eh+ ^ ( e h f H i ^ ^ t ^ m
i=l
d0
where H (dai(f>) is the Hessian matrix and Uj  is in the line segment joining Ox 
and Ox +  Oh. Therefore
5n
V(0“C40))(x) = [  Y ^ m o Tv { d a^ ) ( p x )  do
JG i= 1
an(^  5"
dj d a (Acf>)(x) =  [  j r f ^ Y ^ O k j i d k d ^ W O x )  do j  =
i=l fc=l
where / ? i , / %n+i  are multi-indices of degree n + 1  and / i , / s n + i  are continuous 
functions. By induction A(j> G CJ^R5).
Also
I W i l l  =  / ,  | V W ) | a d / idM5
=  L \ L 6 T v m ) \ df l
— !  ( f  {  (0TV 0(0x))T(?/>TV</>(^x)) dipdo) dp
\JoGzG J iJj^ G J
(0 , i>)e(GxG) (0, iP)£(GxG)
|V 0 (^ x )|2 d^dO
-  m )  4 .
=  lO W 9*"’*) ■*
=  /  |V«/.(x)|2 d/i. □
JR5
L E M M A  3.3 .3  A  : L10/3(R5) -» L10/3(R5) is a bounded linear operator.
L E M M A  3.3 .4  Let w  G L10/7(R5) be cylindrically symmetric. Then Kw  is 
cylindrically symmetric and Kw  G Ec.
P r o o f Let {</>n}£Li be a sequence of test functions converging to Kw  in E. Then 
{<j>n\™=i is Cauchy and by Lemma 3.3.2 {A4>n}™=i is Cauchy. Therefore A(j)n —> f  
for some /  G Ec and by (3.3.4) A<j)n —> f  in L10/3(R5). But Lemma 3.3.3 yields 
A(j)n —> A(Kw)  in L10/3(R5) hence A{Kw)  =  /  G Ec. Therefore A (Kw)  G Ec is 
cylindrically symmetric and
P r o o f For all u G L10/3(R5) we have by Jensen’s inequality
r r i t 10/3
/  \Au \10/3 dp5 =  /  /  u(9x) dO dp5JR5 Jrs IJG
< f  [  K 0 x ) |10/3 dddp5
Jr5 Jg
=  f  |w(x)|10/3 dp5. □
J r  5
IW/C«>)||b =  Jim IW n lU  <  I I M U - (3.3.8)
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Also, since w  is cylindrically symmetric
[  wA(Kw) d/i =  [  [  Kw(0x)w(x) dfidO =  [  Kw(x)w(x) dp,. (3.3.9) 
Jr5 Jg Jr5 Jr5
Combining (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) we obtain Q%{A{Kw)) <  K w ) hence Kw  =  
A(/Cu;). □
L E M M A  3.3 .5  Let v G L10/7(II,t) be identified with w  G L10/7(R5). Then K v  
is well-defined, K  : L10/7(II, r) —>• H  is a bounded linear operator and K v  =  
r2Kw.
P r o o f For u G H  let /  =  u / r 2. From the isomorphism between H  and Ec we 
have
* * (« ) =  | l l« l l*  - f n v . v t o  =  i y / H l ,  -  wf d»  =  * ! ( / )  Vu € if.
From Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.4 it follows that K v  is well defined and K v  =  r2Kw.
Also
| | A w | | h  =  <  ~ l l w l l l 0 / 7  =  ^ 3 / I o l l u l l l O / 7 ; n ;T -  ^
Recall
n (O  =  { ( r , z ) e n | 0 < r < e } .
For v G L10/7(n(O ) we immediately obtain from Lemma 3.3.5 that K v  is well- 
defined and K  : L10/7(II(£)) —► H  is bounded. We now show that this is true for 
u G L”(n (0 )  for 1 < p <  2. We require a preliminary lemma.
For a function /  defined on II define the ’reflection’ of /  in the line r =  f  to
be
f ( r , z )  if 0 < r <  £,
/(r , 2;) =  < / ( 2 f  -  r, z) if £ < r <  2£, (3.3.10)
0 otherwise.
L E M M A  3.3 .6  Lei u G H. Then u G W 1,2(II(£)) /or eac/i £ >  0 and, in 
particular,
\\u\\q m )  <  M ( 0
where 2 <  q <  00 .
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P r o o f By [20, Theorem 2], H  is embedded in L2(II, a) where a  is the measure 
on II with density 27r/r3 with respect to plane Lebesgue measure.
Let </> G Co°(n) and let (f) be the reflection of </» in r =  £. Since W 1,00(f)) =  
C0,1(f2) for any bounded domain Q C E2 and </> is Lipschitz we have 0 G 
VF1,2(II(2f)) and, since the support of 0 is a compact subset of II(2f), </> G
We observe that
/  |V 0 |2 d/i2 =  2 f  IVtff d^2
<  -  /  ^ |V 0 |27r Vn(e) r2
Also, by Poincare’s inequality ||</>||2;n(2£) < ||V ^ ||2;n(20- Hence
11^ 1 ll,2;n(0 =  l l ^ l l Wl  +  H W l l W )
=  2^l^l2;n(20 +  llWll2;n(2£))
<  |(4 ^ 2 H -l)||V ^ ||l;II(2€)
The result follows from the embedding W'1,2(II(£)) —> I/9(I1(£)), 2 <  q <  oo.
L E M M A  3.3 .7  For v G Z ^ n ^ )) , 1 <  p <  2, K v  is well defined and K  : 
Zyp(Il(f)) —>• H  is a bounded linear operator. Moreover, K v  G C(Kv)  =
v almost everywhere in II and
[  v K v  dv — f  \ \ V K v \ 2 du =  \ \ K v \ \ 2h .
Jn Ju r l
P r o o f Letting q denote the conjugate exponent of p  we have from Lemma 3.3.6
—y oo as |M |#  —» oo.
Thus <3># is strictly convex, coercive and weakly lower semicontinuous on H  hence 
there exists a unique minimiser, K v , say.
The Frechet derivative of the functional on H  at K v  is identically zero. Hence
[  ^ V K v . V h  d v =  f  hv dv  V/i e  H  (3.3.11)
Jn r2 Jn
and, in particular,
/  \ vK v .V < f>  dv =  f  <jrv dv V<t> e  C0°°(II). (3.3.12)
Ju r l Ju
Therefore
[  KvCcj) dv =  f  (f)v dv  G ( ^ ( n ) .
Ju Ju
By Agmon [2, Theorem 6.1] K v  G W ^ ( U )  and C(Kv)  =  v almost everywhere 
in n .
From (3.3.11) we obtain
f  J ; \V K v \2 dv =  [  v K v  dv.
Ju r2 Ju
Finally we prove that K  is bounded. Considering u =  0 we have
— [  v K v  dv  <  0 
2 Ju
hence
\ \ \ K vWh ^  IMIp ( j m )  \Kv\qd v \  * <  AfCOHwimiifwlljr
where in the final inequality we have used Lemma 3.3.6. □
L E M M A  3.3 .8  Let w G L^R5) fl L10/7(R5) where 5 /2  <  p  <  oo. Then Kw  G 
Wfa!(R5) n  C(R5) and Kw(x)  —>■ 0 as |x| -»  oo. If p  >  5 then Kw  G C 1,a(R5) 
where p( 1 — a:) > 5.
P r o o f We follow the method of Fraenkel and Berger [21, Lemma 3.1]. We recall
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from the proof of Lemma 3.3.1
f  V K w .V h  d / i =  f  wh da  W i G E.7R5 J R5
Let 5/2  <  pi <  min{p, 10/3} and let qi denote the conjugate exponent of 
Pi.  Let x  G R5 and for j  =  0 , 1, 2, 3  let Bj =  B r ^ x )  with Ro =  1/2, Ri  =  1, 
i ?2 =  3/2  and i?3 =  2. Then for any ball B  in R5 and </> G C£°(B) we have
/  JCwA(j) dfi5 =  \ w(f) dp5 <  WwWp s^W^ WquB •
IJ B \JB
Applying [2, Theorem 6.1] yields Kw  G and
| | K H k Pl’B i  ^  M i ( \ \ W \\p i -,B3 +  | | ^ I U ; 5 2)
where Mi is an absolute constant. Since W 2,pl(Bi) is embedded in C(Bi)  and 
therefore in Lp(B \ ) for all p >  1 we may apply Agmon’s theorem again to obtain
\ \ K w \\2,p -Bo <  M ( p ) ( \ \ w \ \ p.B2 +  \ \ K w \ \ p;Bl)
<  M( p)  ( \ \ w \\p;B2 +  Ci(p)Mi(\\w\\PVtBs +  ||/C^||Pi;Je2)X3-3.13)
where Ci(p) is the embedding constant associated with the embedding W 2,P1 (Hi) —>
I^iBi)  and is independent of x  (see [1, Lemma 5.17 and Definition 4.5]).
Also, by Lemma 3.3.1
2 k 2co(r)i)
I | / C w | | P1]B2 <  c 2 ( p i ) | | / C u ; | | i o / 3 ; B 2 <  c 2 ( p i ) | | / C u ; | | i o / 3  <  h c 2 { P i ) \ \ K w \ \ E <  — ^ --------- I M I i o / 7 -
Therefore
\ \ K w \ \ 2 ,p-Bo <  M { j p , p i )  ( | M I p  +  | M U  +  I | u ;  111 0 / 7 )
where we note that the right hand side is independent of x. Hence Kw  G 
H }^(R5). If p  >  5/2 embedding theory yields
\\K w \\c(Si)  <  M ( p ) \ \ K w \ \ 2tP;Bo
and if p >  5,
l l ^ l l c i . - ^ )  <  M ( j> ,a ) \ \K w \ \2,v]B0
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for p( 1 — a) >  5. The results now follow immediately from (3.3.13). □  
LEM M A 3.3 .9  Let w G L 1(R5) fl R5), 5/2  < p <  oo. Then
ICw(x) =  f  -— — ri w (y)dy .  (3.3.14)
8tc^  Je 5 x  — y  d
P r o o f Define
™x) = i  L  w(y)dy (3-3'15)
to be the Newtonian potential of w.
Let Za , 0 < a  <  5, defined by
Za(x) =  1
7 (o;)|x|5-a 
denote the Riesz kernel, where
7r5/22°T (a /2 )
_  T(5/2 — a / 2 ) '
The Riesz potential of a function /  on R5 is defined as the convolution
Za * / ( x )  =  f  Za ( x - y ) / ( y ) d y  =  —^  f  ^ ^ L - dy.
jm 5 7 (0 ) 7m5 | x  — y |5 Q
Clearly V w  = T 2 *w .
Let 1 <  5 <  5 /2 and let s* =  5s/(5  — 2s). By [38, Theorem 2.8.4]
l |Z h * / | | . - < M ( « ) | | / | | .
for all /  G LS(R5). Hence P  : Ls(R5) —>• Ls* (R5) is a bounded linear operator.
Let wn =  w \sn where Bn is the ball of radius n centred at the origin. By [23, 
Theorem 9.9] Vw n G R5) and —AV w n — wn for each n.
Let (j) G Co°(R5) with supp 0 C Bno. Then for n >  no
[  V w n(-A(j)) =  [  wn(j)J R5 JR*
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and letting n —> oo,
f  V w (—A(j)) =  f  wcf).
Jr5 Jr5
Thus —A (Vw) =  w in the distributional sense.
We show that Vw(x) —> 0 as |x| —»• oo. Let 5/2 < Pi <  p  and 10/7 < P2 <  5 /2
and let <7i,<?2 denote the corresponding conjugate exponents. Let N  > 1 and
|x| >  2N. Letting p =  |x — y| we have
87r2V w(x) =  f  -— — 7rw(y)dy 
Jr5 x  — vy|:
=  L  7 w { y ) d y + L  ? w { y ) d y + L < n  7 w{y)dy
<  A f i l k | | x | > j v l U  ( /  P ^ ' d p )  +  ; p l M l i
(  r N  x 1 / ®
+M 2||u;||x|>Ar||p2 pA 3q2dpj
—^ 0 as TV —>■ 00 (3.3.16)
since p4~3qidp and ff°  p4~3q2dp are finite by the choice of pi and p2.
Therefore by Lemmas 3.3.1 and 3.3.8
—A(JCw — Vw)  =  0 in R5,
(JCw — Vw)(x)  —y 0 as |x | —► 00 .
An application of the maximum principle yields JCw =  V w  almost everywhere. 
□
The Green’s function for the operator C on II (with v  measure) is
rprpl p7T C O S
g{r, z, r', z1) =  - ^  (r2 +  r'2 -  2rr'cos0' +  (z -  z')2)1/2^ ’ (3-3-17)
L E M M A  3.3 .10  Let 5 /2  < p  <  00 . Let v £ L 1(II, r) fl 1^(11, r) and identify v 
with w £ L 1 (R5) D LP (R5). Then
r2JCw(r, z) =  K v ( r , z) =  7T>(r, z) =  [  g(r , 2 , r', z ')v (r \  z') 2nr'dr'dz'.
J n
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P r o o f F ir s t ly  w e  n o t e  t h a t  L e m m a  3 .3 .5  e n s u r e s  K v  is  w e ll-d e f in e d  a n d  K v ( r , z) =  
r2K w (r , z).
We recall Kw  is cylindrically symmetric. We shall make use of the cylindrical 
polar representation
y  =  {r',9',(p',ip',z'), 
where r' >  0, 0 <  9', <p' <  tt, — tt < ip' <  7T, and
?/i =  r ' cos 9'
2/2 =  r' sin 9' cos <//
2/3 =  r' sin 9' sin (p' cos ip'
2/4 =  r' sin 9' sin <p' sin ip'
2/5 =  z'.
The volume element is r/3sin2 0'sin0'. Similarly we make the transformation
x =  (r,9,<p,ip,z).
Applying this transformation to the representation of Kw  as the Newtonian 
potential of w and noting that Kw(r,9,<p,ip,z) =  Kw(r, 0 ,0 ,0 , z) for all 9 we 
obtain
K w (r , z)
_ L  f °  f °  r  r  r  w (? V ')s in 2 e 'sin 0 ' ,3 . . . . . .
8 tt2 / - o o / o  T r i o  io  ( r 2 +  r '2 — 2 r r ' c o s 0 ' +  ( z  — z ' ) 2) 3/ 2 ^  ^
=  i r r  r ______ w(r',*')sin2e'__________
2tr 7-oo 7o 7o ( r 2 +  r /2 — 2 rr' c o s  0' +  ( 2: — z ' ) 2 ) 3/ 2
f s in  0'_  1 /"OO /•oo / 1
27r 7 -o o  7o \  [  r ( r 2 +  r'2 — 2rr' c o s  9' +  (z — z')2)1/2
+  f v ________________________   d9'\ w (r ' z') r'2dr'dz'
Jo r(r2 -1- r'2 — 2rr' cos 9' +  (z — z')2)1!2 J
=  J_ r  f°° r __________ W(r',z') cos 9'__________  r '2d9'dr'dz'
2 tt 7-oo Jo Jo r(r2 +  r'2 — 2rr' cos 0' +  (z —  z')2)1/2
=  1 _ r  r  r  ______________ w(r',z') cos 9'______________ r ^ d r ' d z '
47T 7-oo Jo 7-tt r(r2 +  r’2 —  2rr' cos 9' +  (z —  z')2)1!2
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Y r oo r oo
=  ~o /  9 (r iZ->r',z')w(r',z') 2irr'dr,dz'
r z J-oo jo
=  ^ 2T v (r ’ Z)- 1=1
3.4 Existence of maximisers
An application of [16, Theorem 3.1] provides the following result.
T H E O R E M  3.4.1 Let 1 <  p  <  oo. Let U C II be open, unbounded and have 
infinite v-measure and let fo € 1/(11) be non-negative. Then
R(fo)W =  { /  >  0, /  measurable on U\ J  ( f  — a )+dv <  J  (fo — a)+di/,Va >  0}.
Furthermore
(i) R ( f o )  =  conv R ( f o ) ,
(ii) The set of extreme points of R(fo)W is RC(fo),
(Hi) M m  is weakly compact.
L E M M A  3.4 .2  Let 1 <  p <  oo. Let U C II be open and let fo G L 1(U )n I / (U ) .  
T h en R ffo T  C L l (U).
P r o o f Let /  e  R(fo) • Then there exists a sequence, i> of rearrangements
of /o, such that f n /  in 1/(11). Furthermore, there exists a sequence of convex 
combinations vn, converging to /  in IZ(U) such that vn =  Yfk=\®n,kfk where 
oin,k >  0, otn,k =  1 for each n and only finitely many of the a n>k are non­
zero for each n. Passing to a subsequence if necessary we can assume vn f  
pointwise almost everywhere. Then
oo
I K I I l  <  II ® n , k f k \ \ l  <  l l / o l l l  
k=l
and by Fatou’s Lemma | | / | | i  <  liminfn^oollvnlli < | | / 0||i- □
3.4.1 Steiner-sym m etrisation
Let 1 <  p  <  oo and let q denote the conjugate exponent of p. For non-negative u G 
Z/(R5) the Steiner-symmetrisation of u is defined similarly to that for functions
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d e f in e d  o n  II  b y  r e a r r a n g in g  t h e  r e s tr ic t io n  o f  u  t o  e a c h  l in e  p a r a lle l  t o  t h e  z - a x is  
a s  a  s y m m e tr ic a l ly  d e c r e a s in g  fu n c t io n .
F o r  n o n - n e g a t iv e  u ,v  €  /^ ( M 5 ) a n d  w  €  L q(R 5 ) t h e  in e q u a l it ie s
I K - v *  I Ip  <  | | « - w | | p
uw  d p  <  /  u*w* d p
R 5  J R 5
(3.4.18)
(3.4.19)
h o ld  a n d  t h e  a n a lo g o u s  in e q u a l it ie s  w it h  II a n d  v  in  p la c e  o f  M5 a n d  p  a r e  a ls o  
v a lid .
L E M M A  3.4 .3  Let u  E E . Then u+ E E  and, in particular, there exists a 
sequence o f non-negative te s t functions converging to u+ in E .
P r o o f L e t  u  £  E .  W e  f ir s t  s h o w  t h a t  i f  {4>n}ZL i is  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  t e s t  f u n c t io n s  
c o n v e r g in g  t o  u  in  E  t h e n
as n —> oo.
Define /  : K —> E by f (x )  =  max{x, 0}. Then /  is Lipchitz and by [38, 
Lemma 2.1.11] for g £ W^’C2(M5) we have V ( f o g )  =  f '(g )V g  almost everywhere.
Let R  =  {u <  0}, Q =  {u  =  0} and P  =  {u >  0}. By [23, Theorem 7.7] 
V u =  0 almost everywhere on Q hence
/  | V ^ - V « + |2 dfi =  f  \f{<P„)V<t>n -  /'(u )V u |2 dfi
JQ JQ
=  f  | / ' ( 0 n ) V ^ „  -  / ' O M V u I 2  dil
JQ
<  [  I V 0 n -  V u \2 d p
Q
- *  0  a s  n  —)■ o o .
S im ila r ly , b y  t h e  D o m in a t e d  C o n v e r g e n c e  T h e o r e m , i t  fo llo w s  t h a t
It remains to show that
J  | / /(0n)V</)n — /'(w)Vw|2 dfi —>• 0 as n —> oo.
But
I I / ' ( « V 0 n -  / #(fi)Vfi||2;P <  ||(/'(0n) -  /'(u))V</>n||2;P + ||/'(u)(v</>n -  v w)||2;P
and
I|yr/(^)(V (fan ~  Vw)||2;p <  ||V0„ -  V u ||2;p -* 0 as n ->> oo.
Since </>„ —► u in L10/3(R5) there exists a subsequence </>nfc such that (j>nk —> u 
pointwise almost everywhere. By the Dominated Convergence Theorem
m M V K - f ' W V K U t i P
<  W f ' i K W K  -  v«) | | 2 : p  + 1 | ( / ' « 0  -  / #(n))Vi*||2:p +  ||/'(ii)(Vii -  V A J H sp  
—> 0 as nk —> oo.
Hence there exists a subsequence <f>nk such that </>+fc —> u+ in E. We note that 
<t>ik £ W 1,2(R5) is non-negative . By [1, Lemma 3.15] there exists a sequence of 
non-negative test functions converging to in E  and the result follows. □
L E M M A  3.4 .4  Let u £ E  be non-negative. Then
I M U  <  IMU-
P r o o f Let </>n be a sequence of non-negative test functions converging to u in E. 
It is shown in [28] that for all functions u £ W 1,2(R5) we have u* £ W 1,2(R5) and
[  \Vu*\2dfi <  f  \Vu\2dfi.
J r 5 J r *
Hence </>* is a Cauchy sequence in E  which by (3.4.19) and (3.3.4) converges to 
u* in E  and the claim follows. □
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L E M M A  3 .4 .5  Let u E H  be non-negative. Then
I I « * I I f < N I h .
P r o o f This follows immediately from Lemma 3.4.4 and the isomorphism between 
H  and Ec. □
3.4.2 M axim ising sequences supported in a strip
L E M M A  3 .4 .6  Let 2 <  p <  oo and let q denote the conjugate exponent of p. 
Let v G Lp{II) vanish outside a set of measure 27r2a3. Then
T v (r ,z )  <  r (M i(a ,p )(logr)2 H-M2(a,p)(logr) +  M3(a ,p ))1/9 ||v||p if r >  e2/3a.
P r o o f Friedman and Turkington [22, Lemma 3.3] derived the estimate
5 ( r ,z ,r ' , z ' ) < {  CTf t ' p) [ { p - r/2> (3.4.20)
|  Cr r /p 3 if p >  r /2
where p =  ((r — r')2 +  (z — z /)2)1^ 2 and C  is an absolute constant.
If p >  r /2  then r' <  r +  p <  3p and
f f 9 C r2
/  g(r, z, r', z')v(r', z') 2irr'dr'dz1 <  /  -------v(r',z') 2/Kr,dr,dz'
Jp>r/2 dp>r/2 p
<  lSCrHuHi.
For x  =  (r, z) € II with r > a and y  =  (r', z') G II we can define vx(y) as
the rearrangement of v (with respect to v-measure) as a decreasing function of p
only. Then £x(y) is positive when p <  (a3/r ) x/2 and, in particular, by Holder’s 
inequality we have
\\v\\i =  ||0x||i <  (27T2a3)1/9 ||u||p.
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Hence
[  g(r, z, r', z')v(r', z') 2Kr'dr'dz' <  Mi(a,p)r\\v\\p. (3.4.21)
Jp>r /2
If r /2  > (a3/r ) 1/2 then 
f  g(r ,z ,r ' \z ')v {r ' ,z ')  2'Kr'dr'dz' <  [  C r\o g (-)v (r ' ,z ')  2nr'dr'dz'
Jp <r /2  P
<  f  C r  log(-)?)x(r/, z') 2'K r'dr'dz'~  7^<(a3/r)i/2
/  /-(a3/r)1/2 I / n \ q  \  1/ q
< C r  f 47r2r |lo g ( r )  pdp)
, /  /*(a/r)3/2 >
=  Cr(2n)2/q f r3 j  \\og u\q udu
1/9
 ip-
But if log a  <  —1
•log ara fl
/  \\ogu\qu d u <  e2zz 2 dz
JO J—00
=  Y  (( lo g a )2 - l o g a +  i )
<  y  ( 2(logo:)2 +  i )  .
Therefore if r >  e2/3a
J  g (r ,z ,r ' ,z ')v (r ' ,z ')  27rr/dr'd2:/ < r (M2(a)(logr)2 +  M3(a) logr +  M4(a)) 9 |M |P.
(3.4.22)
Combining (3.4.21) and (3.4.22) we have
T v(r ,z )  =  J  g{r ,z ,r ' ,z ')v (r ' ,z ')  2Kr'dr'dz'
<  r [M i(a,p) +  (M2(a)(logr)2 +  M3(a) logr +  M4(a))1/<7] ||v ||p
<  r b 1 -? (M i(a ,p )9 +  M2(a)(logr)2 +  M3(a)logr +  M4(a ))1/9j ||v||,
if r > e2/3a where we have used the concavity of s s l/q. □
L E M M A  3.4 .7  Let 2 < p  <  00 and let q denote the conjugate exponent of p.
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Let Co £ //(IT) be non-negative and vanish outside a set of measure 27r2a3. Then 
for  all C e W o F
T Q { r , z ) < r  (M i (a, p) (log r)2 +  M2 (a, p) log r  +  M3 (a, p)) V<711Co I |P if r >  e2/3a.
P r o o f Let v G -R(Co) and let =  v|n(£)- Then by Lemma 3.4.6
Tvj:(r,z) < r (M i(a,p)(logr)2 +  M2(a,p)logr +  M3(a,p))1/9||Co||p (3.4.23)
if r >  e2/3a. Now consider (  G R{Co)W and let Q  =  C|n(f)* By Theorem 3.4.1 the 
weak closure of R(Co) in 1/(11) is the same as the weak closure of R(Co) in L2(II). 
Hence there exists a sequence, f n, of rearrangements of fo such that f n —* C  
in L2(n). Furthermore, by Mazur’s lemma there exists a sequence of convex 
combinations, vn, converging strongly to C in L2(n) such that vn =  Y,kL\Cn,kfk 
where cn^ >  0, Cn.Jt =  1 for each n and only finitely many of the C n are 
non-zero for each n. In particular vn|n(0 =: Vn£ —► Cf in L2(n (f)) . But from 
Lemmas 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 it follows that T  : L2(n(£)) —> L2(n (f)) is bounded 
hence Tvn  ^ —>■ T Q  in L2(n(£)) as n —> oo. By (3.4.23)
T vn{ ( r ,z )  =  T ( ^ c n




< r (M i(a,p)(logr)2 +  M2(a ,p )logr +  M3(a ,p ))1/? ||Co||P if r >  e2/3a.
Also there exists a subsequence T vn^ converging to T Q  pointwise almost every­
where in n (0  so that
TQ(r, z) < r  (M i(a,p)(logr)2 +  Af2(a,p) logr +  M3(a ,p ))1/<7 ||Co||P
if e2//3a < r < f . Applying the Monotone Convergence Theorem we obtain
T ( (r ,z )  =  f  g(r,z ,r ' ,z ')£ (r ',z ')  2'Kr'dr'dz'
In
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=  Jlm  ^J  g(r, z, r \  z')Cn(r \  z') 2'Kr’dr'dz'
< r (M i(a,p )(logr)2 +  M2(a,p) lo g r +  M3(a ,p ))1/9 ||Co||p if r >  e2/3a. □  
We recall that for A > 0,
®a(C) =  l f  CTtdv -  £  f  r 2tdv .  (3.4.24)
2* Ju 2* Ju
L E M M A  3.4 .8  Let 2 <  p <  oo. Let £o € 1^(11) be non-negative and vanish out­
side a set of finite measure (3. Then there exists f(A, (3) and a Steiner-symmetric 
maximising sequence, {Q }^ =1, fortyx relative to R{Co)™ withsupp Q  C II(£(A, (3)).
Furthermore, if ty\ attains a maximum relative to R((o)™ and Ca is a max­
imiser, then
C ^O .oo) C (TCa -  ^Ar2)_1[0, oo) C II(£(A,/?))
except for sets of zero measure.
P r o o f Lemma 3.4.7 ensures that \£a(C) is finite for all £ G R(Co) *^
Let {C n}~i be a maximising sequence for ^a relative to R((o)™. Let
At  =  { ( r>z ) e  n|TC„(r, z) -  ^Ar2 >  0},
An =  { ( r>z ) 6 n|TCn(r, z) -  ^Ar2 <  0}
and write Cn =  C»,i +  Cn,2 where Cn,i =  CnlA+ ancl C»,2 =  C»1A-- Then by Theorem 
3.4.1 Cn,i,Cn,2 €  R (Co)j for all n.
By Lemma 3.4.7 there exists £(A, (3) such that
TC(r,z) — ^Ar2 <  0 i f r > £ ( A ,/?), for all C €  SfCoT, (3.4.25)
hence A+ c  n(£(A, f3)). Also
« * « . )  -  ® * ( C - . l )  =  \  / n (C n T C „  -  C n .lT C n .l)  d V  -  ^  j f  r 2 (C „ -  C n .l)  d v
=  I f  ( C n , l T C n ,2  +  C n ,2 T C „ )  d u  -  £  f  r 2 C „ ,2  d u2i Ju 2 JU
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< ^C»,2( T < „ - i A r 2) d u < 0 (3.4.26)
for all n. Hence £n)i forms a maximising sequence for relative to R(Co)^.
Let Cn,i denote the Steiner-symmetrisation of Cn,i- Then (* x G R((o)™ for all 
n. We observe that r2fn>i and r2Q tl are rearrangements of each other hence
f  r 2C„,i du =  (  r 2Q,i du.
Ju Ju
Also, by Riesz’s inequality and the formula (3.3.17)
J n  C n ,lT < „ ,l  d u < j a Q.xTQ.1 du
thus ^(C n.i) <  ^a(C ,i) f°r all n and (C ,i}^=i forms a maximising sequence for 
^a with the required properties.
Suppose \£a attains a maximum relative to R(Co)™ and Ca is a maximiser. 
Then if £a is n°t zer0 almost everywhere on {TCa — |A r2 <  0} there is strict 
inequality in (3.4.26) which is a contradiction. □
For 1 < p  <  oo and £ >  0 let
5(II(f))p =  {v  G Lp(n(f))|?; G Lx(n (£)),?; >  0 ,v  symmetric decreasing in z} ,
U(n (f))  =  {u >  0|u G Hq(II(£)),u symmetric decreasing in z} .
Let H* denote the non-negative Steiner-symmetric functions in H.
L E M M A  3.4 .9  Let 10/7 < p <  2. Define F  : S (n ( f ))+ - > R b y
F ( C )  =  f  ( K C d v .
Ju
Then F  is weakly sequentially continuous.
P r o o f Let £ € S (n (f))+ . Identify £ with a non-negative Steiner-symmetric 
function w  G L1(R5) fl L^R5). By Lemma 3.3.5 and the maximum principle, 
r2Kw  =  AT£ >  0.
We show K (  is Steiner-symmetric. Recall that K (  is the unique minimiser
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over u G H  of the functional
* » (« )  =  \ \ W \ h -  j a < d v .
Let it =  KC,. Then by Lemma 3.4.5
* & ( « * )  =  \ \ W W l  ~  Ju n \ d u
-  \ \ \ uW2b ~ f a v^dv
and since the minimiser is unique (KQ*  =  K (  hence K (  G H*.
By [29, Theorem III.2] C/(II(2£)) is compactly embedded in L9(II(2f), /i2) 
where g denotes the conjugate exponent of p.
Define S  : H* —> C/(II(2f)) by Eu =  u where u is the reflection of it in r  =  f  
as defined by (3.3.10). Then H is well defined by the calculations in Lemma 3.3.6 
and for u G H*
(3.4.27)
Also for it G L«(n(2f), M2)
f  \u\qdv  <  27rf [  \u\qdp 2 < 27t£ [  \u\qdp2- (3.4.28)
J u ( 0  J n ( f )  y H( 2 0
Therefore by Lemma 3.3.7, (3.4.27) and (3.4.28) we have
K  : 5(n(f))+ H* is bounded,





L«(n(2 0 >Wl) -> L»(n(fl).
We conclude K  : 5(II(£))+ —> Lq(11(f)) is compact.
Let { fn}!?Li € 5'(II(f))+ and v0 G £(11(0)+ be such that vn in -^(nCO)- 
Then
/  (uo -  vn)(K vo -  A vn) di/
J m v
0 as n —> oo.
Therefore
/ VoK vq dv +  lim /  vnK v n dv — lim ( /  vnKvo +  /  vqK vu dv  1 = 0  
Vn(0 7n(0 n_>'00 \in (0  Vn(^ ) y
and
lim /  vnK v n d v =  vqK vq dv«->■oo j n(£) yn^j
since G L9(II(£)) and K  : 5(II(f))+  —► L9(II(f)) is compact. Thus F  is 
weakly sequentially continuous. □
L E M M A  3.4 .10  Let 1 < p <  oo. Then for non-negative v G 1^(11), the map 
v ^  fn r2v dv  *5 weakly lower semicontinuous.
P r o o f This is immediate from properties of integral functionals given, for exam­
ple, in [17]. □
We note that for 1 < t  <  p  <  oo the weak closure of R (Co) in £*(11) is the same 
as the weak closure of R(Co) in 1/(11). Let Af(Co) be the set of rearrangements 
of Co supported on 11(C) and let R^((0)W denote the weak closure of 7^ (Co) in 
LP(I1(C)). Rf((o)W comprises those functions in R ((0)W that are supported on
n(f).
The remaining results of this section and those of 3.4.3 are modifications of 
the results in [15, Chapter 7].
T H E O R E M  3.4 .11 Let 5/2 <  p <  oo. Let Co € 1/(11) be non-negative and 
vanish outside a set of finite measure. Then for each X >  0, attains a maxi­
mum relative to R^(Co)™ and all such maximisers belong to RC(Co).
P r o o f For A >  0 let {Cn}£Li be a Steiner-symmetric maximising sequence for 
relative to R$(Co)^- Such a sequence exists by Riesz’s inequality and the methods 
of Lemma 3.4.8.
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Let 10/7 <  s <  2. Then {Cn}^=i is also a maximising sequence for \&a relative 
to the weak closure of R((o) in Ls(n (f) ) .  By Lemma 3.4.2, fn G 5 ( n ( f ) )+  for all 
n.
Let R  denote the elements of R {^Co) that are Steiner-symmetric (or equiva­
lently those Steiner-symmetric functions in #[fo)™ that are supported on 11(f)). 
Then R  is convex and closed in L5(n (f ) )  (by the non-expansiveness of Steiner- 
symmetrisation). Hence TT is weakly closed in Ls(n (f ) ) .  By weak compactness, 
passing to a subsequence if necessary f n ^  f  G R* in Ls(11(f)). Then
®a(C) =  CTC d u - ^ [  r2C du2 Jn(0 2 Ju(0
= t: f  ( K C  dv ~  77 [  r2f dv2 Jn(0 2 Jn(f)
1 f X f
>  lim -  /  ( n K C n  dv -  -  lim inf /  r 2 f n  dv
n-+oo 2 yn(e) 2 n^ °° Jn(f)
1 r X r
=  l im s u p - /  ( nKCn c^ +  l im s u p { - -  /  r2f n dv}
n —¥oo Z Jn(£) Ti-yoo Z Jn(£)m (e n -^ o o  z (0
>  lim su p ^ a(Cu)
n-»oo
>  sup ^ a(C)- 
Cei^CoT
Therefore \1/a attains a maximum relative to R i^Co) •
Since ^a is strictly convex on Ls(n ( f )) any maximiser of \£a relative to R^(Co)W 
is an extreme point of 12^  (fo)™ and by Theorem 3.4.1 the maximiser is a rear­
rangement of a curtailment of fo- D
L E M M A  3.4 .12 Let 5 /2  < p <  00 . Let v G #(11(0) fl L*>(n(f)). Then 
T v — \X r2 G L °°(n(f)).
P roof Identify v with w  G L^R5) n L^R5). By Lemmas 3.3.8 and 3.3.10 T v  =  
r2Kw, Kw  is continuous and Kw(x)  —>■ 0 as |x| -> 00 . Hence Kw  G L°°(R5) and 
therefore T v  G L °°(n(f)). Clearly ±Ar2 G L°°(n (f)) . □
L E M M A  3.4 .13  Let 5/2 < p  < 00 . Let fo G / / ( n )  be non-negative and vanish 
outside a set of finite measure. For A > 0 let (a be a maximiser of a relative to 
foT . Then
Ca"1(0, 00) C (T fA -  ^Ar2)-1 (0 ,00) (3.4.29)
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except for a set of measure zero and moreover if £\  0  R{Co)
C x(0, oo) =  (TCa -  ^Ar2)_1(0, oo) (3.4.30)
except for a set of measure zero.
P r o o f We work in the space L 1(Il(£))r\Lp(Il(£)) with the norm ||-|| =  |M|i +  |Hlp* 
For v , h e  ^ (1 1 (0 )  n  ^ ( n ^ ) )
'Fa(i' +  h ) -  ^a(w) =  [  hTv du +  -  [  hTh du -  -  [  r2h du (3.4.31)
«/n(0 2 Jn(0 2 Jn(0
and since T v — |A r2 G L°°(11(f)) (and therefore in the dual space of L 1 (11(f)) fl
2 / ( n ( 0 )  we deduce that is subdifferentiable and T v — \ \ r 2 G ^ a (^ )-  
Since is strictly convex on L1 (11(f)) n 1 / (11(f))
®a(Ca) >  # * ( f ) >  [ , ( T ( x -  b r 2)(C -  Ca)du +  Va(Ca)J n(f) 2
for all C € ^ (C oTMCa} hence
L j T b  -  b r 2)C du <  £  (TCa -  b r 2) ^  du (3.4.32)
Ju(o 2 «/n(£) 2
for all C <E ^ (C oT \{C a}.
Suppose, for a contradiction, (3.4.29) is false. Then there exists a set of 
positive measure A  C Ca^O, oo) such that (T (\  — \ \ r 2) <  0 on A. For x  G IT 
define
_ / ^(x) x G U\A 
U  | 0  x G i4
Then f  G ^ (C o)“'\Ca and
L j t & -  J Ar2) f dv * L j t & -  ?Ar2^ dvJn(t) 2 Jn(t) 2
which contradicts (3.4.32). This completes the proof of (3.4.29).
The proof of (3.4.30) is similar to that of [15, Chapter 7, Lemma 5]. □
T H E O R E M  3 .4 .14  Let 5 /2  < p <  oo. Let f 0 € 1/(11) be non-negative and
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vanish outside a set of finite measure (). For A >  0, let £ =  f(A,/?) be such that 
for all C €  W o T ,
TC(r,z) -  ^Ar2 < 0 i f r > £ ( X , f i ) .
Then ( x (which is in RC(£o) by Theorem 3.4-11) maximises \Pa relative to R^(Co)w 
if and only ifC,\ maximises relative to R(Co)™.
P r o o f By the proof of Lemma 3.4.8
*a(C) <  #A(C|n(t)) for all C 6 W o %
with strict inequality if f  is not zero almost everywhere outside 11(f). Let f  
maximise 4^ relative to R^((q)w. We show that f  has bounded support and 
therefore f  maximises 4/* relative to R{Co)™•
Identify f  with w G L1(R5)flLp(R5). By Lemmas 3.3.8 and 3.3.10, T f =  r2JCw 
and JCw (k ) —> 0 as |x| —> oo. Hence (T f — |A r2)_1(0, oo) is a bounded set and 
by Lemma 3.4.13, f -1(0, oo) is a bounded subset of n(f) except for a set of zero 
measure. □
3.4.3 The existence of weak solutions
L E M M A  3.4 .15  Let 5 /2  <  p <  oo. Let fo € Z ^ n ) be non-negative and vanish 
outside a set of finite measure p. For A > 0 let f  =  f(A, (3) be such that for all
t e W o f ,
T ( ( r , z ) ~  \ Xr2 <  0 i f T >  ?(*,/?)•
Let (a be a maximiser o f^ x  relative to R^{Co)™ and suppose fx £ R((o)- Then 
u =  T ( \  satisfies
Cu — </> o {u — 2 ^r2) 
almost everywhere in n , for some increasing function </>.
P r o o f By the proof of Lemma 3.4.13, ^ a is strictly convex on L1(n(f))nLp(n(f)) 
and
* a (< a)  >  ®a(C) > / ,  X TCa -  W ) ( C  -  Ca)dv  +  #a(Ca)1 n(0 2
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for all f  E -R(Co)\{Ca} supported on 11(f) which yields
for all f  €  .R (C o)\{C a} supported on 11(f).
By [15, Chapter 7, Theorem 1] =  </> ° (T ( \  — \ \ r 2) almost everywhere on
11(f) for some increasing function 0  and we can assume that (j)(s) >  0 for all 
s E dom </). Also T ( \  — \ \ r 2 <  0 on I I \n ( f )  hence setting
if  I <KS) if s G dom </>, s > 0,m s)  =  <
W  ( 0  if s < 0,
we have 4> is increasing, fx =  </> ° (Tfx — l^"2) almost everywhere on II and
£ (T C x ) =  -C (^C a) =  Ca =  * o  (TCa -  ^ A r2). □
L E M M A  3.4 .16  Let 5 /2 <  p <  oo. Let fo £ 1^(11) 6e non-negative and vanish
outside a set of finite measure (3. For A >  0 let f  =  f  (A, /3) 6e such that for all
C e ^ C o T ,
TC(r,z)  -  ^ A r2 <  0  » / r > f ( A , / ? ) .
Let be a maximiser of 4/a relative to R (^Co)™- Then u =  TC,\ satisfies Cu =  
(j)o(u — \ \ r 2) almost everywhere in II for some increasing function (/>.
P r o o f By the proof of Theorem 3.4.14, fx vanishes outside a set of finite measure.
----- =--w  w  ~-w ------- U)
Since L^(Ca) C L^(f0) and R {(\)  C R{fo) we have
T C{r,z) -  ^Ar2 < 0  if r > f(A,/3)
  — w ~----------------------------------------------------------- -— w
for all f  E -R(Ca) and Ca maximises 4^ relative to R^(Cx) • Applying Lemma 
3.4.15 we obtain the required result. □
3.4.4 M aximisers for large A
L E M M A  3 .4 .17  Let 5 /2 <  p <  oo. Let fo £ 17(11) be non-negative and vanish 
outside a set of measure (3. Then there exists A(/?, ||fo||p,p) such that for  A >
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-MA ||Co||p,p), if  Ca is a maximiser o f ^ \  relative to R((o)™, £hen Ca =  0.
P r o o f Let f  (A, (3) be such that for all C £ -^(Co)1^
r C(r,£) ~  ^Ar2 < 0  if r >  £(A,/?).
By Lemma 3.4.8 it is sufficient to show that for functions v G it^ Co)™ supported 
in the strip II(£(A,/0), ^a(^) <  0- Also, from Lemma 3.4.7 it follows that there 
exists A(/?, ||Co||p?p) and a positive constant M  such that it is possible to choose 
£(A,/?) <  M  if A >  A(/?, IKoIUp). We therefore need only consider functions in 
R{(o)w that are supported in r <  M.
Identify v G R((o)W supported in r <  M  with w defined on R5. Let q denote 
the conjugate exponent of p. For x, y  G R5 let p =  |x — y|. Then
=  /  |— — T;w(y)dyJr5 |x — y \d
=  /  i— — u w ( y ) d y +  f  |— — u w ( y ) d y  J p >i |x -  y |3 J P<i |x -  y |3
<  \\vj\\i +  const. {fo pi 3"dp)  l|u'llp
<  c o n s t . ( | | | i  +  IMIp)
since v is supported in r <  M.
Thus
T v =  r2JCw <  const.(||Co||i +  ||Co||P)r2
and
* \ ( v )  =
<
<
if A is sufficiently large as required. □
t: [  vTv dv — — [  r2v dv  
2 Ju 2 Jn
i/^ con st.d lC oll1 +  MCollp) -  A)r2v dv
87t2JCw (x )
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3.5 The special case when Co is constant
We show that when Co is constant in its support and vanishes outside a set of finite
measure the maximisers of relative to R{(o)™ are either rearrangements of Co
or identically zero. Furthermore, the values of A for which there exist maximisers 
that are rearrangements form an interval.
3.5.1 H ill’s spherical vortex and H ill’s problem
We state a result of Amick and Fraenkel concerning the relationship between 
weak solutions of Hill’s problem and Hill’s spherical vortex.
denote Hill’s vortex where p =  (r2 +  Z2)1/2 and let k =  15A/2o;2. Then letting fu  
denote the Heaviside function, iph 6 C'1(n) n C2(n \d H a(0)) and
Ciph =  k fH(iph ~  Ar2/2 ) in n, 
iph( 0 ,z)  =  0
^ ( r ,  z) —>• 0 as p -*  oo.
A non-zero element, of H  is said to be a weak solution of Hill’s problem if 
there exist constants k € R and A >  0 such that
Hill’s problem then ^(r, z) =  iph(r, z  — z0) for some z0 e  R (and a suitable choice 
of a).
Let
if p <  a  
if p >  a
(3.5.33)
h dv for all h G H
j ( V 0
where S(ip) =  {(r, z) G U\i/j(r,z) >  Ar2/2 } .
Amick and Fraenkel [3, Theorem 1.1] showed that if ip is a weak solution of
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3.5.2 M aximisers that are rearrangements
It was shown in Lemma 3.4.13 that if a maximiser, Ca, of relative to R{Co)™ 
is not a rearrangement then
Ca '(O- °°) =  (t Ca -  ^ r 2)-1 (0, oo)
and Ca =  <l> °  (T( \^ — \X r2) almost everywhere in II for some increasing function 
(j>. Therefore, if Co is constant then (j> must be / #  and the maximiser gives rise 
to a weak solution of Hill’s problem. Since such a solution must be a translate 
of Hill’s vortex we deduce that the maximiser is supported on a ball centred on 
the 2-axis. An explicit calculation then shows ^a(Ca) <  0 and therefore any 
maximiser which is not a rearrangement is zero.
We perform a preliminary calculation. For a  >  0 and zq 6 R let
S a ,z0 =  { (r> Z ) ^ n lr2 +  (f -  Z0)2 <  O'2}
and let B a>Zo denote the ball in R5 centred at the point on the 2-axis with z  =  Zq
and having radius a. If z0 =  0 then this subscript will be omitted.
L E M M A  3.5.1 Let k ,a  >  0 be constants and let zq € R. Let va,zo =  k l s a ,z0 -
Then \ ( v ajZQ) is independent of Zo,
^x(va,zo) < 0  if X >  2ka2/21
and
^A^a.zo) > 0  if X <  2ka2/2 l .
P r o o f Identify va,ZQ with w =  k l Ba ZQ defined on R5. Then
1 /* X r
V x i v a . z o )  =  2 J  v <*,*°T v «,*o d v - -  /  r V , 2„ d v
=  \  [  wJCw du,— — !  va Zndr
2 Jr* p 2 Jn , 0
=  —  /  wfcw du5 — Xitk /  r^drdz
2ir Jrs Jsa.zn
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=  7T f  [  Q o| 1 rzdxdy -  \irk  f  r zdrdz.27r JBa,Z0 JBa,zQ 87T2|x -  y \6 Jsa,ZQ
Using a change of variables and the formula for the Newtonian potential of a 
function with constant density on a ball centred at the origin we obtain
^  4  ( - ?  + y ) - X n k  [  f p4 sin3 0 dpde
47rk2 f a (  u2 a 2\  4 4A&7ra;5
/ —— +  — u d u  —Jo \  10 6 J3 6 J 15
_  4&7TO!5 ( 2 ka2
15 \  tT  ~  )
from which we obtain the required result. □
T H E O R E M  3.5 .2  Let Co =  k l  a  where v(A) =  j3 is finite. For A > 0 let Ca be 
a maximiser of 4/a relative to R(Co)™. Then there exists Ao >  0 such that
Ca € -R(Co) if 0 < A < Ao,
Ca € i2(Co) or Ca =  0 if A =  A0,
Ca =  0 if A > Ao-
Furthermore
2k ( 3 /? \2/s 
21 \47r /  •
P r o o f By Lemma 3.4.16, Ca =  <P ° (T (a — \^ r2) almost everywhere on II.
Suppose for a contradiction that Ca is a rearrangement of a strict non-zero 
curtailment of Co- Then by Lemma 3.4.13, (^ (O , oo) =  PXa — |A r2)_1(0, oo) 
except for a set of measure zero. From (3.3.11) we have for all h 6 H
[  \ v K ( x . V h  dv =  [  C\h  dv =  k [  h dv  (3.5.34)
Ju r2 Jn
where < S (C a )  =  { (r ,z )  € I l \K ( \ ( r ,z )  — Ar2/2  >  0}. Hence K £ \  is a weak solution 
of Hill’s problem and we deduce KC,\{r, z) =  'iphi'r, z  — z0) for some z0 £  M with 
C a  =  k l Sa ZQ where A =  2ka2/lh .
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B u t  b y  L e m m a  3 .5 .1 ,  'F a (Ca) < 0  w h ic h  c o n t r a d ic t s  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  Ca m a x im is e s  
\£ a r e la t iv e  t o  i?(C o)^- H e n c e  Ca c a n  n o t  b e  a  s t r ic t  n o n -z e r o  c u r t a i lm e n t  a n d  is
~ Uj
either a rearrangement of Co or zero. If Ca =  0  then ^a(C) <  0 for aU C €  R((o)b • 
The calculation performed in Lemma 3.5.1 shows that ^a is not maximised 
by zero relative to R(Co)b f°r sufficiently small A. Define
A0 =  inf { A | sup A(C) =  °}-
C e i 2 ( C o ) b
Then A0 >  0 and for A > Ai >  Ao, ^ a(C) <  ^Ai(C) <  0 f°r aU non-zero C €
yj _
R(Co)b • Therefore for all A >  Ao, zero is the unique maximiser of \I/a relative to
W J I -  _____ _
We show that when A =  A0, 4^ is maximised by zero relative to R((o)b (but 
there may be rearrangements that are also maximisers). We recall supp Ca0 C 
n(£(Ao)) for some £(Ao) > 0- Let { A n } ^  be a strictly decreasing sequence with 
An —y Ao as n —y oo. Then
*a„(6J< *a„(C a„)-*a ,,(C a„) =  (An ~  Ao) Z / 2Ca0 dv
—y 0  a s  7i —y o o .
Let (3 =  |7ra3. Then for A < 2ka?/21 we have A >  2ka2/21  for some a  <  a. 
Let va =  k ls atZ0. Then v {v a >  0} =  17ro:3 and therefore va G R C ((o). Also, by 
Lemma 3.5.1 ^x(va) >  0, hence zero does not maximise ^a relative to R((o)b 
for A <  2ka?/21. Thus Ao >  2ka2/21 and substituting a2 =  (3^/47r)2/3 yields the 
required inequality. □
L E M M A  3.5 .3  Let 5 /2  < p <  oo. Let Co G 17(11) be non-negative and vanish 
outside a set of finite measure. Let Ca denote a Steiner-symmetric maximiser of 
^a relative to R ((0)™. Then for S >  0 there exist f  ($), z(S) such that for  A >  5,
supp Ca C {(r, z) G n|0 < r <  f(£), \z\ <  z(5)}.
except for a set of measure zero.
P r o o f From Lemma 3.4.7, Lemma 3.4.13 and the fact that
supp Ca c  {^Ca -  Ar2/2  >  0} C { K ( x -  Sr2/ 2 >  0} (3.5.35)
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where a set of zero measure may be excepted in the first containment, it follows 
that supp Ca C for some £(5) >  0. Let x  =  (a?i, ...,£4, z) G R5 with z  >  1
and define
G =  {(2/1, ...,2/4 , 2 ') e  -  z\ < 1 }.
Let 5 /2  < p <  00 and let w G L1(E5) D L^R5) be non-negative and Steiner- 
symmetric. Then JCw is non-negative and Steiner-symmetric. Furthermore, for 
1 <  s <  p  we have
\W\s;G <  z~1/a\\w\\a 
||/Cli7||i0/3;C? <  * -3/ 10||M llO /3.
We use the methods of Lemma 3.3.8. Letting B0 =  £ 4/4 (x) and £3  =  £ i(x )  it 
follows from (3.3.13) that
IIKwlkp;B0 <  ■M'(p)(||u)||piB3 +  ||/Cu/||io/3;Bj)-
Hence
\\Kw\\2jr,Bo <  ^(p)(IM Ip;G +||M llO /3;G )
< M(p) (z~1/p | \w\\p +  z~3/10\\Kw\\ 10/ 3 )
< M (p)(z~1/P\\w\\p +  z_3/10| H | 10/7)
where in the last inequality we have used the fact that K  : L10/7(R5) —> L10/3(R5) 
is bounded.
Since is supported on n(£(£)), identifying ( x with w \  on R5 and applying 
the embedding W 2,p(£o) —>■ G(Bo), we have for \z\ >  1
JCwx(xi,...,x4,z )  <  M (p ,6 )( \z \-1/p\\(o\\p +  k r 3/10||Co||io/7).
We recall KC,\ =  r2JCw\. Hence
K U r , z ) ~ \ s r 2 <  M fe  5 )(|z |-1/p||Co||P +  k | - 3/10||Co||io/7)r2 -  l- 6 r 2 
<  0 if \z\ >  z(S)
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and the result now follows from (3.5.35).
L E M M A  3 .5 .4  Let £0 =  k la  where v(A) is finite. Let Xq be as in Theorem 
3.5.2. Then there exists £ G R (Co) such that £ maximises ^a0 relative to R(Co)™.
P r o o f Let 0 <  5 < Ao and let { A n } ^  be an increasing sequence converging to 
Ao as n —> oo with 5 <  Xn <  Ao for all n. Let £a denote a Steiner-symmetric 
maximiser of \£a relative to R((o)™. Then by Lemma 3.5.3 there exist £(<5), z(5) 
such that for A >  5
supp £a C {(r, z) G I1|0 < r <  £(£), \z\ <  z(£)}.
By Theorem 3.5.2, £a„ G R(Co) for all n hence by weak sequential compactness of 
R(Co)™, passing to a subsequence if necessary, £xn £ for some £ G R((o)b  with 
|i =  HColli- Then
^ o(C ) =  V m Q / n C x . T ( y . ^ j - ^ / n ri ( d u
~  {  \  L  dv ~  T  L  ^  dv  +  /n  ^  dV
But
dv  —> 0 as n —>■ oo 
hence
^ a„(C) >  lim su p $ A„(CA„)
n —>oo 
>  0.
Thus £ maximises ^a0 relative to R ((o )b and since ||£ ||i =  ||£o||i it follows that





In this chapter we prove an existence theorem for a steady flow of an ideal fluid 
in a strip. Let 6, t  >  0 and for A > 0 define
Qx =  R x  (0,6/A).
The stream function ip : Qx R  is such that ip(-,X2 ) is periodic with pe­
riod t j A. The vorticity is given by —Aip and the vorticity restricted to :=  
(—t / 2A, t / 2A) x (0 ,6/A) is a rearrangement of a prescribed function. The equation
—A ip =  <p o ip
is satisfied almost everywhere in f2A, where (p is an increasing function. Further­
more, we prove the existence of flows for which the restriction of the vorticity 
to f i g  avoids c K 2 q  s o  that the flow contains (disjoint) patches of vorticity, the 
vorticity in each patch being a rearrangement of a prescribed function.
4.2 Description of the m ethod
Let w  € Z^R2) be non-negative. The Steiner-symmetrisation of w  in the line 
{#1 =  0} is the essentially unique non-negative function w* € LP{R2) such that
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for each a  >  0 and almost every i 2 GK the set
{ x i \ w \ x i , x 2) >  ol}
is an interval with centre 0, whose length equals the linear measure of the set
{xi\w(xi,x2) > a}.
Let 2 <  p <  oo. We define an operator Tx : I f fo o )  —> W 2’p(^o) such that for 
g G I f f a J) we have
- A ( T xg) =  g in
=  0 on r i  := a n i \ d n x
ov
Txg =  0 on
where v  denotes the unit exterior normal to dftg.
Let u G W01,2(Qa) satisfy — A u =  g in the weak sense in For x  =  (sq, x2) G
Q,x and n G Z define
U n ( x i , X 2 ) =  u(x 1 -  n t/X ,x 2)
and let
v{xu x2) =  ^ u n(xu x2).
Then v(- ,x2) is £/A-periodic, v G W ^ ( Q X) and — A v =  g almost everywhere in
Qq- We show that if g is Steiner-symmetric then Txg =
Let LJ0 G L^R2) be a non-negative, non-zero function with bounded support. 
For g G q) define
\  f  x g T xg  ~  A /  x2g . 2 Jn* Jni:
We show that if the set of rearrangements of cuo supported on is non-empty 
then attains a maximum relative to this set and a maximiser can be chosen 
to be Steiner-symmetric. Let u  denote such a maximiser. Support estimates 
similar to those of Turkington [36, 37] are used to show that the support of u  is 
bounded away from if ^ is sufficiently small and b and t  are sufficiently large.
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Furthermore, the extension of T\u  — Xx2 to a function on Qx that is t/A-periodic 
in x\ provides the stream function for a steady flow of an ideal fluid in f2A.
4.3 Existence of steady flows
Let fi =  l x  (0,6) C l 2. Define
=  (—1/2, t/2 ) x (0,6)
and
r 0 =
Let CJ°(fio Ll To) denote those functions u G C°°(^o) with supp u a compact
subset of fio Ll T0 (equivalently those functions vanishing in a neighbourhood of
12/ \dQ). In view of the boundary conditions we shall work in the space W0 ’ (f^oUTo) 
which is the closure of Co°(f2o U To) in kF1,2(fl0).
TVoianello [35, Lemma 1.46] shows that a Poincare inequality holds for func­
tions in W01,2(£7o U T0) and, in particular, a norm on Wq’2(Qo U Tq) equivalent to 
the usual Sobolev norm is given by IMIw01,2(noUro) =  l l ^ l b *
For g G IP^Iq) let Tg  denote the unique minimiser of the functional
V'sM  =  \  [  |Vu;|2 -  [  wg w e  W01,2(fi0 LI r 0).
2i J n0 J Oq
L E M M A  4.3 .1  Let 1 <  p < oo and let q denote the conjugate exponent of p. 
Then T  : 27(f20) —> Lq(Qo) is a compact, symmetric, strictly positive operator. 
Furthermore
P r o o f By the embedding W 1,2(f20) —)■ LS(Q0), 1 <  s <  oo,
=  l \ \ w \ \w ^ n oUr0) -  f 0w3 
^  ^l l^l lwo'^nouro)  — H H W M I p  
^  \ \ \w \\w^{n0ur0) “  con^ l l ^ l l w 01’2(n0uro)lbllp 
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—> oo as 11^11Wo’2(i20ur0) 00*
It follows that ipg is strictly convex, coercive and weakly lower semicontinuous 
hence ipg has a unique minimiser, T g , say. Since the Frechet derivative is zero at 
the minimiser
d^g[Tg\(h) =  0 V/i G W ^2(O0 U T0)
and
Considering h =  0 we have
ll^7llw01,2(n0ur0) ^  2||Tp||9||^||p <  const.\\Tg\\w i,2 n^oUr^\\g\\p.
Hence T  : 1 /(0 ,0) —> W01,2(^o U r 0) is bounded and the compactness of the 
embedding Wo’2(^ o C r0) -¥ Lq(O0) yields that T  : 1 / ( 0 0) —> Lq(O0) is compact. 
For all g,gi  G L ^ o )
which shows that T is symmetric. Taking g =  gx ^  0 we have Tg ^  0 and
f  g T g >  0 
J fio
hence T  is strictly positive. □
The methods used in Lemma 4.3.2 and Lemma 4.3.3 are similar to those of 
[10, Lemma 2].
L E M M A  4.3 .2  Let 1 <  p  <  oo. Let g G 1 / ( 0 o) be non-negative and Steiner- 
symmetric. Then Tg is non-negative and Steiner-symmetric.
P r o o f We recall Tg  is the unique minimiser over w  G W01,2(f20 U r 0) of the 
functional
From Kawohl [26, Corollary 2.14] it follows that for all w  G W 1,2(O0)
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Let u =  Tg. Then by the weak maximum principle [35, Theorem 2.3], u is 
non-negative and
Since the minimiser of ipg is unique u =  vf. □
L E M M A  4 .3 .3  Let 1 <  p <  oo. Let g G 17(0 ,0) be non-negative. Then Tg is 
non-negative and
P r o o f By Lemma 4.3.1,
Hence
- \ f  gTg =  m i I  f  |Vu/|2 -  /  wg.  (4.3.2)
2 Jn0 w€w£'2(nour0) 2 Jn0 Jn0
Let u =  Tg.  Replace g by g1 in (4.3.2) to obtain
]- f  | W | 2 -  [  vfgl > - \ f  9*TgK
2 JOq J 2 JQo
Also
k f  lV u l2 ~ [  u9 =  f  9T 9- 2 Jsio Jqo 2 Jn0
By the weak maximum principle [35, Theorem 2.3], Tg  is non-negative hence
we have the inequality
I  vPg* >  f  ug.
J  Oo J  no
Therefore by (4.3.1)
I f  g W - ^ f  gTg2 Jn0 2 Jno
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>  ~ \  f  | W | 2 +  f  x /  |VU |2 -  f  u g
2 Jrio Jn0 2 Jfio Jtio
> 0. □
We shall frequently make use of the following version of the Divergence The­
orem (see for example [24, Theorem 1.5.1]).
T H E O R E M  4 .3 .4  (T he D ivergence T heorem ) Let U be an open bounded 
subset of Rn with Lipschitz boundary. Let the unit exterior normal at a point 
x  G dU (which is defined da almost everywhere on dU)  be denoted by v  : x  —>• 
( i ' i ( x ) , z / n(x)). Let u ,v  G W 1,2(U). Then
/  uXiv dx =  — / uvx. d x +  /  uvvi da  i =  l ,  ...,n .
Ju Ju JdU
LEM M A 4 .3 .5  Let E =  (0, c) x (0, d) and E =  (—c, c) x (0, d). Let u G W 1,2(E) 
and let u denote the extension of u, as an even function of x±, to a function on 
E. Then u G W 1,2(E), uxi is an odd function of x i and uX2 is an even function 
o fx  i.
P r o o f Let uXl and uX2 denote the odd and even extensions (as functions of xf) 
of uxi and uX2 respectively. We show
J  u<!>Xi = - j  Ux,(j> V 0 e C o°°(S) i =  l,2 . (4.3.3)
By considering the odd and even parts (as functions of xi)  of </> it is sufficient to 
prove (4.3.3) for 4> odd in the case i =  1 and (j) even in the case i =  2 . Also we 
need only consider the integrals over E.
Let (j> G C,q0(E) be an odd function of x\. Then G C°°(E) and </) =  0 on 
dE hence (j> G W01,2(E). Let {^n}^=i be a sequence in CJ^E) converging to </> in 
W01,2(E). Then
'U 'ifin jx i  J ^ @n
and letting n oo gives
U(j)Xl — UXl(f)
which proves (4.3.3) in the case i =  1.
I l l
For the case i =  2 the Divergence Theorem yields
0 =  /  (u4>)v2 da  =  /  uX2(j) +  u(f)X2 (4.3.4)
. / O E  , / E
for all (f> G CJ°(E). This completes the proof. □
For x  =  (#i, x2) € and n G Z define
Tg(xi  +  n t ,x 2) =  T <7(2:1, £2) if n is even
+  n t ,x 2) =  T g (—x i ,x 2) if n is odd (4.3.5)
and, similarly, define
g(pci +  n t , #2) =  <7(2:1, £2) if ft is even 
g(x 1 +  nt, 2:2) =  g(—x 1, 2:2) if n is odd.
L E M M A  4 .3 .6  Let 1 <  p <  0 0  and let g G 1/(0 ,0). T/ien /or any bounded open 
subset U o f Q ,  Tg  G W ^2{U) and
f  VTg.Vct>= [  ~gct> V 0 G C^°(f l ) .  (4.3.6)
Vn ./n
P r o o f  That Tg  G JF1,2(£/) follows immediately from Lemma 4.3.5. Let
E =  (—1/2 ,3t/2) x (0,5)
and
r  = <9E\aa
In order to prove (4.3.6) it is sufficient to prove
j^VTg.V<t> =  Jj<t> V<t> € CJ°(Eur).
Let 4> G Co°(E U T) and for x  =  (:ri, z 2) G E define
<f>odd{xu x2) =  ]^ {<t>{xu x2) - < j ) { t - x i ,x 2))
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<t>e{xU X2) =  ~{<j)(Xi ,X2)+<t){t-Xi ,X2))
to be the odd and even parts of <f> respectively. Then
V T p .V ^ d  =  0 .
Also
[  V Tp.V 0e =  2 [  VTg.V(j)e.
J 2 Jn0
But <j)e G U r 0) so that
Therefore
f  VTg.V<j> -  2 f  g(j)e =  f  g<j>e =  f  g</>
J e Jn0 Jt, J e
as required. □
L E M M A  4 .3 .7  Let 1 < p <  oo and let g G IPfao). Then for any bounded open 
set U C £1, Tg  G W 2,P(U), —A T g  =  g almost everywhere in and
ll^ffl|2,P;no <  const.(\\Tg\\p;n0 +  ||fflUn„)-
P r o o f  By Lemma 4.3.6, for 0  €  C2(Q) having bounded support and vanishing 
on we have
[ g<l>= f VTg.V<f> =  -  f f<?(A0)
where the second equality follows from the Divergence Theorem.
We use a modification of [2, Theorem 8.1]. The interior regularity for Qo 
follows using the regularity theorems valid in circular domains. The boundary 
regularity on is established using half-discs, with W 2,p bounds in neighbour­
hoods of the corner points obtained using IP estimates in half-discs which overlap 
the neighbouring rectangle. Since the extensions of Tg  and g are even we obtain 
the required estimate. □
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4.3.1 Flows with prescribed speed
Let 1 <  p  <  oo and let q denote the conjugate exponent of p. By Lemma 4.3.1 
T  : IZ(O0) —> Lq(O0) is a compact, symmetric, strictly positive operator hence 
is a strictly convex weakly sequentially continuous functional on 1/(0 ,o). By 
[9, Theorem 7] and Lemma 4.3.7 we have the following result.
T H E O R E M  4 .3 .8  Let 1 < p  < oo. Let uq G IZ(Oq) be non-negative. Let T  be 
the set of rearrangements of lj0 on ft0. Then ^a attains a maximum relative to 
T . If lj is a maximiser, letting ip =  T u  we have
—Atp =  (p o (ip — Xx2)
almost everywhere in O for some increasing function (p.
We note that in the above theorem ip — Xx2 represents the stream function for 
a steady flow of an ideal fluid in 0 .  Furthermore, by Lemma 4.3.3 the maximiser, 
u, may be chosen to be Steiner-symmetric. Then T u  is Steiner-symmetric and 
T u ( ' ,x 2) is ^-periodic for almost all x2 G (0,6). The average velocity over fio is 
A in the negative Xi direction. We study this problem further in section 4.5.
4.3.2 Flows with prescribed impulse
We briefly mention how a routine application of [9, Theorem 9] yields the exis­
tence of flows with vorticity a rearrangement of a prescribed function and pre­
scribed impulse satisfying a feasibilty condition.
In the case of constant vorticity the variational principle is related to that 
considered by Ready [27] who considers maximisation of a functional relative to 
a class of sets with fixed centroid and fixed area.
For g G 1 / ( 0 o) define
and let
1(g) =  [  x2g g G Lp(ft0).
■ / O  o
By Lemma 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.3.7, T  : 1 / ( 0 0) -»  Lq(O0) is a compact, posi­
tive symmetric operator and —ATg =  g almost everywhere in O. Applying [9, 
Theorem 9] immediately yields the following result.
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T H E O R E M  4 .3 .9  Let 1 <  p <  oo. Let u 0 G be non-negative. Let T
be the set of rearrangements of uq on ft0. Let a  G E and suppose there exist 
cui, cu2 6  T  such that
I ( lui ) <  a  <  I ( u 2 ) .
Then attains a maximum relative to the set
{u  G T\I(u;) =  a}.
If lj is a maximiser then if =  T u  satisfies
—Aip =  <f o (ip — Xx2)
almost everywhere in for some increasing function (j> and some real X.
Since 1(g) =  I(g*) for all g G Iffa o ) ,  Lemma 4.3.3 ensures that a Steiner- 
symmetric maximiser exists in Theorem 4.3.9. If u; is a Steiner-symmetric max­
imiser, then To; is also Steiner-symmetric and T u (- ,x 2) is t-periodic for almost 
all x2 G (0, b).
4.4 A representation for T g  when g  is Steiner- 
sym m etric
In this section we show that when g is Steiner-symmetric, Tg  may be written as 
a sum of translates of the solution of a Dirichlet problem on fi.
For n G Z define
=  ((n -  1/ 2)t, (n -I-1/ 2)t) x (0 , b)
and
r n =  d£ln\d ti .
Throughout this section 2 <  p <  oo with q the conjugate exponent of p. Let 
/  be a non-negative function on Q, t-periodic in x\ with / 0 := / |n 0 G L P ^ q) and 
/^ {/o  > 0} =  7ra2. Let u G Wo,2(r2) satisfy —A u =  /o in the weak sense in Q.
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For x  =  (xi, x2) £ ^  and n G Z define
Wn(®i) ^2) =  u{x\ — n t , x2)
and let
>(*i» ^2) =  un(xu x2) =  ^2 u (x i ~  n t»*2)-
Note that i> is ^-periodic.
For g G Z^(^) having bounded support define
Toff(x)= h L log (£=$) 5(y)dy= i L los (:+5(y)dy-
We firstly show that v  is well-defined.
LEM M A 4.4.1
0 <  v(x) < Ax^-WfoWi +  (A2 +  A3logx2)\\fo\\p if x2 >  ay/3,
0 <  w(x) <  A i^ M /o lli + A 4^ | |/o | |p  i f x 2 < a y /3
where Ai is an absolute constant, A2,A^ and A  ^ are positive constants depending 
on a and p only, and 0 <  (3 <  1.
P r o o f Let f n =  / l n n. Then un G W01,2(f2) with —A un =  f n in f2 in the weak 
sense. By [11, Lemma 3] T0f n G W%f(Q,) with
T0f n >  0 on dtt,
-A (T 0/„) =  /„  in ft.
By the methods of Douglas [15, Chapter 8 , Lemma 6] it follows that for each n
0 < u n < T0f n almost everywhere in ft.
Hence
v = ' E un < Y ,  T o U  (4.4.7)
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Note that
T o M x l - n t , x i ) =  ^ / n l ° g ( | ^ _ ^ g } _ y | ) W y
= h k ° s ( ! w ^ i ) fo {y ' - n t ’ V2)dy
=  T0f n(xu x2).
Let x  G £V Then if \n\ >  1,
T./»(x) = L / fc l0g( l  + ]i ^ L ) / n(y)<<jr
*  ^ ( ( R ^ W ll/o111 ^
since |x — y| >  \x\ — yi\ >  (|n| — 1 )t. By (4.4.7)
v <  T0(/_ i +  fo +  / i )  +  ^o/n-
| n |> l
The estimate (4.4.8) yields
E r o / . < § l l / o l l i E 7 c p i s -
| n | > l  7Fl |n| >  1
We observe ( /_ i +  /o +  / i )  vanishes outside a set of measure 37ra2 and | | ( / - i  +  
fo +  fi) \\P =  31/p||/o ||P. Applying [11, Lemma 1]
T o ( / - i  + / o  + /i ) (x )  <  (A2 +  As loga:2)||/o||p if x2 >  ay/3,
T o(/-i +  fo +  /i)(x ) < A4X2 H/0IIP if x2 <  a \/3
where A2,A 3 and A4 are positive constants depending on a and p  only, and 
0 < / ? < l .
Combining these estimates gives the required bound for x  G Qo and by peri­
odicity the estimate holds for all x  G f2. □
We will show that for any bounded open subset U of v G W 2’P(U) and
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—A v =  f  almost everywhere. We require asymptotic estimates for u and |Vw|. 
L E M M A  4.4 .2  If\x i\  >  St/2, then
•W  < jgjillA II,
P roof If | > St/2  and y G & o ,  then |x — y| > \x\\/2  and
«(x) < -  f  . X 2- 2 -.2 f o ( y ) d yir Jito |x  — y |2 
4 62
* D
For f  >  0 let
n (0  =  {x G f2||xi| < £}
and
r(e) =  a n ( o \a n .
L E M M A  4 .4 .3  u € W/2’p(fi) with
ll«l|2,p:!J < ■W((>>P)(||/oll2 + ll/ollp). (4.4.9)
Also
|V«(x)| < */|a;i| > 5t/2.
P r o o f The proof of (4.4.9) is similar to that of [10, Lemma 3]. The function u is 
characterised as the unique minimiser over w G W01,2(f2) of the functional
p ( w ) =  \  j  lVw|2 -  f  w fo■2* J n J ct
By Poincare’s inequality and Holder’s inequality
< (62 +  l ) / | V u | 2
<  2 ( 6 2 +  1 ) | M | 2 | | / o | | 2 -
By [1, Lemma 5.14] the embedding constant associated with the embedding 
W l,2(Sl) —> Ls(Sl), 2 <  s <  oo, depends only on s and the cone used to de­
termine the cone property for Si. Hence
IMIw1-2^ ) <  M(b)\\f0\\2
and
\\u\\p < M (b ,p ) \ \ f0\\2. (4.4.10)
Since u minimises P,
[  V u.V h =  f  hf0 V / i € < 2(fi). 
J n Jsi
Let <j> G C 2(Q) have bounded support and vanish on dSl. Then by the Divergence 
Theorem
- f  uA(f) =  f  Vu.V(f) =  f  (j)f0.
J VL J Vt
For 0 <  £ <  a modification of Agmon [2, Theorem 8.1] (similar to that in
Lemma 4.3.7) may be used to show u G Jy2,p(f2(f)) with
IM|2lp;n(o < ^(fifiApXIMIpjnto) + ll/o||P;fi(6))-
Choose £i <  2f  and cover SI with translates Slk(£) of fi(£) where for r  >  0 and 
^ G Z




E E  f k„ < M( t , t i , b, p)E ( l  , MP +  \ MPtkz i^ 2 yn‘«) l-2tfl<«.
Y ,  f  \ Dau Y < M { i , ^ , b , p ) ( j  Mp + l/blpV
|a|<2 '  ^ '
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Therefore
||«||2,p;SJ <  M (6,p)(||« ||p;n +  ||/o||p;n).
The estimate (4.4.9) now follows from (4.4.10).
Let
Uji — —1 U LJ
Let |n| >  3. Then the same method as that used above shows
|l« ||2,p;!J„ <  M(b,t,p)\\u\\p;U„ 
since / 0 vanishes outside Also, for x  G Un,
n \t i i 3|n|£
< \x i\ <  - h r -  (4.4.H)2 1 1  2 




The gradient bound follows from (4.4.11) and the embedding W 2'p(£ln) —> C 1,a(fin), 
0 <  a  <  1 — 2/p.  □
LEM M A 4.4.4 For each f  >  0, v e  PT2^ ^ ) )  n W 01)2( f t ( O  U r(f)) a nd
IMkp;n0 <  M(b,t,p)\\fo\\p.n0- (4.4.12)
Moreover, — A v  =  /  almost everywhere in ft.
P r o o f  Let m
VJrn — Um  /  y “»•
= —m
For n >  m,
|Wu m^||2,p;n(^ ) — || 53 Will2,p;O(0 — 53 1114*! |2,p;f2(0*
m < | i |< n  m < | i |< n
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Prom the methods used in Lemma 4.4.3
| K I | 2 , p ; n ( £ )  <  M ( f , & , p ) ( | | ? i ; | | p ; n ( 2£ )  +  | | / i | | p ; f 2 ( 2 o )
where /* =  f l n r  By Lemma 4.4.2 if |i| >  M (t,  f)
IKIUnpe) <  M (f ,6, p , / 0) ^ j .
Hence for m  sufficiently large, n >  ra,
1
I K  -  w m | | 2 ,K n ( £ )  <  M(£,6,P,/o) Y
m < | i |< n
and wm is a Cauchy sequence in PP2,p(f2(f)). Thus wm —¥ w  in IT2’P (£!(£)) for 
some function w  and, in particular, wm converges pointwise to w  in But
wm converges to v pointwise in fi(£) hence wm —> v in W 2j,(ft(f)).
It can similarly be shown that v G W01,2(^(O  u I\£))- 
Note that m
Ihmlb.Kno < Y  IMkj-ft- (4.4.13)
t = —m
Letting Ui =  U fijU  fli+i
IMkp;^ <  M(b,t,p)(\\u\\P]Ui +  | |/o I Ip; t/i) *
If |i| >  4, for all x  G U{ we have |rci| >  5t/2  and |a;i| > \i\t/2  so that the
asymptotic estimate of Lemma 4.4.2 yields
I N  U < M ( M , P ) ^ M i .
Thus
IM kpA < M { b , t , p ) ^ ~  if | i |  >  4.
Letting m  —> oo in (4.4.13)
3
IM|2,p;Oo <  ■ W ( 6 , l , p ) | | / o | | i  +  Y  l l “ ll2.!>;SV
t = — 3
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Applying the estimate in Lemma 4.4.3 and Holder’s inequality we obtain (4.4.12). 
Finally, let (j) G Cg°(Q). Then
Therefore — A v  =  /  almost everywhere in fl. □
L EM M A  4 .4 .5  If fo is Steiner-symmetric then v{-,X2 ) is even for almost all 
X2 € (0 , 6) and
[  Vu.v</> = f  (j>f0 y ( f> e c s ° {Q 0 u r 0).
Jn o Jcio
P r o o f By the methods of Lemma 4.3.2 it can be shown that if fo is Steiner- 
symmetric then u is Steiner-symmetric. It follows that 0 (^X2 ) is even for almost 
all x2 G (0 , 6).
Let 4> G CJ°(f2o LI To) and let (j)0dd and (f>e denote respectively the odd and 
even parts (as functions of £ 1) of (j). Then by the Divergence Theorem, letting v  
denote the unit exterior normal to r 0,
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and (j)e is even we have
=  f  f o i l  IT 1
Jxx=t /2  d x i  Jx l = - t / 2  n “ fc d x i
=  f  4 > ^ - (  < f > ^
Jx i= t /2  d X \  J x \ = —t/2 OX i
—>■ 0 as k —> oo 
hence
/  Vv.V(t> =  [  4>ef 0 =  f  <i>f0. □
J fio J fio J £lo
L E M M A  4.4 .6  If /o is Steiner-symmetric then
T f 0 =  v =  Y ^ u n
n£Z
hence v is Steiner-symmetric.
P r o o f By Lemma 4.4.5
f  V v .V h =  (  h f0 v/i e  iy0‘’2( f i o u r 0).
J  fio I  ^ 0
Recall VVo defined by
is a convex, Gateaux-differentiable functional on W[,1,2(^oUro). Since dtjjfQ[v\(h) =  
0 for all h €  jyo1,2(^o U To) we deduce v =  T/o. □
Note that when /o is Steiner-symmetric the periodicity of v ensures that 
v =  T/o where T/o is the extension of T / 0 as defined in (4.3.5).
4.5 Vortex patches
Let 2 < p <  oo and let q denote the conjugate exponent of p. Let uq G IP{M2) be 
non-negative with fa & o  >  0} =  wa2. Let b, t  > m ax{4,2a} and for A > 0 define
£1* =  ( ~ t / 2A, t / 2A) x (0 , b /A)
V ' a  dUn/  v <re «r» JrLv dvL
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and
Tg =  {x  G df2o|0 <  X2 <  b / \ } .
Let T  : Lffoo) ~  ^ PF2,p(f20) be defined as in Section 4.3 and recall Tx : 
LP(n$) —► VF2,p(fio) satisfies
- A (Txg) =  g in fij
^  -  - «
Txg =  0 on c)^o\r o
where v  denotes the unit exterior normal to 0£Iq. Also, for g G
^ {9) =  \ k 9Tx9~ x k Xi9-
For 0 <  A <  1 let c =  1/A. For g G ^ (^ o )  define gc(x) =  c2g(cx) and let 
w (x) =  (Txg)(ex.). Then ||dc||i =  llslli, llsdlp =  <?lq\\g\\P and
—A w  =  gc in Qq
dw
■tt— =  0 on To (where v  is the unit exterior normal to dfio) 
ov
w =  0 on cft}0\ro
hence w =  Tgc.
For /  G LP(Qo) define
«*(/) =  l i r r / - f  x 2f .2i Jcio Jn0
Then
V \ ( g )  =  ^x{gc) fo r  a ll  g G
Let Cc(x) =  c2o;0(cx). Then \\Q\i =  INHi,  \\Q\P =  c2/9||o;o||p and c2/z2{Cc > 
0} =  /^{^o >  0}. Let T  denote the set of rearrangements of u 0 supported on 
and let T c denote the set of rearrangements of £c supported on Qo (both T  and 
T c are non-empty by the lower bound on b and t).
By Lemma 4.3.1 Tx : ^ q(^o) is a compact, symmetric, strictly
positive operator hence ^ x is a strictly convex weakly sequentially continuous
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functional on L^^g). By [9, Theorem 7] attains a maximum relative to T  
and, in particular, Lemma 4.3.3 ensures the existence of a Steiner-symmetric 
maximiser u  with
u — </> o (T\Cj — Xx2)
almost everywhere in f°r some increasing function <j). Let Cc(x ) =  c2a;(cx). 
Then £c maximises ^!\ relative to T c and, conversely, if £ maximises \&a relative 
to T c then
w(x ) =  ^ ( 7 )cr c
maximises \Pa relative to T.
As observed in 4.3.1 the extension of T \u  — Xx2 to a function on Qx that is 
t/A-periodic in X\ provides the stream function for a steady flow in QA. We show 
that for c sufficiently large the support of any Steiner-symmetric maximiser of ^a 
relative to T c is bounded away from df20 hence there exist flows in Qq containing 
patches of vorticity, the vorticity in each patch being a rearrangement of uq.
L E M M A  4.5 .1  For c >  3a we have
P r o o f Let [/ =  9 0 H # 2(0) where £ 2(0) is the ball of radius 2 centred at the 
origin. Let G b 2{ x , y) and G[/(x, y) denote the Green’s functions for —A with 
zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on # 2(0) and U respectively. Then
r  rr v i -  1 lnJ 2 - 1| y | x - 2 | y | - V I
(x ’y) -  s lo g  F ^ T i --------
and
G u f a  y) =  G b 2 ( x , y )  -  G b 2 ( x , y )
=  J -  l o g  h ^ y i _  J L  ^ !.l y f i i z i y l .
27r |x — y| 27r ||y |2x - 4 y |
Let £c denote the circularly symmetric decreasing rearrangement of £c relative 
to the point z =  (0 , 1). Since T£c is non-negative in U the maximum principle
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yields
’j'A (C c) >  * a (Cc)
=  \  f  L t L  -  f  X2LZ j SIq Jq0
>  I f  Gc(x,y)Cc(x)Cc(y)<ixdy- J  x 2C
=  h  i  ( los ( r ^ )  - log ( l l y f c  -  4 y |) )  & *)& *>*»<?
-  f  X2Q.  (4.5.14)
J u
For all x, y  G supp ( c the choice of c implies |x — y | <  2a/c, |x — y | >  4 /3  and
||y |2x  — 4y| < 8 ,







Applying these estimates to (4.5.14) and observing x2 <  4 /3  for all x  G supp ( c 
gives the required result. □
Let Sc =  {£c >  0}. We recall the ”essential diameter” of Sc is defined as 
ess diam(5c) =  min{d|5c =  S'c U N  with diam(S') =  d and p>2(N) =  0} 
where for i c R 2
diam(A) =  sup{|x -  y | | x ,y  G A}.
L E M M A  4 .5 .2  Suppose b/t <  a  1. Then there exist constants cr, C0 > 0 depend­
ing on l>o, p and a \ only such that for c >  Cq
ess diam(Sc) <
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P r o o f By [9, Theorem 7],
Cc =  (/)o (TCc -  x2) (4.5.15)
almost everywhere in f20 for some increasing function </>. Hence there exists 7  G R 
such that
Sc =  {x  G ft0|TCc(x) -  a;2 > 7 } (4.5.16)
except for a set of zero measure. To see this let L  =  {x  €  f20 |T fc(x) — x2 ~  7 }. 
Then by [23, Lemma 7.7], Cc(x ) =  —AT£c(x) =  0 for almost all x  € L.
If 7  <  0 then
0 <  x2 <  \ j \  => TCc(x ) -  x2 >  TCc(x ) -  M >  7-
By considering the area of Sc it follows that t \ j \  <  7ra2/c 2. Hence [7 ! <  1/2 if 
c >  Ci =  (Tra)1/2.
Now consider
H Q  := I f  ( T C - 1 2 - t K c2 1/
< I f  (TCc -  x2 -  7  -  1)+Cc +  J f  C, (4.5.17)
Let ip =  T ( c — x2 — 7  — 1. Then =  0 on df20\ro  and by the Divergence 
Theorem
/  mJ n0
+ |2 _
<
f  V i p + .V i>
Jtio
— f  ip+Aip +  f  ip+'Vip.if 
JClo J dCto
(  i>+ CcJSlo
( j > i - f  & (4.5.18)
By [1, Lemma 5.14] PK1,1 (r20) -> L2(f20) and the embedding constant depends 
only on the cone determining the cone property for f20. Since M  >  4
+ xi + I) (4.5.19)
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for some embedding constant k.
An application of Holder’s inequality yields
since {x  E f20||V ^ + (x)| >  0} C Sc except for a set of zero measure.
Combining (4.5.18) and (4.5.20)
m + \2 <  4A;aV7r||^o||2 |V ^ + |2)
and therefore
/  |V^+ |2 < /?
JSlo
where (3 =  16A:27ra21 |c^0 1 |i -  In particular,
ip+Cc <  4/jav/7r||cJo||2 |W>+ |2)  <  (3,
for all c >  C2 =  max{Ci, 2kay/n}. Prom (4.5.17) we have
^ ( C c ) < i ( / 3  +  I M | i ) .  ( 4 - 5 . 2 1 )
We observe that
TtlCclli = 2 *a(Cc) - 2F(Cc) + f  x2Cc (4.5.22)
JSlo
>  2# a(CJ -  2F(C ).
We denote by M  any constant independent of c but possibly depending on a, p,
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11oj0 111 > H^ollp and oti. If c >  C3 =  max{C2,3a} then by Lemma 4.5.1 and (4.5.21)
1 , /  c \  . . - . .  P 11
7  >  27r l°g (■2tt \48aJ  "v:M1 IKHi 3
=  (4 5 -23)
Let R  >  1. For x  €  fio> let B  =  {y  6  n 0| |y — x | <  R a/c}.  Then by (4.5.16) 
and (4.5.23)
TCc(x) -  E l o g  ( £ )  UCclli > x2 - M  (4.5.24)
for almost all x  G Sc. For ri G Z define
(Cc)n(zi,x2) =  ( c{x 1 -  n t ,x 2)
and note that (£c)n vanishes outside Qn. Then by Lemma 4.4.6 and the maximum 
principle
1 I ( C \ w ? w  /  , 1 f  , ( 2a|x — y|
+ i  L log (fe)l(y)+ ^ - ^ d y -
If \n\ >  1 then for x  G and y  G |x — y | >  (|n| — 1)£ and
E  7o(C)»(x) =  £  E  [  tog ( l  +  | 4^2^2 )  (Cc)n(y)dy
| n | > l  | n | > l  \  ^1 /
**IMI
^  |nj>i (H  -  ! ) 2 
s  < i5 -25>
It is shown in Appendix A that there exist positive constants Ai ,A 2,A s >  0 
depending only on a and p  such that
_L /  ioe f  2a lx ~ y n  7 M d v  <  I  (^1 +  A *\ logx2 |)|kol|p if X2 >  a, 
2ttJb \  c |x — y | /  “ I A s I K H p  i f 0 < i 2 < a -
(4.5.26)
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Note that for y  G &o\B  we have |x — y| > Ra/c  and |x — y | <  (2b +  t), hence
i  L b l0g (¥^r) U y ) d y  -  I l0g L b  U y ) d y ■ (4-5-27)
If |ari| < t / 4 then for all y  G O iU  we have |x — y | <  2 (b +  t ) and
lx  — y | >  t /4 .  Hence
s i 1”1 ( j i r f l )  «C 0.M +(4)-.(yW y < M l , . s !2 ± i>  < M l . ^ + i ) , ,
(4.5.28)
Applying the estimates (4.5.25), (4.5.26), (4.5.27) and (4.5.28) and rearrang­
ing (4.5.24) we obtain
J _  W  (  R   ^ f  c M d v  <  /  (Al +  A lo g l2^ la,0ll>’ ~ X* +  M  if *2 >  “ .
27r \ 2 ( 2 b +  t ) J  Jsio\B c — 1 j43||wo||p — 2:2 +  M  if 0 <  1 2  <  a
(4.5.29)
hence
l0g (2(2^)) L b U y ) d y  < M' (4'5'30)
Let =  2(26 +  t)e2M/ll"‘>H>. Then
L s M y ) d y < l - ^ r  (4-5-31)Js!q\ b 2
for almost all x  G Sc with |xi| <  t j 4.
Choose C4 >  C3 depending on u;0, <*i and p only, such that R a/c  <  t / 16 for 
c >  C4. Fix c >  C4 and suppose ess diam(Sc) >  4Ra/c. Then Sc =  S' U N  
where diam(S') >  4Ra/c, fi2(N) =  0 and (4.5.31) holds for all x  G S' with 
|rri| <  t / 4. We may also assume that for all x  G S', T ( c(x) ~  x2 >  7  and, by
Steiner-symmetry of T fc, that T (c(’,x 2) is a symmetric decreasing function.
By (4.5.15) and the fact that diam(S') > 4R a/c  there exist x' =  (x[, x2) G S' 
andx" =  (rr'/,^') G S 'w ith  |x'—x"| >  2i?a/cand 1^1 < t / 16. Furthermore, since 
T fc(-,x'2') is a symmetric decreasing function, there exists x'" =  (x'Lx2 ) E S'
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with |x " ' — x ' |  >  2R a/c  and \x'f\ <  t / 4. Then BRa/c(jd) D Bfla/c(x///) =  0 and
I I C c l l l  < f  C c +  f  Cc  <  ^  +  ^  =  I l C e l l lJn0\BRa/c(x') Jn0\BRa/c(x'") 2 2
which is a contradiction. Hence ess diam(Sc) <  4Ra/c. □
By Lemma 4.5.2 there exists C (u0,p, a i) such that ess diam(6'c) <  t /4  for c >  
C(uo,p, ai) .  Hence the support of £c is bounded away from To if c is sufficiently 
large. It remains to show that the support of £c also avoids dQo\To. From the 
lower bound for 7  (4.5.23) it is clear that 7  >  0 if c is sufficiently large. Hence 
TCc — X2 — 7  is negative on d£lo\r 0 and, since Sc =  {T fc — X2 >  7 } except for a 
set of measure zero, we obtain the following result.
T H E O R E M  4.5 .3  Let 2 <  p <  00 and let u;0 € Z^R2) be a non-zero non­
negative function vanishing outside a set of measure it a2. Let b ,t >  m ax{4,2a} 
with b /t  <  cx.\. Let 0 <  A <  1 and let u  be a Steiner-symmetric maximiser of 
4/a relative to the set of rearrangements of ujq supported on fig- Then, letting 
ip =  T\u, we have
—Aip =  u =  <p o {ip — XX2 )
almost everywhere in fig f or some increasing function (p. Furthermore, there 
exists Ao =  \o (w o,p ,a i)  such that for  0 < A <  Ao the support of u  is bounded 
away from 3Qq.
The extension of ip—Xx2 to a function on Qx that is £/A-periodic in x\ provides 
the stream function for a steady flow of an ideal fluid in Qx that contains patches 
of vorticity. The vorticity in each patch is a rearrangement of uq.
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Appendix A
Let 0 <  a <  oo, 2 <  p < oo, R > 1  and c >  2a. Let v G 1^(11) be a non-negative 
function vanishing outside a set of area 7ra2 and define vc(x) =  (?v{cx). For 
x  G II define
/(x )  =  f  log f  — y )  ^c(y)dy.
JBRa/c(x) V c|x -  y | J
Then there are positive constants M i, M2 and M3 such that
7(x) <  (Mx +  M2| l ogz 2|)|M|p if x2 >  a, (A.0 .1)
J(x) <  M3 ||u||p if x2 <  a. (A.0 .2)
P r o o f For x, y  G II let p =  |x — y |, S =  |x — y |. Then
S2 =  p2 +  4x2y2.
If p >  z 2/c  then
£ <  |x -  x| +  |x -  y | =  2x 2 +  p <  (2c +  l)p.
Hence
L j ° S My)dy -  log ||w||i
<  log(4a+l) | |w | | i .  (A.0.3)
Let vc denote the rearrangement of vc as a decreasing function of p only on
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. U p  < x2/c  then 8 <  (2c +  1)^2/c  and if £2 >  a
f  l o g f ^ p — y ) ^ c(y)^y < f  l°g ( 2a^ C + 1 ^ 2)  ^ (y )^ y
J p < x 2/c  y c|x — y | y J p< x2/c  y c |x — y | J
(2 a (2 c + l )x 2y c(y)dy  
v(u)du
<  l p < a / c ^ \  c2|x -  y |
=  r / 2a( 2c + 1)x2'
Jp< a  y cp
where p  =  |cx — u| and # is the rearrangement of v as a decreasing function of p 
only.
Hence
2a|x  — y| 




cp 9 \  1 /9pdpj ||e||p + |iogx2|IHIi-’ y 2a(2c + 1)
Substituting 2; =  cp/2a(2c +  1)
/  log (  — y ) « c ( y ) d yJ p < x 2/ c  \  c|x — y \ )
< (2n 2^a(2c+ x) j '  [logz| ^ z j  IMk + llogsallHl!
<  (4a + l ) 2/q (2n z llogz^dz^  ||?;||p +  (7ra2)1/9|loga:2|||?)||p
< (Mi + M 2\\ogx2\)\\v\\p (A.0.4)
for some positive constants M i ,M 2 since Jq z\ logz\qdz is finite. Combining 
(A.0.3) and (A.0.4) we obtain (A.0 .1).
If 0 <  x2 <  a then
/  log ( - j - — y - ) vc(y )d y  <  f  log
J p < x 2/c  \  C|x — y| J  J p < x 2/c
(  f x 2 / c
s H





2ax2(2 +  1/c)
9 \  1/9
pdp)  | l^d Ip-
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Substituting z =  cp/(2ax2(2 +  1/c)) and noting that ||vc||p 
for 0 <  x2 <  a,
/  — y )  vc(y)dyJp<x2/c \  c\x -  y\ J
<  ( 2,  f ™ " ' "  21 k * * . * )  “ *
/  rl/4a \
< ( 27ryo 1^ log z\^dzj ((Aa +  l )x 2)2lq\\v\\p
<  Mzx2,q\\v\\p
for some positive constant M3.
Combining (A.0.3) and (A.0.5) we obtain (A.0.2). □
|M|„ we have,
2 /9




Let U C M2 be a bounded domain. For g € L?{U), 2 <  p  <  oo, define
K g { x ) = L h l0* \ ^ 7 \ 9{y)dy-
Then K  : I f ( U)  -> W 2*(U) is bounded and - A K g  =  g.
P r o o f Let r =  diam(C/) and suppose that r >  1. Then
/ • I  i  / - l l
* ^ (x ) =  /  77— i°g 1 r#(y)dy +  /  7-  log-1-------- >g(y)dyi|x-y|>i 2ir |x -  y | 7|x—y|<i 27r |x -  y |
and, letting q denote the conjugate exponent of p,
|tfff(x)| < J ^ ^ \ \ o g r \ \ g ( y ) \ d y + ({2Tr)1- q Jo \logp\,,pdpj  ||</||p 
<  -WiWHflllp
since | logp|9pdp =  \z\qe2zdz <  00 . Also
| v * s(x)l -  I u M h v \ 9 [y )d y
=  i - y|>1 2^ ^ 5(y)dy +  / x- y|<1 2 ^ 7 i s(y )d y
< +  ( i 2* ) 1-11 J0 llffllp
< M2(r)\\g\\p
since pl~qdp is finite. The result follows from [23, Theorem 9.9]. □
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